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Abstrat

This thesis presents results on the theoretial desription of

ion aeleration using ultra-short ultra-intense laser pulses.

It onsists of two parts. One deals with the very general

and underlying desription and theoreti modeling of the

laser interation with the plasma, the other part presents

three approahes of optimizing the ion aeleration by tar-

get geometry improvements using the results of the �rst

part.

In the �rst part, a novel approah of modeling the ele-

tron average energy of an over-ritial plasma that is irradi-

ated by a few tens of femtoseonds laser pulse with relativisti intensity is introdued. The

�rst step is the derivation of a general expression of the distribution of aelerated eletrons

in the laboratory time frame. As is shown, the distribution is homogeneous in the proper

time of the aelerated eletrons, provided they are at rest and distributed uniformly ini-

tially. The average hot eletron energy an then be derived in a seond step from a weighted

average of the single eletron energy evolution.

This result is applied exemplary for the two important ases of in�nite laser ontrast and

square laser temporal pro�le, and the ase of an experimentally more realisti ase of a

laser pulse with a temporal pro�le su�ient to produe a preplasma pro�le with a sale

length of a few hundred nanometers prior to the laser pulse peak. The thus derived eletron

temperatures are in exellent agreement with reent measurements and simulations, and in

partiular provide an analyti explanation for the redued temperatures seen both in exper-

iments and simulations ompared to the widely used ponderomotive energy saling.

The impliations of this new eletron temperature saling on the ion aeleration, i.e. the

maximum proton energy, are then brie�y studied in the frame of an isothermal 1D expansion

model. Based on this model, two distint regions of laser pulse duration are identi�ed with

respet to the maximum energy saling. For short laser pulses, ompared to a referene

time, the maximum ion energy is found to sale linearly with the laser intensity for a simple

�at foil, and the most important other parameter is the laser absorption e�ieny. In par-

tiular the eletron temperature is of minor importane. For long laser pulse durations the

maximum ion energy sales only proportional to the square root of the laser peak intensity

and the eletron temperature has a large impat. Consequently, improvements of the ion a-
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eleration beyond the simple �at foil target maximum energies should fous on the inrease

of the laser absorption in the �rst ase and the inrease of the hot eletron temperature in

the latter ase.

In the seond part, exemplary geometri designs are studied by means of simulations

and analyti disussions with respet to their apability for an improvement of the laser

absorption e�ieny and temperature inrease.

First, a stak of several foils spaed by a few hundred nanometers is proposed and it

is shown that the laser energy absorption for short pulses and therefore the maximum

proton energy an be signi�antly inreased. Seondly, mass limited targets, i.e. thin

foils with a �nite lateral extension, are studied with respet to the inrease of the hot

eletron temperature. An analytial model is provided prediting this temperature based

on the lateral foil width. Finally, the important ase of bent foils with attahed �at top

is analyzed. This target geometry resembles hollow one targets with �at top attahed to

the tip, as were used in a reent experiment produing world reord proton energies. The

presented analysis explains the observed inrease in proton energy with a new eletron

aeleration mehanism, the diret aeleration of surfae on�ned eletrons by the laser

light. This mehanism ours when the laser is aligned tangentially to the urved one

wall and the laser phase o-moves with the energeti eletrons. The resulting eletron

average energy an exeed the energies from normal or oblique laser inidene by several

times. Proton energies are therefore also greatly inreased and show a theoretial saling

proportional to the laser intensity, even for long laser pulses.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Doktorarbeit präsentiert Ergebnisse zur theoretishen Beshreibung der Ionenbeshle-

unigung mittels ultrakurzer hohintensiver Laserpulse. Sie besteht aus zwei Teilen. Der

erste Teil behandelt die grundlegende theoretishe Modellierung der Laserwehselwirkung

mit dem Plasma, der zweite Teil präsentiert beispielhaft drei Ansätze wie die Ionenbeshle-

unigung durh Verbesserungen der Targetgeometrie optimiert werden kann.

Im ersten Teil wird ein neuer Ansatz zur Modellierung der Durhshnittsenergie von

Elektronen eines Plasmas beshrieben, welhes von einem Laserpuls mit einer Dauer von

einigen 10 Femtosekunden und relativistisher Intensität beshienen wird. In einem ersten

Shritt wird ein allgemeiner Ausdruk für die Verteilung der beshleunigten Elektronen in

der Laborzeit hergeleitet. Die Verteilung der Elektronen in ihrer Eigenzeit ist homogen,

vorausgesetzt, dass sie vor der Bestrahlung ruhten und gleihmäÿig verteilt waren. Die

Durhshnittsenergie der heiÿen Elektronen kann dann in einem zweiten Shritt durh eine

gewihtete Mittelung des Energieverlaufs eines einzelnen Elektrons gewonnen werden.

Dieses Verfahren wird beispielhaft auf die zwei wihtigen Fälle eines idealen Rehtekpulses

und eines realistisheren Laserpulses mit einem zeitlihen Verlauf, welher ein Vorplasma mit

einer Skalenlänge im Bereih einiger hundert Mikrometer vor Ankunft des Pulsmaximums

erzeugt, angewandt. Die somit berehneten Durhshnittsenergien sind in hervorragen-

der Übereinstimmung mit Experimenten und Simulationen und können im Besonderen die

regelmäÿig beobahteten Abweihungen zur ponderomotiven Energieskalierung erklären. Die

Auswirkungen dieser Elektronenenergieskalierung auf die Ionenbeshleunigung, insbesondere

auf die maximal zu erwartende Protonenenergie, werden kurz anhand eines eindimension-

alen isothermalen Modells beleuhtet. Es ergeben sih zwei untershiedlihe Regime für

die Skalierung der Maximalenergie mit der Laserintensität in Abhängigkeit der Laserpuls-

dauer. Bei kurzen Pulsen sagt das Modell eine Skalierung der Maximalenergie der Ionen

proportional zur Laserintensität und Unabhängig von der Elektronentemperatur voraus. Die

einzige wihtige weitere Gröÿe in diesem Fall ist der Laserabsorptionskoe�zient. Bei langen

Pulsen hingegen skaliert die Ionenenergie nur proportional zur Wurzel der Intensität und

die Elektronenenergie hat einen gewihtigen Ein�uss. Daher sollten sih Anstrengungen zur

Erhöhung der Ionenenergieen über die einfahen �ahen Folien hinaus im ersten Fall auf

Verbesserungen der Laserabsorption konzentrieren und im letzteren Fall auf die Erhöhung

der durhshnittlihen Energie heiÿer Elektronen.

Im zweiten Teil dieser Dissertation werden drei vershiedene Foliengeometrien mittels
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Simulationen und analytisher Betrahtungen auf ihr Potenzial zur Erhöhung der Absorp-

tion und Elektronentemperatur hin untersuht.

Der erste Vorshlag ist ein Stapel mehrerer Folien mit einem Abstand einiger hundert

Nanometer untereinander. Mittels eines solhen Targets lassen sih die Laserabsorption

und damit die maximale Ionenenergie erheblih steigern. Eine weitere Möglihkeit zur

Energieerhöhung stellen massereduzierte dünne Folien dar. Durh ihre endlihe laterale

Ausdehnung werden die heiÿen Elektronen räumlih begrenzt die dadurh mehrfah vom

Laser beshleunigt werden können. Ein analytishes Model wird hergeleitet, durh welhes

die resultierende Erhöhung der durhshnittlihen Elektronenenergie in Abhängigkeit der

Folienbreite ermittelt werden kann. Abshlieÿend wird eine gekrümmte Folie mit �ahem

Endstük betrahtet. Diese Geometrie re�ektiert die Geometrie eines hohlen Zylinders mit

�aher Folie an der Spitze. Mit solhen Targets konnte erst jüngst einer neuer Weltrekord

für die höhste Protonenenergie durh Laserbeshleunigung aufgestellt werden. Die Anal-

yse der Wehselwirkung eines tangential auf die Zylinderwand tre�enden Lasers mit dem

Plasma ergibt, dass Elektronen durh einen neuen Mehanismus kontinuierlih entlang der

Ober�ähe beshleunigt werden können und dabei ein Vielfahes der Energie erlangen kön-

nen, welhe erreiht werden können wenn der Laser senkreht oder shräg auf eine Folie

tri�t. Folglih sind auh die Protonenenergien deutlih höher und skalieren sogar im Falle

langer Pulse linear mit der Laserintensität.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

1.1 History and Motivation

Aording to the World Health Organization, 2010 has most likely been the year where

aner related deaths have, for the �rst time in history, outnumbered deaths related to

ardio-vasular diseases [1℄. Eah year there are about 12.4 million new inidenes of aner

worldwide (referene year: 2008), exluding non-melanoma skin aner. This ompares to

more than 7.5 million fatalities aused by aner, whih represents about one eighth of all

deaths. Moreover there are yet more deaths related to aner where aner has not been the

diret ause of death, whih demonstrates the non-satisfying situation of aner therapies.

Those data are baked by the EUROCARE 4 survey [2℄. For aner diagnosed between 2000

and 2002 in Europe, the 10 year relative survival was about 43%. The most suessfully em-

ployed therapy still is surgery whih is responsible for about 50% of ured ases. Radiation

therapy alone or in ombination with surgery is responsible for 40%, while hemotherapy

is responsible only for 10% of ured ases. Hene, radiation therapy is a very promising

approah and has developed to be the seond most suessful therapy after surgial inter-

vention. It an also signi�antly inrease the median survival time and derease side e�ets,

sine in many ases organs an be resued that otherwise would have to be removed. If

Fatalities

Not reachable/
radioresistive

Surgery

Radiation therapy

Chemotherapy

Figure 1.1: Relative number of ured aners (10 year survival) with respet to the treatment methods,

ompared to fatalities (red).
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Figure 1.2: (a) Qualitative dose e�et on tumor ell survival (dashed) and side e�ets on healthy tissue

(dotted). With inreasing dose, less tumor ells survive, but also more side e�ets are indued. Hene, there

exists an optimum dose for suessful treatment (solid). (b) Depth dose urve for photons (10MV, gray)
and protons (160 MeV, blak).

diagnosed early and the aner is onsisting of a single, well distinguishable tumor, the

radiotherapeuti prospets are generally good. However, in 20% of the ases, due to a

ompliated loation or radio-resistivity of the tumor, an adequate treatment is not possi-

ble. Hene, an improvement of high volume onformity together with a higher biologial

e�etiveness in the tumor volume, without inreasing damage done to healthy surrounding

tissue, is needed. Nowadays, radiotherapy is mostly given by means of intensity modulated

photon irradiation or eletron irradiation, sine the required photon or eletron generators

have a small footprint ompared to ion aelerators, and therefore �t well into the linial

environment, and have moderate investment osts.

An inrease in radiation dose raises the probability of induing radiation damage in ells,

espeially in the DNA. This may inrease the loal tumor damage but will also esalate the

side e�ets indued in healthy tissue. Consequently, there exists an optimal dose below

whih the tumor is not e�etively damaged and above whih the danger of side e�ets re-

dues the hane of a suessful treatment (Fig. 1.2a). In fat, in [3℄ it was shown that an

improvement of treatment prospets annot be ahieved simply by inreasing the dose.

A promising solution is the use of energeti protons or heavier ions instead of photons or

eletrons. Those partiles ombine two advantages. First, their energy deposition meha-

nism is haraterized by a sharp dose maximum at the end of their passage (Bragg-peak,

Fig. 1.2b) [4℄. Seond, ions show a very low lateral sattering of dose ompared to pho-

tons or eletrons, due to their large mass. This allows for a more onformal irradiation of

the tumor volume and additionally the peaked dose deposition harateristis permits an

inrease of dose delivered to the tumor while at the same time sparing surrounding healthy

tissue. Further advantages arise from bene�ial properties of ion beams with respet to the
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biologial e�etiveness. Heavy ions an have a high linear energy transfer (LET) along their

trajetories [5℄. Compared to light partiles (eletrons) or photons, the high LET, espeially

within the Bragg-peak, an have several bene�ial properties [6℄. Those inlude a higher

relative biologial e�etiveness, a redued sensitivity to the degree of oxygenation, a redu-

tion of ell repair mehanisms and a redution of the dependene of radio sensitivity upon

the phase of ell division. However, the downside of ion radiation treatment with urrent

tehnology are the large aelerator and beam transport failities neessary to produe and

deliver ions with su�iently high energy. In order to reah a deep-seated tumor, ions with up

to 250A MeV may be neessary. Suh failities, espeially when a gantry for variable beam

orientation is required, turn out to be both very large and expensive with osts exeeding

EUR 100 Mill [7℄.

To bring the advantages of ion therapy to a large number of patients, and to avoid the

drawbaks and redue osts and spae requirements, in Dresden (Germany) a strong ol-

laborative e�ort has been founded between the Tehnial University (TUD), the University

Hospital Carl Gustav Carus, the Medial Faulty Carl Gustav Carus, and the Helmholtz-

Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR). Those institutes work together under the roof of

OnoRay in ooperation with the ZIK UltraOptis in Jena on the projet OnoOptis, ded-

iated to bring high power lasers into partile therapy.

Laser aelerated ion beams are potentially very suitable for medial appliations sine they

are extremely intense and have a very low emittane [8, 9, 10℄. They are very short pulsed

(femtoseonds to few pioseonds), enabling the use of novel, ompat pulsed gantries [11℄.

Furthermore, the atual aeleration distane of the ions is extremely short with only a few

mirons. Another advantage is the fat, that the laser light an be steered very easily by

optial omponents, hene a gantry may be envisioned that does not need enormous bend-

ing magnets making it heavy, mehanially hallenging and expensive. Put together, a laser

aelerator has many potential bene�ts ompared to onventional ion aelerators. Laser

aeleration of ions ould make ion tumor therapy heaper and �t into a linial setting

more easily [12, 13, 14, 10, 15℄. Additionally, many other appliations may pro�t from the

bene�ial properties of laser generated ion beams, suh as fast ignition fusion [16℄, nulear

reations and isotope prodution [17, 18℄.

However, one of the biggest hallenges remains the issue of laser aelerated ion energies

still falling short of therapeutially neessary values. High power lasers have been known to

be able to produe energeti ions sine the 1970's. Yet, for two deades, the energy of ions

did not exeed a few hundred keV. The interest in this tehnology has jumped up with
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the advent of the hirped pulse ampli�ation (CPA) in the 1990s [19℄, whih allows higher

pulse power and laser intensity (nowadays up to ≈ 1022W/cm2
) at short pulse durations in

the order of some ten to hundred femtoseonds. The pursuit of high ion energies has ulmi-

nated in the year 2000 when protons with an energy lose to 60 MeV were produed at the

Lawrene Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL, USA) [20℄. Nevertheless, even though this

early suess has triggered a signi�ant amount of researh worldwide, this energy was not

exeeded until 2009 when experiments with novel �at top one targets (FTC) were arried

out at the Trident laser at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL, USA) [21℄. Those

experiments, whih are analyzed in Se. 4.3.2 of this work, produed protons with an energy

exeeding the old threshold of 60 MeV by more than 10% and now mark with 67.5 MeV

the reord of the highest published laser aelerated proton energy.

While up to now the highest ion energies have been ahieved by the so alled Target Normal

Sheath Aeleration proess (TNSA, Se. 2.3.1), novel and potentially more e�ient regimes

have been predited theoretially (Se. 2.3.2). Yet, none of these ould be demonstrated ex-

perimentally up until now and they would be tehnially extremely hallenging. The silver

bullet would be an enhanement of the onventional, reliable and robust TNSA mehanism.

It is the fous of this thesis to introdue and study possible novel regimes within TNSA

that have the potential of boosting the ion energies to therapeutially relevant energies of

> 200 MeV. The studies were performed both analytially by analyzing the fundamental

laser-matter interation and by simulations that allow a detailed insight into the proesses

at shortest time sales that would be experimentally not aessible.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This thesis is onerned with the maximum ion energy from laser ion aeleration. There are

various di�erent mehanisms that an transfer energy from the laser to ions, whih will be

disussed in Chapter 2. Still, up to now experimentally the most e�ient mehanism with

respet to maximum ion energy and density is the TNSA mehanism (Se. 2.3.1), where

the laser �rst aelerates eletrons on the front surfae of a foil whih in turn propagate

through the target and set up an ion aelerating eletrostati �eld at the foil rear side.

The �nal maximum ion energy in the TNSA regime depends only on the parameters of the

plasma reated at the foil rear side, namely the average hot eletron energy Te (ommonly

referred to as �temperature� for reasons explained later in Se. 2.2.3), hot eletron density

ne, and duration of the existene of the �eld whih is governed by the laser pulse duration τ .
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Figure 1.3: The aeleration of ions by intense short laser pulses is most ommonly dominated by the

TNSA proess. The maximum ion energy is then determined by the plasma properties at the rear foil

surfae (hot eletron temperature Te, density ne and the time the �eld an be sustained whih is determined

by the pulse duration τ . Those plasma parameters are in turn in�uened by external parameters suh as

parameters of the laser, the struture of the front or rear surfae of the target foil, the absorption e�ieny

and the target geometry, whih also in�uene eah other.

These plasma properties are in turn determined by a large variety of external parameters,

whih inlude all of the laser parameters � suh as spot size, wave length, and intensity,

the laser absorption e�ieny η, the target foil front and rear surfae struture, and other

geometri parameters � suh as the foil thikness, lateral size and shape (Fig. 1.3). To

make things even more ompliated, all of these quantities have omplex dependenies on

eah other. Consequently one ends up with a multi-parameter spae to optimize for the

maximum possible ion energy at a given laser system. The only reasonable path is to study

the parameters individually, sine there is no uni�ed theory on the omplex interplay of the

individual parameters and their e�et on the maximum ion energy, and omputer power

for performing omplex multi-parameter studies is presently insu�ient. Consequently, it

is neessary to �rst determine the most relevant parameters and subsequently redue the

omplexity e.g. by only onsidering binary mutual interations between the parameters.

A typial experimental setup as it is installed at the DRACO laser faility at the HZDR

is shown in Fig. 1.4. As a minimum, suh an experiment onsists of the laser fousing

parabola, the target (whih in the most simple ase is a �at foil), and an ion spetrometer.

In the standard experiments this typially is a stak of radio-hromati �lm to measure the

ion dose as a funtion of penetration depth that in turn is dependent on the ion energy [22℄.

At DRACO, the experimental routine has progressed to a status where routinely and repro-

duibly ion beams with a maximum of ≈ 20 MeV an be produed [23, 24℄. Eah target
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Figure 1.4: Typial setup of a laser ion aeleration experiment (DRACO, HZDR).

foil an be shot at more than 200 times and the target and RCF hanging proedure an be

automated.

The typial laser parameters disussed in this thesis are guided by the state-of-the-art laser

systems used in the past years to e�iently aelerate ions. Their pulse duration is in the or-

der of few 10 fs up to few 100 fs, reahing a peak intensity of up to 1018W/cm2−1021W/cm2

inside the foal spot whih usually is in the order of a few µm. The typial total energy

ontained in a pulse thus ranges from approximately 1 J to 100 J. This sets limitations

on the available pulse repetition rate, sine optial elements need to ool between shots to

prevent thermal e�ets.

This thesis will fous on two of the experimentally most important parameters deter-

mining the ion maximum energy, namely the laser intensity and target foil geometry. Sine

the fous will be put on the fundamental laser matter interation, all options of intervention

on the foil rear surfae are negleted, as they are seondary e�ets within this sope. Thus

with �geometry� here and in the following it is referred to fundamental properties suh as

the foil thikness, size and shape. The e�ets of naturally ourring preplasma due to laser
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prepulses and ampli�ed spontaneous emission (ASE) are not expliitly in the fous of this

thesis. Rather, its e�ets and its interplay with the geometri parameters will be disussed

at the relevant loations. In this respet, also nano-strutures [25℄ as well as the addition of

low density aerogel on the front and rear surfaes are not onsidered expliitly.

The struture of the thesis follows the above onsiderations:

� In the next hapter the theory of laser matter interation in the relevant regimes is

brie�y introdued, fousing on the interation with solids (Se. 2.2.3) and the aeler-

ation of ions (Se. 2.3), spei�ally in the TNSA regime (Se. 2.3.1). The relevane of

the plasma parameters and their impat on the maximum ion energy is explained and

possible paths to the inrease of ion energies that have been proposed in the past are

brie�y stated. For a omprehensive view on the theory of laser matter interation the

reader is pointed to the available literature, e.g. [26, 27, 28℄.

� The simulation methods used in this thesis are introdued in hapter 3. The laser-

plasma interation is simulated employing the Partie-in-Cell (PIC) method, that an

solve Maxwell's equations on a grid, reduing the omputational demands signi�antly

ompared to other methods, for example diret partile-partile methods.

� In hapter 4, the results of the studies in the frame of this work will be presented.

� In Se. 4.1, the saling of the hot eletron temperature with the laser intensity

will be revisited, developing a novel ansatz based on a Lorentz invariant eletron

distribution. Furthermore, the impat of this re�ned saling on ion aeleration

is demonstrated.

� In Se. 4.2, the e�et of ultra-thin foils and the possibility of independently opti-

mizing eletron density and temperature at a given pulse duration with respet

to ion maximum energy is disussed. In other words, the optima of the relevant

plasma parameters at unstrutured �at foils are studied.

� In Se. 4.3.1, the e�ets of limiting the transverse foil extension are studied. These

inlude eletron re�uxing, eletron reaeleration and Coulomb explosion, as well

as a spatial smoothening and redution of beam divergene of the emitted ions

in ertain parameter ranges. The important onept of eletron reaeleration of

transversely re�uxing eletrons, �rst proposed by the author in [29℄, is desribed

in detail.
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� In Se. 4.3.2, the in�uene of the target shape on the laser matter interation is

studied in the important exemplary ase of hollow FTC targets. It is known that

with these targets the laser �eld may be geometrially foused [30℄ and eletrons at

the inner one wall surfae may be resonantly driven [31℄ at ertain parameters.

In experimental situations a third mehanism � the ontinuous aeleration of

eletrons � may beome important. This e�et was �rst proposed by S. Gaillard,

the author of this thesis and others [21℄ and is desribed in detail in [32℄. A

thorough analysis suggests that the ahievable ion energies an exeed those of

�at foils by several times, depending on the spei� laser parameters. The use

of FTC has already produed reord breaking energeti protons of more than

67 MeV.

Figure 1.5: Artist's impression of laser-one interation (by J. Engler). Details in Se. 4.3.2.



Chapter 2

Theoretial Bakground

This hapter is intended to give a short introdution to the most important aspets

of high intensity short pulse laser interations with matter and present basi onepts

of laser-driven ion aeleration. More details on those topis an be found in the exist-

ing literature, e.g. in the books written by P. Gibbon [26℄, P. Mulser [27℄ or W. L. Kruer [33℄.

2.1 Units

Throughout this thesis, dimensionless units will be used. It is onvenient to set the eletron

mass me, vauum speed of light c the laser light angular frequeny ω0 and the elementary

harge e to unity, me = c = ω0 = e = 1. Normalized quantities for the eletri �eld a,

magneti �eld b, fore f , time t, length x and density n then follow from their ounterparts

E, B, F , t̃, x̃ and ñ in Si units

a =
eE

mecω0
b =

eB

meω0
f =

F

mecω0

t = ω0t̃ x =
ω0

c
x̃ n =

ñ

nc
.

The ritial density nc is de�ned by nc ≡ meε0ω
2
0e

−2
and equals one in the unit system

de�ned above. When the plasma eletron density equals the ritial density, the plasma

frequeny ωp = (ene/meε0)
1/2

equals the laser light frequeny ω0, i.e. the laser light annot

propagate in the plasma for eletron densities ne > 1. For the sake of ompleteness, it

follows from the above that the �eld strength amplitude a0 of an eletromagneti wave with

intensity I (given in Si units) an be alulated to be

a0 =
e

2πmec2

√

2Iλ2

Pε0c
=

√

2I

Pncmec3
(2.1)
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where P = 1 for a linear polarized wave (LP) and P = 2 for a irular polarized wave (CP).

a0 = 1 then orresponds to the intensity at whih a free eletron would aquire a kineti

energy of up to half its rest mass during one laser yle (see Se. 2.2.2), i.e. where the

plasma eletrons start to move relativistially.

2.2 Relativisti Eletron Dynamis

2.2.1 Ionization

The interation of intense laser �elds with matter primarily deals with the interation with

ionized matter. The high eletromagneti �elds ause any material to quikly ionize, so one

primarily has to deal with plasmas while the material properties, besides density and atomi

mass, are of minor importane.

From Bohr's model [34℄ a rude estimate of the laser strength at whih ionization ours

an be derived. In the ase of lassial above barrier ionization (or barrier suppression

ionization, BSI), for hydrogen-like atoms the ionization potential for the resulting harge

state Z is given in dimensionless units by

εZ,κ = −1

2

(

ξ

~

Z

κ

)2

(2.2)

where ξ = e2/(2ε0λmec
2) (for λ = 1 µm it is ξ ∼= 1.771 · 10−8

), ~ is the redued Plank's

onstant (for λ = 1 µm it is ~ = 2.426 · 10−6
and κ is the e�etive main quantum number

orresponding to the outermost eletron in the harge state Z + 1. Assuming rotational

symmetry

1

, the total potential of the atom and the external �eld (that here is assumed to

be stati, whih is possible when the individual ionization proess happens fast ompared

to half a laser period (or εZ,κ ≫ ~ω0), as it is usually for optial frequenies) reads

V = −ξ
Z

r
+ a0r (2.3)

whih has a maximum at r = −
√

Zξ/a0 of Vmax = −2
√
Zξa0. Above barrier ionization

then ours when εZ,κ ≤ Vmax so that ionization ours for a0 ≥ aZ,κ where

aZ,κ =
1

4ξ

ε2z,κ
Z

=
ξ3

16~4

Z3

κ4
(2.4)

1

While this is a good approximation for many heavy ions, it is not true for a Hydrogen atom.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Ionization rate for hydrogen-like atoms and (b) the resulting ionization degree after a laser

pulse with τ = 47, from [38℄. Vertial lines mark intensity where a0 = aZ,k.

and for λ = 1 µm

aZ,κ ≈ 0.01
Z3

κ2
(2.5)

For hydrogen this equation underestimates the ritial �eld by a fator of approximately

2 due to the violation of rotational symmetry. For hydrogen in the ground state the �eld

strength for whih over the barrier ionization starts to our is a1,1 ≈ 0.024. In atoms pos-

sessing many eletrons this asymmetry is broken and the respetive ritial �eld approahes

that given by Eqn. (2.5). Clearly, relativisti laser strengths a0 > 1 as used in laser-ion

aeleration experiments and as dealt with in the framework of this thesis by far exeed the

ritial �eld value for hydrogen ionization and for ultra-relativisti intensities with a0 > 5

even oxygen an be fully ionized.

The above simple estimate neglets e�ets suh as multi-photon ionization or tunneling

ionization [35, 36, 37℄ (TI), so one an expet ionization to our at even lower intensi-

ties. Sine the laser pulse peak is usually preeded by a omparably long low intensity

tail (Gaussian tail, ampli�ed spontaneous emission or prepulses), the ionization dynamis is

onsequently rather determined by the tunneling rate (ADK theory by Ammosov, Delone

and Krainov [39℄). An empiri formula for the ionization rate valid from TI to BSI was given

by [38℄ (see Fig. 2.1). For example, assuming during the phase of ampli�ed spontaneous

emission (ASE) an intensity in the order of 5 · 1017W/cm2
(a0 ∼= 0.64 at λ = 1 µm), the ion-

ization rate of the often used aluminum to Al4+ (ionization potential 117.9 eV, a4,1 = 0.64)

is approximately 0.04 fs−1
, hene after 2 ps about 90% of Al will be 4-fold ionized.

For all the following it an therefore be assumed that the main laser pulse interats with

a pre-ionized plasma and the ionization proess ours before the main pulse, e.g. due to
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prepulses or ASE, or early during the rising edge.

2.2.2 Single eletron dynamis in vauum

The dynamis of a single eletron in vauum, negleting laser absorption and radiation

e�ets aused by the moving eletron, are desribed by the Lorentz equation [40℄

dp(t)

dt
= −a(t)− β(t)× b(t). (2.6)

For a plane wave propagating in z-diretion and linearly polarized in x-diretion, a(z(t), t) =

a0 cosϕ(z(t), t)ex and b(z(t), t) = a(z(t), t)ey with the laser phase ϕ(z(t), t) = t− z(t), the

eletron motion is given by a onstant drift in longitudinal diretion and a quiver motion

in the laser polarization diretion, superimposed with a longitudinal quiver motion. It an

simply be derived from the Lagrange density [41℄

L = −γ−1(β(t))− β(t)A(z(t), t) + Φ(z(t), t) (2.7)

(where, imposing the Coulomb gauge, A = −exa0 sinϕ(z(t), t) is the magneti vetor po-

tential and Φ = 0 is the salar potential) and Hamilton's priniple

d

dt

∂L

∂βi
− ∂L

∂xi
= 0. (2.8)

Here,

γ =
√

1 + p2 =
(

1− β2
)−1/2

(2.9)

is the relativisti Lorentz fator. The temporal evolution of the transverse momentum of an

eletron initially at rest at t = t0, z(t0) = 0 then reads

px (t) = −a0 [sinϕ(z(t), t)− sinϕ0] , (2.10)

re�eting the onservation of the transverse anonial momentum pkanx (t) = px(t)− Ax(t),

pkanx (t) = const. (2.11)
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Another onstant of motion an be found from the temporal derivation of (2.9)

dγ

dt
=

1

γ
(pxṗx + pzṗz)

= −βxa

=
dpz
dt

(2.12)

where it was used dpx/dt = a (βz − 1) and dpz/dt = −βxa from Eqn. (2.6). For the longitu-

dinal momentum one then �nds the invariant

γ − pz = const. (2.13)

For an eletron initially at rest, this leads with (2.9) to

pz = p2x/2 (2.14)

and with (2.10) one obtains the expliit result

pz = p2x/2 =
a20
2

(

sin2 ϕ− 2a20 sinϕ sinϕ0 + sin2 ϕ0

)

(2.15)

whih exhibits an osillatory and a non-osillatory omponent. For A(ϕ0) = 0, whih is

true for example in the important ase of a laser pulse and an eletron initially at rest at t0

before the pulse is ramping up, Eqn. (2.10), (2.13) and (2.15) simplify to

px = −a0 sinϕ

pz =
a20
2
sin2 ϕ

γ = 1 + pz = 1 +
p2x
2
. (2.16)

It is now straight forward to integrate the equations of motion (EOM) to obtain the eletron

trajetory. Figure 2.2 shows the momenta, veloities and trajetories for ϕ0 = 0. In that

ase, the eletron motion is the superposition of the famous �gure-eight motion of the
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(a) (b)

x

Figure 2.2: Trajetories of a free eletron in a plane eletromagneti wave (a) in momentum-phase spae

(top) and veloity-phase spae (bottom) for the longitudinal (transverse) omponents pz, βz (px, βx) given

by the blak (red) lines, and (b) in real spae. The eletron is assumed to be at rest at ϕ0 = 0 and the

absolute value of the vetor potential to be A(ϕ0) = 0. This orresponds to the situation of an eletron in

a laser pulse ramped up adiabatially.

eletron [42℄ and a longitudinal drift with onstant veloity of

βdrift =
a20

4 + a20
, (2.17)

in the small �eld limit a0 ≪ 1 [43℄. This expression is also exat relativistially as an be

seen from βz = pz/γ = (γ − 1) /γ = 1−1/γ where Eqn. (2.13) was used. From the de�nition

of ϕ and (2.13) it also follows dϕ/dt = γ−1
and therefore

〈

1

γ

〉

t

=
1

〈γ〉ϕ
.

It then readily follows with (2.16)

βdrift = 〈βz〉t = 1−
〈

1

γ

〉

t

= 1− 1

〈γ〉ϕ

=
a20

4 + a20
. (2.18)

whih is the same as Eqn. (2.17).

The resultant trajetory is a zig-zag motion in the laboratory frame with an amplitude
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of [42℄

x̂ =a0

ẑ =πa20/2

(2.19)

(2.20)

and a total energy of

γ = 1 +
a20 sin

2 ϕ(t)

2
. (2.21)

For sub-relativisti laser intensities, i.e. a0 ≪ 1 and β ≪ 1, the eletron motion an

be approximately desribed solely by its motion in a plane transversal to the diretion of

propagation sine the magneti fores are weak. In this ase the total energy is given simply

by γ ∼=
√

1 + p2x =
√

1 + a20 sin
2 t.

An important quantity in the �eld of laser partile aeleration physis is the pondero-

motive potential, γp, whih is often used as a measure of the eletron temperature of the

laser heated plasma. In the non-relativisti ase the fore

FN
p = −∇γp (2.22)

is alled the ponderomotive fore and is de�ned as the yle averaged fore on an eletron

in a laser pulse with a spatially and temporally slowly varying envelope a0 = a0(t, z). The

ponderomotive potential γp is the yle averaged quiver energy of an eletron initially at

rest [44℄. In the non-relativisti ase the ponderomotive fore is given by

FN
p (t, z) = −1

4
∇
(

a0(t, z)
2
)

, (2.23)

and hene the non-relativisti ponderomotive potential reads

γN
p (t, z) =

a0(t, z)
2

4
. (2.24)

For a relativistially moving eletron in a plane wave, the quiver energy an be derived

simply by separating the average of the total energy (Eqn. (2.21)) into the energy of the

onstant drift γdrift =
(

1− β2
drift

)−1/2
and the average quiver energy in the enter-of-mass

frame (�gure-eight). The phase averaged quiver energy, often referred to as the e�etive
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mass meff (t, z) ≡ 〈γoc(t, z)〉ϕ [27℄, then is

meff (t, z) =
〈γ(t, z)〉ϕ
γdrift

meff (t, z) =

(

1 +
a0(t, z)

2

2

)1/2

. (2.25)

For small a0 one reovers the non-relativisti expression (2.24). This justi�es to all

meff (t, z) = γp the relativisti ponderomotive potential

2

so that analogous to the de�ni-

tion (2.22) the relativisti ponderomotive fore in the o-moving frame an be de�ned as

F p = −∇meff . A transformation of this fore into the laboratory frame an be found for

example in [27, 41℄, in the non-relativisti ase the ponderomotive fore ats simply along

the gradient of the envelope of the intensity of the laser pulse. While a passing pulse an

de�et the eletron trajetory, it does not hange its energy, sine the energy hange during

the rising pulse is exatly ompensated by the falling intensity gradient behind the pulse

maximum. Only when the eletron is reated in (e.g ionization) or extrated from (e.g.

esape into an overdense plasma) the pulse during the irradiation, a net energy transfer an

our.

Beause in the ommunity of laser-ion aeleration some onfusion is present about the ques-

tion of appliability of Eqn. (2.25), it is worth noting that the ponderomotive potential γp

gives the total kineti energy only in the ase of a free single eletron in an eletromagneti

wave, initially at rest, as it was introdued here. Even though in the ase of an eletron

at the surfae of a solid an expression for the eletron energy with a struture similar to

the expliit form (2.25) of the ponderomotive energy of a free eletron an be derived (see

Se. 2.2.4), it there may not be onfused with the expression given here.

2.2.3 Single eletron dynamis at the surfae of a solid

So far, only single free eletrons have been onsidered in the interation with the laser

�eld. In the presene of a plasma additional fores arise through the interation with other

eletrons and ions. Sine the ion mass mi is more than three orders of magnitude greater

than the eletron mass, the most signi�ant interations will be primarily between the laser

�elds and the eletrons up to laser strengths of a0 ≫ mi/me, while in many ases the ions

may be assumed to be immobile or extremely sub-relativisti during the ultra-short laser

2

Note that usually the term ponderomotive energy refers to the kineti energy meff − 1 only.
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pulse duration.

For a laser beam propagating in a old, ollisionless plasma with eletron density ne,0

the dispersion relation for eletromagneti waves reads [45℄

ω2
p = 1− k2

(2.26)

where the eletron plasma frequeny ωp is de�ned by

ωp =
√
ne,0. (2.27)

If the eletrons under onsideration have relativisti kineti energy, the plasma frequeny

hanges due to the relativisti mass inrease,

ωp =

√

nhot
e

γ̄
. (2.28)

Here γ̄ is the average energy of the hot eletrons. The kineti energy distribution in most

pratial situations of an LP laser interating with matter is given by an exponentially

dereasing funtion with inreasing energy as seen both in experiments and PIC simula-

tions [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 29℄ and hene the average kineti energy of hot eletrons is om-

monly identi�ed with the sale length of the distribution and referred to as the hot eletron

temperature T hot
e ≡ γ̄ − 1.

The exat theoretial determination of the orret eletron average kineti energy aeler-

ated by the intense �elds of the laser is one of the most important and yet ontroversial

physis issues in short-pulse laser-solid interation [49, 51, 52, 53, 26℄. Phenomenologially,

even though the experimentally available data is biased by large satter, for a0 ≪ 1 the

experimentally observed eletron temperatures suggest that they follow the ponderomotive

saling (2.25) [54, 55, 56, 57, 47℄, while for a0 ≫ 1 experimental results suggest a signif-

iantly weaker saling [55, 57℄ (see Fig. 2.3). There the data �ts better to the empirial

saling law of Beg et al. [56℄

Te
∼= 0.47a

2/3
0 . (2.29)

The exat desription of the hot eletron temperature in a laser heated plasma is of ruial

importane for laser ion aeleration, sine together with the number of aelerated eletrons

it determines the �nal ion maximum energy and hene represents a very valuable parameter
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Figure 2.3: Measurements of the hot eletron temperature (seleted data; extrated from [47℄ (green),

[54℄ (blak), [55℄ (red), [56℄ (blue), [57℄ (orange)). The red lines show the best �t with a power law for data

with a0 < 1 and a0 > 1, respetively. For omparison, model preditions are shown for the ponderomotive

saling (2.25) (dark gray dashed line) and Beg's empirial saling law (2.29) (light gray dashed line). Though

experimental data satters signi�antly, for small a0 the data apparently �ts the ponderomotive saling well,

while for a0 > 1 measurements fall short of ponderomotively predited temperatures and �t better the a
2/3
0

saling.

to optimize the ion aeleration, as will be explained later in Se. 2.3.1. Furthermore, the

experimental measurement of the absolute temperature, the temperature temporal evolu-

tion, the temperature saling with intensity or the spatial distribution of hot eletrons o�ers

valuable insight in the interation physis and omparison to theoreti preditions. It is one

main topi of this thesis to study possibilities to inrease and optimize the eletron temper-

ature and to optimize the temporal temperature evolution during the laser pulse interation

in order to inrease the ahievable ion energy.

The laser light annot penetrate the plasma when ωp > 1 − sin2 α, where α is the

laser inidene angle with respet to the target normal, as an be seen from Maxwell's

equations [58℄. In the following the derivation [59℄ of this result will be shown, inluding the

possibility to treat the general ase of a �nite preplasma with dereasing eletron density

and assuming the ions remain at rest due to their large rest mass. This allows later in

Se. 2.2.4.1 to analyze the plasma response in suh a ase around the ritial density surfae.

In the following the �elds will be written in omplex notation for simpliity, e.g. a =

a0 {exp [i (t− z)]}. The real �elds as de�ned before are then simply reovered by taking the

respetive real part. The two Maxwell equations inluding time derivatives of the �elds are
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then written as

∇× a = −∂tb = −ib (2.30)

∇× b = ∂ta+ j ≡ ia− nev ≡ in2a (2.31)

where the RHS of Eqn. (2.31) de�nes the refrative index n. Combining the two equations

one obtains

∇ (∇a)−∇2a = n2a. (2.32)

The eletron veloity v is given by the Lorentz equation and in the non-relativisti limit

is simply ia (see Eqn. (2.16)) and relativistially in the �rst approximation v ≈ ia/γ̄.

Consequently, the refrative index n as it was introdued in the RHS of Eqn. (2.31) reads

n =

√

1− ne

Te + 1
=
√

1− ω2
p. (2.33)

For a laser polarized in the plane de�ned by the diretion of laser propagation and the

diretion of the density gradient, the z-omponent of Eqn. (2.32) an be rewritten as

[

k2
x −

(

1− ω2
p

)]

az + ikx∂zax = 0. (2.34)

The term ikx∂zax an be evaluated taking the divergene of (2.31). It follows

n2
∇a+ a∇

(

n2
)

= 0 (2.35)

and thus

∇a = −a∇
(

ln n2
)

. (2.36)

Taking the gradient of this equation, one obtains for the z-omponent

ikx∂zax = −∂z
[

az∂z
(

ln n2
)]

− ∂2
zaz (2.37)

so that (2.34) an be rewritten with kx = sinα and the de�nition (2.33) of the refrative
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index n

∂2
zaz +

(

n2 − sin2 α
)

az + ∂z
[

az∂z
(

ln n2
)]

= 0. (2.38)

Following the path desribed in [59℄ and substituting az = g sinα/n, Eqn. (2.38) an be

written in the form

∂2
zg + n2

effg = 0 (2.39)

with

neff =

√

1− ω2
p − sin2 α +

∂2
z (n

2)

2n2
− 3

4

[

∂z (n2)

n4

]2

. (2.40)

If the density gradient is small, so that it is lose to a step funtion ne(z) = Θ(z)ne,0, the �rst

three terms dominate, n2
eff

∼= 1−
(

ω2
p + sin2 α

)

Θ(z). Then for z > 0 and ω2
p + sin2 α > 1 it

readily follows that the refrative index beomes imaginary and with Eqn. (2.39) one obtains

for the eletri �eld inside the plasma an evanesent wave, az ∝ exp
(

−z
√

ω2
p + sin2 α− 1

)

with an amplitude of az(z = 0) = 2a0
sinα
ωp

[26℄. In that ase, there exists no solution for a

traveling wave inside the plasma but rather the �eld penetrates the plasma surfae as an

evanesent, exponentially dereasing wave up to a sale length

δ =
1

ineff
=

1
√

ω2
p + sin2 α− 1

(2.41)

whih is alled ollisionless skin depth and when using the relativisti plasma frequeny

Eqn. (2.28) it is also referred to as the relativisti ollisionless skin depth.

The eletron density at whih the plasma frequeny equals the laser frequeny is alled the

ritial density whih, inluding relativisti e�ets, is given by nR
c = Te+1 or in SI units by

nR
c ≈

(

Te

[

mec
2
]

+ 1
)

(λ0 [µ])
−2 · 1.1 · 1021 cm−3. (2.42)

This density marks the point at whih the refrative index beomes zero and the transition

from transparent to opaque ours. Plasmas with density ne < nR
c are referred to as un-

derdense plasmas while when the density is overritial, ne > nR
c , they are alled overdense

plasma.
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2.2.4 Collisionless laser absorption mehanisms at solids

In the following setion, a brief overview will be given over the most relevant ollisionless

laser absorption mehanisms for linearly polarized light. As will turn out, the v×B heating

mehanism together with anharmoni resonane represents the most important mehanism

in the parameter range under disussion in this thesis. Other models, suh as anomalous skin

layer absorption [60℄, stohasti heating [61℄ and Landau damping [62℄, have been elaborated

but yield approximately an order of magnitude lower absorption e�ienies than the v×B

heating mehanism [27℄.

2.2.4.1 Resonane absorption

For p-polarized light inident on a plasma slab with a density gradient of sale length L the

inoming light is re�eted at the ritial surfae (ne = nR
c ). This density gradient an be

due to an expansion of the plasma prior to the main pulse aused by ASE or prepulses. As

desribed above, the laser an tunnel through this ritial density surfae up to a skin depth

in an evanesent wave (Eqn. 2.41). There, normally ating fores

3

an resonantly drive a

Langmuir plasma wave [63℄ whih grows over a number of periods until it is damped [64℄.

The exited plasma wave travels down the density gradient and thus its energy is not on-

verted bak into eletromagneti �eld energy and onsequently is absorbed by the plasma.

For relativisti intensities the v ×B fore beomes important and the eigenfrequeny of a

volume element beomes a funtion of the osillation amplitude. The resulting anharmoni

resonane for su�iently intense laser pulses is desribed in Se. 2.2.4.4.

Resonane absorption for a sub-relativisti eletromagneti wave must be treated in two

steps. First, the ourrene of a resonane of the eletri �eld omponent along the density

gradient an be derived from the solution of Maxwell's equations. Denisov [65℄ gave an

approximate solution for the ase of small gradient sale lengths. White and Chen have

then shown the existene of a singularity of the eletri �eld at the ritial density for the

example of a linear density gradient but without loss of generality [59℄. The disussion

extends the onsiderations of the last setion following Eqn. (2.40). In realisti ases the

plasma boundary annot simply be desribed by a step-funtion, but rather an expansion

due to ASE or prepulses prior to the main pulse has to be onsidered. Assuming a linear

density gradient ne = 1 + L · z with sale length L around the ritial density surfae at

3

In the non-relativisti limit, whih is usually assumed in the derivation of resonane absorption, suh a

normal fore omponent is naturally present by normal omponents of the eletri �eld for an oblique laser

inidene only, while for relativisti intensities the v×B fore adds a normal fore also for normal inidene.
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z = 0, it is n2 = −L · z. Then for small values of z, z ≪ L � orresponding to the ondition

a0 ≪ L�, the last two terms in (2.40) dominate. In this region one readily obtains

neff
∼= i

√

3

4z2
(2.43)

so that with (2.39) it is

∂2
zg ∝ z−2g. (2.44)

The solution of this di�erential equation is g ∝ z−1/2
and therefore az ∝ sinα/z. This

demonstrates the resonant behavior of the longitudinal eletri �eld around the ritial

density surfae at z = 0. Fig. 2.5(a) shows shematially the longitudinal �eld struture.

The physial reason for the resonane is that the laser �eld at the ritial density surfae has

the same frequeny as the plasma osillations, so the laser an exite resonantly a Langmuir

wave.

The seond aspet when treating resonane absorption is the question of how the energy is

atually absorbed into the plasma. In the neighborhood of the ritial density the e�etive

refrative index is imaginary and diverging for z → 0, suggesting a strong absorption of the

laser power. Though the singularity is avoided by non-linear e�ets, at low temperatures

and �at density gradients the onversion e�ieny an reah up to 50% for an optimum laser

inidene angle α (Fig. 2.5(b)) and at steep plasma gradients and relativisti temperatures

the onversion rate an even reah up to 100% [67℄. Eletron heating an happen through

various mehanisms, e.g. osillation down the �eld gradient, ollisions or Landau damping.

While the mehanism does not a�et the total absorbed energy, it may strongly determine

the distribution of eletrons in the energy and phase spae. At relativisti laser intensities

as is dealt with in this thesis, the Langmuir wave beomes aperiodi and wave-breaking

Figure 2.4: Shemati draw-

ings of seleted eletron aeler-

ation and plasma heating pro-

esses in laser interation with

solids. blue: eletrons, gray:

plasma (in seond panel from

right: magneti �eld strength),

red: laser (small arrows indi-

ating polarization). Details see

main text.

Resonance absorption Brunel heatinga << L<<10 1>>a >> L0

t “long”p t “short”p
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Figure 2.5: (a) Resonant inrease of eletri �eld strength at the ritial density surfae ne = 1 for a

linear density gradient. Behind ne = 1− sin2α the eletromagneti wave deays in an evanesent wave that

sharply inreases at ne = 1. (b) Laser absorption η for resonane absorption of non-relativisti laser pulses.

Data extrated from [66℄ (blak line) and [27℄ (gray line).

ours. Eletrons an be trapped and aelerated to high energies with a Maxwellian energy

distribution [68℄. For the resultant average energy T hot
e in the long pulse regime (several ps

to ns), most authors agree on a aς0 dependene with values for ς around 1/3 [27℄. Aording

to [69℄ T hot
e sales as

T hot
e

∼= 72T c
ea

2/3
0 (2.45)

where T c
e is the temperature of the bakground eletrons at the ritial density. Eqn. (2.45)

predits the same saling as was given by Beg et al. 1997 empirially (see Eqn. (2.29)) and

quantitatively agrees with it for T c
e = 6.5 × 10−3

, strongly suggesting that the dominant

absorption proess there ould have been resonane absorption. However, one has to be

autious in interpreting and extrapolating those experimental results sine they are a based

only on a �t in a relatively narrow range of barely relativisti laser intensities around a0 = 1;

Direct laser accelerationSMLWFA a >> 10v x B heating a >> L,0 a >>10

B(channel)

n < 1e,0
n < 1e,0
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and the pulse duration was in the ps range

4

. Moreover, as will be derived in Se. 4.1, a similar

saling an be derived for v×B heating when taking into aount a non-ergodi behavior of

the eletrons. The resonane absorption mehanism is expeted to ease to be funtional as

soon as the eletron osillation amplitude (2.20) exeeds the density sale length [70℄. Hene,

for a0 ≥ L other absorption mehanisms beome important, whih usually is assumed to be

the ase in all high-power short-pulse laser-ion aeleration experiments with solids. Still

the ourrene of resonant behavior still is important as will be explained in Se. 2.2.4.4

2.2.4.2 Brunel heating or vauum heating

Brunel heating was �rst mentioned by Brunel in 1988 [70℄, reognizing the role of olletive

eletrostati e�ets. When the plasma boundary is steep enough (L ≤ a0), the eletri �eld

4

It has been suggested, that a saling

T hot
e =

√

1 + 21/2a0 − 1 (2.46)

similar to (2.29) arises simply assuming energy and momentum �ux onservation over one laser period

a20/2 = nhot
e (γ − 1)βz

a20/2 = nhot
e pzβz

⇒ γ − 1 = pz (2.47)

i.e. without any further assumption on the spei� eletron absorption mehanism [53℄. Then, the observed

saling ould not be used as a proof of resonane absorption. However, the reasoning presented in [53℄ laks

justi�ation in two ruial aspets. First, it has to be assumed that nhot
e = γnc in order to onnet pz and

a0 with the help of the onservation laws to give

pz =
a0√
2
. (2.48)

This hoie an not be justi�ed with basi arguments and the result ontradits (2.16).

Seondly, and even more importantly, all quantities in (2.47) are yle averaged quantities,

〈

nhot
e

〉

t
, 〈pz〉t,

〈βz〉t, 〈γ〉t. When in Eqn. 8 in [53℄ it is used γ2
0 = γ2 − p2z for the transverse quiver energy γ0 in the

frame o-moving with the eletron beam (later, γ0 − 1 is identi�ed with the temperature T hot
e ), one has

to take great are of averaging. For one, sine all quantities are averaged quantities and the longitudinal

quiver motion has been averaged, onsequently γ0 would ontain only energy due to transverse motion.

It is not lear however, why the longitudinal (quiver) motion should be disregarded. Moreover, writing

Eqn. 8 more arefully, it should read

〈

γ2
0

〉

t
=
〈

γ2
〉

t
−
〈

p2z
〉

t
. However, neither an

〈

γ2
〉

t
be identi�ed with

〈γ〉2t = (1 + 〈pz〉t)2, nor is 〈γ0〉t =
√

〈γ2
0〉t as was used in (2.47).

The physial argument given in [53℄ for the redued temperature saling is the fat that for an eletron to

obtain the full ponderomotive (=quiver) energy it would take a distane muh longer than the skin length in

a solid. While this is ertainly true onsidering the free eletron motion, it is not true for eletrons on�ned

to the surfae of a solid, sine the transverse anonial momentum is invariant (see Se. 2.2.4.3 and 4.1.2).

For the reasons given, the appliability of (2.46) remains questionable and an alternative approah of

explaining the experimental observations will be given in this thesis.
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omponent of p-polarized light inident obliquely an extrat eletrons from the solid surfae

into vauum. As the eletri �eld hanges its diretion, it pushes the eletrons bak into the

overritial surfae, where they an travel virtually as free eletrons sine the laser annot

penetrate the overritial region beyond the skin length.

The theoretial desription of the vauum heating mehanism is based on a simple apa-

itor model in whih the normal eletri �eld omponent drives the harge separation and

the longitudinal fores (v × B fores, see next paragraph) are negleted [70, 71, 26℄. For

in�nitely sharp gradients, a maximum laser absorption is expeted at an inident angle of

90◦, dereasing to approximately 73◦ for a0 ≫ 1. For �nite density sale lengths, a omplex

transition between Resonane absorption and Brunel heating is observed in simulations [26℄.

A more preise desription must take into aount the DC urrents along the target surfae

reated by the parallel eletri �eld omponent of the oblique inoming light, whih give

rise to additional magneti �elds [72, 73, 74, 75℄. Independently, at high intensities the

longitudinal v ×B fores may not be negleted any more.

2.2.4.3 v ×B heating or ponderomotive aeleration in a skin layer

This mehanism was originally pointed out by [76℄. It is very similar to the before mentioned

Brunel-heating in that the laser diretly aelerates eletrons at a steep density gradient.

Here, however, the v ×B fores are not negleted � the Brunel-heating ould be treated as

the non-relativisti limit of v×B heating. While in the ase of Brunel heating the eletrons

are pushed into the solid parallel to the polarization of the eletri �eld and in resonane

absorption eletrons are ejeted into the target normal diretion, in the ase of relativisti

laser intensity or large preplasma sale lengths the eletrons are primarily pushed into the

solid in the diretion of the laser axis [77℄. Another lear indiation for v × B heating is

the appearane of eletron bunhes at 2ω0 while for Brunel heating or resonane absorption

one expets bunhes separated by 1ω0 [78℄.

At a steep density gradient at the interfae between vauum and solid (ne,0 ≫ γ, L ≪ a0),

the situation remains to be simple sine the plasma an build up a bipolar eletri �eld ab,

balaning the longitudinal v × B fores (see Se. 2.2.3), so that ab
∼= −∇γ at all times.

The EOM of the plasma then reads [79℄

∂

∂t
(p−A)− β × [∇× (p−A)] = ∇ (Φ− γ) . (2.49)
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One trivial solution is hene given by p = pxex = Axex if∇ (Φ− γ) = 0, re�eting again the

onservation of transverse anonial momentum. For relativisti intensities, the v×B fore,

ating at twie the laser frequeny, translates this transverse motion into longitudinal energy

whih then is absorbed by the plasma. This absorption mehanism therefore is e�ient also

for normally inident laser light, in ontrast to the Brunel-heating. The time averaged total

eletron energy in this ase is given by

〈γ〉t =
〈

√

1 + p2x

〉

t
. (2.50)

For a0 ≪ 1, this an be approximated by

〈γ〉t ∼=
√

1 + 〈p2x〉t =
√

1 + a20/2 (2.51)

whih is the same expression as the ponderomotive energy

5

(2.25): For non-relativisti

intensities, the ponderomotive energy and the average quiver energy are equal.

This has been the ause of some onfusion in the ommunity of laser-eletron aeleration.

While Eqn. (2.25) is valid only for a single free eletron in the EM wave, Eqn. (2.50) is

the orret expression for a single eletron at an in�nitely steep solid density gradient.

It is relativistially orret for arbitrary a0 as long as the plasma frequeny remains

muh larger than the laser frequeny. Consequently, (2.50) should be used in the ase

of laser-solid interation rather than the ponderomotive energy. The derivation of the

important expliit result for a0 ≥ 1 will be one subjet of this thesis in Se. 4.1.2. There,

neessary modi�ations for �nite density sale lengths, as for example in the presene of

prepulses or ASE, will be also disussed.

2.2.4.4 Anharmoni resonane

Only reently it was disovered that the proess of energy transfer must be a resonant

proess. This an be found from very basi priniples, namely that the proess should at

prompt, i.e. energy transfer to a single eletron must happen within a few laser yles,

5

On the right hand side of Eqn. 2.51 any possible re�eted wave was negleted. This simpli�ation is

valid e.g. for high absorption and/or transmission. Otherwise a0 must be replaed by the superposition

of inoming and re�eted light at the surfae whih for full re�etion at a step-like density gradient reads

a′0 = 2 a0√
ω2

p
+1

. Contrarily, for �nite but short preplasma sale lengths (0.1 µm) Maxwell's equations yield a

�eld strength at the ritial density lose to a0 approahing ≈ 1.5a0 for longer sale lengths [80℄.
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and must be apable of produing fast eletrons in the Maxwellian tail of the eletron

energy distribution, exeeding many times the average energy that was desribed in the last

paragraph. Under the assumption that in ollisionless laser absorption one single physial

e�et dominates it follows that this an only be resonane in the olletive plasma potential,

for no other physial e�et than resonane is known apable of exiting eletrons well beyond

the quiver energy during few �eld osillations [81℄.

When the laser impinges on the target, eletrons at the target front surfae start to osillate

transversely in the laser eletri �eld and longitudinal by the magneti �eld, as desribed in

the previous setion. In the longitudinal diretion, in a simple nonrelativisti plane apaitor

model the resting ions give rise to a restoring fore

FR = −ω2
p

d

2

z

|z| (2.52)

on the eletrons, independent of the elongation. The resulting EOM reads

z̈ − FR = FL (2.53)

where FL is the harmoni laser fore with frequeny 2ω0. This resembles an anharmoni

osillator with an eigenfrequeny depending on the exitation level,

ωosc =
π

4

(

ω2
pd
)1/2

/z0 (2.54)

where z0 is the osillation amplitude [27℄. For small exitations, the elongation from the

ritial density interfae is small and hene ωosc ≫ 2ω0, hene the eletrons follow the

laser �eld slowly gaining energy adiabatially. When the elongation beomes larger, the

eigenfrequeny redues ωosc → 0. When ωosc ≈ 2ω0, resonane will our aompanied

by a high energy gain and a phase shift. This was �rst desribed by Mulser et al. [81℄

and it was shown numerially that eah eletron that gains signi�ant energy during the

laser interation has gone through resonane before. The resonane auses a disruption of

the eletron trajetory whih then leaves the laser interation region and is injeted into the

plasma bulk. Therefore the eletron does not transfer the energy bak to the eletromagneti

�eld after the resonane and disruption, breaking the adiabatiity. The resonant exitation

of eletrons aused by the anharmoni nature of the restoring fore hene is the underlying

ause of net energy transfer from the laser to eletrons.
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2.2.4.5 Laser wake�eld aeleration

In the above eletron aeleration senarios it has been assumed that the target foil remains

undestroyed by the laser pulse. This means that the foil remained solid and the eletron

density stayed overritial, so that the laser is re�eted at the ritial density surfae and

annot penetrate the target. In ases where the foil is thin and the laser is long or preeded

by signi�ant prepulses or ASE, the situation may hange and the target an expand and

turn transparent. A rough estimation negleting relativisti e�ets

6

shows that this indeed is

possible for a thin foil. Assuming for example an ultra-thin foil of thikness of d = 0.05 · 2π,
density ne,0 = 700nc and an ASE intensity of 10−8

of the laser maximum intensity with

a0 = 12, the eletron temperature during the ASE phase an be approximated by TASE
e ≈

(1 + 0.5a20 × 10−8)
1/2 − 1 ≈ 3.5 × 10−7

. As will be desribed in detail in Se. 2.3.1.1, this

temperature leads to a pressure on the target surfaes and subsequent expansion of the foil.

With the ion sound speed

cs =

√

ZTe

mi
(2.55)

the expansion of the ion front an be alulated. The distane of the ion front from the

initial target surfae is approximately given by xf = cst [2 ln (ωpit) + ln 2− 3] [82℄ where

ωpi = (ne,0Z/mi)
1/2

is the ion plasma frequeny. At the same time, the eletron density

redues as n̄e(t) ∼= ne,0d/(2xf + d). In the above example it is cs ≈ 5.2× 10−6
, and ωpi falls

from 0.6 to 0.02 when ne redues from 700 to 1. This means that the average density will

have dropped below 1 after t ≈ 0.5 ns, a typial time duration for ASE.

One the eletron density has dropped below 1, the laser an penetrate the target. The

eletron aeleration an now be desribed applying the disussions known from gases. For

example, the laser now an exite a plasma wave that an aelerate eletrons when they

are injeted by an additional mehanism [83, 84℄. In gases, in the spei� ase of long laser

pulses ompared to a plasma period an eletron plasma wave is exited by stimulated Raman

forward sattering [85, 86, 87℄ (self modulated laser wake�eld aeleration, SM-LWFA). The

injetion an be ahieved by trapping hot bakground eletrons whih are preheated by

other proesses suh as Raman baksattering and side sattering instabilities [88, 89, 90℄ or

by self-injetion [91℄. A short laser pulse may even diretly drive a non-linear plasma wave

and aelerate self-injeted eletrons into the GeV range [92, 93℄.

An example where eletrons in an initially thin solid foil were aelerated to more than

6

The relativisti mass inrease of hot eletrons would lead to yet earlier transpareny.
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Simulation Experiment

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.6: SM-LWFA at a solid foil. (a) shows the eletron density distribution from a simulation of

a 12.5λ thik plasma slab at ritial density and s-shaped boundaries (2.5λ FWHM eah), equivalent to

a solid foil expanded prior to the main pulse due to ASE and prepulses. The overlay graph displays the

eletri �eld lineout along the laser axis, learly showing a periodiity at the plasma wavelength λp. (b) The

exited plasma wave aelerates eletrons to a maximum energy of more than γ = 160mec
2 ≈ axd (80MeV)

reating a hot eletron tail in the eletron energy spetrum (orange line). The blue line shows the spetrum

of a solid foil with ne,0 = 475 and the same total number of eletrons for omparison (resembling a situation

unperturbed by ASE/prepulses). () shows experimental results obtained from various foils (onsisting of

aluminum (AL) and arbon (C)) at di�erent ontrast (C) ombinations. For low ontrast, the foil is heated

and expands prior to the main pulse, as on�rmed by the lak of re�etion in the enter seen in the bak

fous diagnosti (inset). At the same time, the measured eletron spetrum exhibits a high energy tail as

seen in the simulation. Laser: a0 = 12, w0 = 14π, Gaussian, pulse duration tp = 1200.

90 MeV for low laser ontrast ompared to 45 MeV in the ase of high laser ontrast is

shown in Fig. 2.6. This inrease in energy was attributed to an expansion of the thin foil

prior to the main pulse so that the density dropped below the ritial density and the laser

ould penetrate the target and exite a plasma wave inside [50℄.

2.2.4.6 Diret laser aeleration

There exists one other mehanism to aelerate eletrons in an underdense plasma [94, 95℄.

This is the diret laser aeleration of eletrons in a self-generated plasma hannel along the

laser propagation �rst pointed out by [96, 97℄. When the laser penetrates an underdense

plasma, it expels eletrons from the laser axis in transverse diretion by the transverse

ponderomotive fore. This reates a gradient in the eletron density and therefore a gradient

in the refrative index as seen from Eqn. (2.33). This results in a self-fousing of the laser

when the power exeeds the ritial power for self-fousing and a long plasma hannel is

formed. As eletrons are ponderomotively aelerated primarily in the forward diretion,

a net forward urrent is established with a surrounding magneti �eld. Eletrons pushed

transversely undergo betatron osillations in this �eld. When the betatron frequeny equals

the laser frequeny as seen by the forward-moving eletron, ωβ = 1 − βz/βph (where βph =
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(1−ω2
p)

−0.5
is the laser phase veloity), the eletrons an ome into resonane with the laser

eletri �eld and gain net energy. The e�etive eletron temperature is expeted to sale

proportional to a0 [97℄.

2.2.4.7 Ensemble averaging

As it is the objetive of this setion to give a predition of the orret eletron average

kineti energy γ̄e of the eletrons aelerated by the intense �elds, it is important to point

out a ruial fat whih has not been onsidered before. All theoretial desriptions outlined

above are valid only for single free eletrons, even though the eletrons were onsidered

to be embedded in a plasma bakground. Still, even the average (2.50) is giving only the

temporal average of a single eletron, 〈γ〉t, in whih ase the laser �eld damping an be

negleted. In Se. 4.1.2 a model for the orret average γ̄ of the whole eletron ensemble

will be developed, showing a signi�antly di�erent saling than 〈γ〉t, whih means that it is

ruial � espeially in the relativisti ase � to take into aount γ̄e 6= 〈γ〉t.

2.3 Ion aeleration

2.3.1 Target Normal Sheath Aeleration

As long as the laser intensity is moderate, so that the target foil remains intat during the

laser pulse and subsequent ion aeleration, the aeleration of ions an be desribed by the

Target-Normal-Sheath-Aeleration proess [98, 99℄. Here, staying �intat� means that the

foil's eletron density remains high enough and the eletrons' relativisti mass remains low

enough so that the plasma frequeny stays large ompared to the laser frequeny (and hene

the laser annot penetrate the plasma more than a skin depth) and the harge de�ieny

in the foil and the expanding sheath is negligibly small. TNSA is widely aepted to be

the dominant mehanism responsible for ion aeleration in most experiments up to now.

The ahievable ion energies with urrent laser systems are in the order of tens of AMeV,

with a maximum at or below 60AMeV [20, 98℄, a reord that was set as early as 2000 and

has never been exeeded until 2009. Experiments that are analyzed within the framework

of this thesis were then able to inrease that mark by more than 15% by optimizing the

laser-target interation proess [21℄ (see Se. 4.3.2) and still mark the reord of published

laser aelerated proton energies.
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Figure 2.7: The TNSA proess from left to right: The laser aelerates eletrons at the target front side.

Those eletrons travel through the foil and exit at the rear, setting up a quasi-stati eletri �eld. Ions are

aelerated in this �eld, reahing energies of up to 60− 70 MeV.

Inspired by the early suess of laser ion aeleration in the year 2000, there has been vivid

researh both experimentally (see e.g. [100, 8, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,

110, 111, 112℄) and theoretially (see e.g. [82, 113, 114, 52, 115, 29, 116, 117, 30℄). Typially,

hydro-arbon ontaminants from (sub)mirometer thik foils are aelerated in a quasi stati

�eld set up by the hot laser aelerated eletrons at the target surfae. Experiments have

shown exellent beam properties ompared to onventional aelerators suh as small soure

size, ultra-low emittane, high harge density and ultra-short bunh duration.

The TNSA proess was introdued �rst by Hathett et al. [98℄ in 2000 and by Wilks et

al. [99℄ in 2001 and is based on the expansion of a hot plasma into a vauum, whih has been

disussed in the pioneering work of Gurevih in 1965 [118℄ and others [119, 120, 121, 122℄.

Mora then later gave a detailed 1D desription of the dynamis of an isothermal [82℄ and

adiabatially ooling [113℄ plasma (see Se. 2.3.1.1).

In the general piture of TNSA of ions (see Fig. 2.7) one assumes a reservoir of energeti

eletrons whih is reated by the laser pulse interation with the front surfae of the foil

(see last Setion). The energeti eletrons exit the foil at the front and rear surfae up to

an average distane of the Debye length

λD =
√

T hot
e /nhot

e , (2.56)

ionizing atoms at the surfae. The eletrons are pulled bak into the target if their energy
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does not exeed the potential set up by the ions. Consequently, a quasi-stati situation is

present at the surfaes giving rise to quasi-stati �elds that aelerate the ions in the target

normal diretion. The maximum energy the ions an gain is determined by their harge-

to-mass ratio, the �eld strength and the time duration in whih the �elds are maintained.

The harge-to-mass ratio is largest for hydrogen ions (1:1), hene protons will be the most

energeti ions whenever present at the surfae (in the majority of experimental situations one

will always �nd hydrogen together with arbon and oxygen as ontaminants from aretion

from air). The duration of the ion aeleration in the quasi-stati �eld an be assumed to

be in the order of the pulse duration in the two most aepted theories (Mora, Se. 2.3.1.1

and Shreiber, Se. 2.3.1.2). The �eld strength is determined by the density and average

energy of the eletrons aelerated by the laser. Consequently, those three parameters �

pulse duration, hot eletron density and hot eletron temperature � are the experimental

knobs where one an play with in order to inrease the maximum ion energy. Shreiber et

al. [114℄ established a relation between the maximum ion energy and the laser pulse duration

(at onstant laser pulse energy) using energy onservation between the amount of energy

absorbed from the laser and the kineti energy gained by the eletrons, learly indiating the

existene of an optimum laser pulse duration. Using the same energy onservation argument,

it is lear that the eletron density and temperature in this simple piture (negleting eletron

re�ux, repeated heating, limited foil size et.) annot be hanged independently from eah

other.

In the following two important TNSA models are brie�y presented, representing the two

lasses of urrently available models. First, the 1D Mora model of a plasma expanding into

a vauum will be introdued as a prominent representative of �uid based models. Then,

Shreiber's model of ion aeleration will be given as a representative for a quasi stati model

where the eletron population is assumed to be in a quasi stati equilibrium state, setting

up a quasi stati eletri �eld ating on the ions.

2.3.1.1 Plasma expansion into vauum

The theoretial desription of the expansion of a hot plasma into a vauum dates bak to

the work of Gurevih in 1965 [118℄, followed by several other studies [119, 120, 121, 122℄.

Mora then later gave a detailed 1D desription of the dynamis of an isothermal [82℄ and

adiabatially ooling [113℄ plasma. In the 1D isothermal semi-in�nite plasma expansion

model (PEM) the expansion an be desribed by a self-similar temporal evolution of the

system. The initial state is de�ned by old ions of density ni,0 oupying the half-spae
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z < 0 and hot eletrons with Boltzmann distribution with temperature T hot
e and density

nhot
e,0 = Zni,0. Solving the Poisson equation for the initial state a simple expression for the

eletri �eld at z = 0 an be found

Efront,0 =

√

2

e
nhot
e,0T

hot
e =

√

2m2
i

Z2e
csωpi (2.57)

where

ωpi =

√

Znhot
e,0

mi
(2.58)

is the ion plasma frequeny and e is Euler's number. Using the equations of ontinuity and

motion, assuming quasi-neutrality in the expanding plasma, the eletron density at position

z(t) with z > cst an be desribed by

nhot
e (z, t) = Zni(z, t) = nhot

e,0 e
− z

cst
−1. (2.59)

In the limit t → ∞ the self-similar solution beomes invalid when the loal Debye-length

λD(z, t) =
√

T hot
e /nhot

e (z, t) (2.60)

= λD,0

√

nhot
e,0 /n

hot
e (z, t) = λD,0e

(1+ z
cst
)/2

(2.61)

beomes larger than the self-similar density sale length cst. This is happening at x/t =

2cs lnωpit−cs where Eqn. (2.59) predits a front veloity of vi,front = 2cs lnωpit. This implies

a �eld of

Efront = 2csmi/ (Zt) . (2.62)

With the simple interpolation formula between (2.57) and (2.62), Efront
∼=

2csωpimi/
(

Z
√

2e+ ω2
pit

2
)

, the ion front veloity vfront(t) =
∫ t

0
ZEfront(t

′)/midt
′
and ion

front position xfront(t) =
∫ t

0
vfront(t

′)dt′ an be alulated for all times . The ion energy at

the front, whih is the maximum energy, is then found to be

εmax
∼= 1

2
miv

2
front = 2ZT hot

e

[

ln
(

τ +
√
τ 2 + 1

)]2

(2.63)

where τ = ωpit/
√
2e.

Sine the laser pulse has a �nite duration tp, the hot eletron bunh has a length in the order

of L ∼= ctp and hene it is intuitively lear that the aelerating �elds an only be sustained
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for and the ion aeleration stops after that duration.

To evaluate (2.63) expliitly, the ion plasma frequeny and therefore the hot eletron tem-

perature and density need to be known. As a �rst good approximation one may use the

temperature saling (2.51) and hot eletron density (2.66). The �nal maximum ion energy

is then given by (2.63) with t ∼= tp. As will be shown, the simple estimate for the temper-

ature Eqn. (2.51) leads to an overestimation of the maximum ion energy espeially in the

relativisti intensity domain (see Fig. 4.10). In Se. 4.1 the disussion of the maximum ion

energy saling will therefore be extended based on a more preise modeling of the eletron

temperature and density.

In the more realisti ase of a foil of �nite thikness d the eletron bunh an �ll the whole

volume if tp > d and an adiabati expansion phase is superimposed on the isothermal ex-

pansion sine eletrons an interat with the ions more than one [113℄. This is one reason

why ultra-thin foils have attrated interest for their potentially higher ion energies. In a 2D

or 3D geometry, eletrons an also spread in transverse diretion, both reduing the eletri

�eld in the enter, where the highest energy ions are aelerated, and keeping the eletrons

from a repeated interation with the ions. Therefore, for a signi�ant adiabati expansion

phase it must also be tp > w (where w is the transverse foil size) and onsequently foils

with a limited lateral extension an be useful sine they an on�ne eletrons in the enter

region. These and other e�ets in ultra-thin and mass limited targets will be analyzed and

desribed in more detail in Se. 4.2 and 4.3.1.

2.3.1.2 Shreiber model

Shreiber et al. formulated a di�erent theoretial approah in 2006 [114℄. This model

assumes the same initial onditions as desribed in the last setion, but proposes that the

protons are aelerated in a potential de�ned by the initial, quasi stati solution of the

Poisson equation with the eletrons being in a quasi stati equilibrium state,

−Φ =
ε∞s(z/W )

Z
(2.64)

where

ε∞ =
Q

2πW
(2.65)

is the energy an ion with harge Z an gain at maximum at in�nitely long laser pulse

duration, s(z/W ) = 1 + z/W −
√

1 + z2/W 2
and W = w0 + d tan(θ) is the radius of the

eletron spot at the target rear side. Q denotes the number of eletrons behind the foil.
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Assuming that the laser aelerates Nhot
e eletrons within a beam of length L ≈ tp and

onsidering that eletrons with the average energy T hot
e will exit the foil at the rear surfae

up to a distane of z̄ =
√

2T hot
e /nhot

e , it is

Q = 2Nhot
e

z̄

tp
.

Next, the number Nhot
e of hot eletrons is approximated using the energy onservation

between the absorbed laser energy, ηtpa
2
0w

2
0π/2 (η being the laser absorption oe�ient),

and the total kineti energy of the aelerated eletrons, Nhot
e Te [114℄. Then it follows

Nhot
e = πηa20w

2
0tp/2Te. The density of hot eletrons behind the foil is thus given by

nhot
e

∼= Q

z̄W 2π
= η

w2
0a

2
0

W 2T hot
e

(2.66)

whih orrelates the hot eletron density, temperature and laser intensity with eah other.

Now putting everything together, the maximum energy (2.65) whih a proton an gain in

an in�nitely long laser pulse an be rewritten as

ε∞ =
√

ηw2
0a

2
0/2. (2.67)

Solving the EOM of ions in the potential (2.64), the resulting maximum proton energy

is found to be a funtion of the pulse duration with an intensity-dependent optimum value.

The exat solution is an impliit funtion, whih an be approximated by

εmax
∼= ε∞ tanh2

(

tp/2t
Schreiber
ref

)

(2.68)

with the referene time tSchreiberref = W/(2ε∞/mp)
1/2

[24℄. The limits for short and long pulse

durations are then given by

εmax
∼= ε∞ηa20 tp ≪ tSchreiberref (2.69)

εmax
∼= ε∞

√
ηa0 tp ≫ tSchreiberref . (2.70)
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2.3.2 Enhaned Ion Aeleration Conepts

2.3.2.1 In the TNSA regime

In the frame of this work, methods will be disussed that an inrease the temperature

and/or the density of hot eletrons with the goal of inreasing the maximum ahievable

energy, going beyond the ideas proposed over the last 10 years. Based on the TNSA at a

�at foil, the optimizations onentrate on the foil front side laser absorption proesses and

the spatial eletron on�nement in order to inrease the temperature and number of hot

eletrons. They inlude:

� Inrease of laser intensity (Se. 4.1)

� Ultra-thin and staked foils (UTT, Se. 4.2)

� Mass limited targets (MLT, Se. 4.3.1)

� Flat top one targets (FTC, Se. 4.3.2)

All methods have in ommon that within the frame of this work the subsequent aeleration

of ions still is governed by the well established TNSA mehanism, still exhibiting the ben-

e�ial properties asribed to it, inluding small soure size, low emittane and high bunh

density.

All methods in�uene more than one plasma parameter at one, suh as hot eletron energy,

density or total laser absorption and duration of the sheath �eld existene. It therefore is

no simple task to �nd a global optimum for the laser target, optimizing intensity, thikness,

shape, width and mirostruture at the same time. Rather, in this work the individual

fundamental mehanisms are studied with respet to their in�uene on eletron density and

temperature.

For a simple �at foil target the laser intensity, together with the pulse duration, are

the deisive parameters de�ning the �nal maximum proton energy. As will be shown in

Se. 4.1.3, these two parameters are ruial to deide whether the optimization of the tem-

perature or the density of hot eletrons is more bene�ial. While for short laser pulse

durations the proton energy turns out to be in�uened only by the pulse duration and the

total absorbed energy T hot
e Nhot

e ∝ ηa20tp with equal relative importane, for long pulses the

most important parameter is the hot eletron temperature while the relevane of the ele-

tron density and pulse duration is muh less. Correspondingly one needs to hoose the

best optimization method mathing the spei� laser parameters. In the following the most

prominent methods are brie�y introdued.
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Figure 2.8: Colletion of published experimental results for the maximum proton energy aelerated by

short pulse laser systems up to the year 2009. Only the best shots are shown. Red dots mark shots

on FTC at Trident, LANL. The best power law �t of all data follows the simple saling law εmax =
(

I[W/cm
2
]/1018

)0.68

. Courtesy K.A. Flippo/ S.G. Gaillard.

Laser intensity The inrease of the laser intensity is perhaps one of the most prominent

and straight forward methods to inrease the maximum ion energy. A olletion of available

experimental data (Fig. 2.8) shows the empirial saling

εmax =

(

I[W/cm2]

1018

)0.68

(2.71)

With inreasing intensity, the eletron temperature and density inrease whih leads to

higher ion energies as an be readily seen in Eqn. 2.63. Even though the orret saling of

the eletron temperature with laser intensity is ruial in prediting the �nal ion energies, a

fully self-onsistent theory whih is in aordane with experiments was not available before

this thesis. It was therefore one of the main tasks to develop suh a model (Se. 4.1).

Sine urrent tehnologies and monetary issues set limitations on the available and feasible

laser pulse intensity, other methods need to be explored to inrease the maximum energies

from a laser system.

Ultra-thin foils The thikness of foils as a possible means to inrease the eletron density

has been mentioned before in Se. 2.3.1.1. An inrease of the hot eletron density at the
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Figure 2.9: Simulated maximum proton energy (red), laser absorption (light blue) and re�etion (blak) as

a funtion of foil thikness, extrated from [117℄. At the optimum foil thikness (maximum proton energy)

laser absorption and re�etion are equal. As was suggested by the author of this thesis, the optimum foil

thikness is given by the point when the laser an aelerate just all eletrons to the same average energy,

whih is the ase when the foil turns transparent. The blue dashed line shows the extrapolation of laser

absorption if the absorbed energy per eletron would remain onstant for thiker foils than optimum. The

observed laser absorption is less, sine eletrons inside the foil experiene a redued laser �eld strength

sreened by the front eletrons. For thinner foils, the absorbed energy follows the line of onstant energy

per eletron, yet the proton energies are redued due to a redued total number and density of hot eletrons.

target rear surfae is ahieved by a simple geometrially smaller lateral spreading when the

foil thikness is redued as a onsequene from a �nite divergene of the eletron beam [24℄.

Additionally, when the foil is very thin, it beomes transparent to the laser. The laser then

an penetrate the target and instead of only interating with the eletrons at the surfae it

an transfer energy to all eletrons within the foal volume [117℄, maximizing the number

and energy of the hot eletrons. At this optimum foil thikness, the laser absorption and

transmission are equal (see Fig. 2.9).

As was suggested by [50℄, if the plasma expansion extends over a su�iently broad length

along the laser axis, the laser then may exite plasma waves inside the foil, aelerating the

eletrons and subsequently the ions to higher energies than they ould gain at the surfae

of a solid. During the eletron energy transfer to ions by TNSA at the foil rear surfae, this

energy loss an be balaned by ontinuous laser energy transfer to the eletrons, maintaining

an e�etive ion aelerating Debye sheath at the foil rear surfae (Fig. 2.10).

Although the skin depth (2.41) in solids is in the order of a few nanometers only (e.g. for a

density of 600nc and λ = 1 µm it is δ = 6.5 nm), the transpareny an set in at onsiderably

larger thiknesses. This disrepany an be attributed to the relativisti mass inrease of

hot eletrons, and thus the derease of the plasma frequeny, when the laser intensity is

relativisti [123℄.
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Figure 2.10: Continuous ion aeleration at a thin solid foil. While the laser intensity ramps up at

the target front surfae (upper panel), the eletron density along the laser axis dereases due to thermal

expansion and relativisti mass inrease (orange line, lower panel). At t ≈ 650 the foil beomes transparent.
At this point the average energy of eletrons along the laser axis (red line) remains approximately onstant,

while the energy of the ions is inreasing onstantly (blue line), verifying a onstant energy transfer from

the laser to eletrons and from eletrons to ions. Foil: thikness 0.01π preionized arbon at ne,0 = 660 with
0.004π thik proton ontaminant on both surfaes. Laser: a0 = 12, w0 = 14π, gaussian.

This naturally results in the existene of a lower limit for the target thikness. When

the foil is thiker than optimum, the laser annot penetrate the target and the deeper laying

eletrons only see a redued laser �eld strength, shielded by the eletrons in front of them.

This redues the temperature of hot eletrons while the density at the foil rear surfae is

dereased due to the divergene of the hot eletron beam. When the foil beomes too thin the

laser is mainly transmitted [111℄. In this ase, while the energy per eletron (temperature)

remains almost onstant the hot eletron density dereases, reduing the rear surfae quasi

stati eletri �eld and ion maximum energy. It will be shown in this thesis, that with a

novel design onept the hot eletron density an be optimized together with the eletron

temperature with respet to the pulse intensity and duration in order to irumvent this

problem (Se. 4.2).

Mass limited foils The ion soure size at the foil rear surfae is usually more than

100 µm, muh larger than the typial laser spot size of 5− 10 µm [8, 9, 106℄. The di�erene
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an be explained with a transverse spreading of the hot eletrons. A redution of the

target lateral dimension using so-alled mass-limited targets (MLT) auses a lateral eletron

on�nement and reirulation of hot eletrons. Both on�nement [107℄ and reirulation [20℄

are disussed to onsiderably enhane the density and kineti energy of hot eletrons as well

they an hange the shape of the hot Debye sheath and thus the emission harateristis

of the ions [29, 110℄. Theoretial studies have mostly onentrated on short laser pulses

of a few tens of femtoseonds. In this ase simulations showed that a redution of the

lateral foil size an lead to an inrease of proton uto� energy with an optimum of the laser

absorption at the foal spot size. In a reent experiment [110℄, an inrease of maximum

proton energy with dereasing lateral target diameter has been observed for lasers with

medium pulse durations of 400 fs. In Se. 4.3.1, an analytial model will be developed to

desribe the eletron temperature inrease in MLT and to predit the ion maximum energies.

Additionally a numerial study is performed extending to longer laser pulse durations. Four

disrete regimes of MLTs as a funtion of the lateral dimension and with respet to the

dominant physial e�et are identi�ed and desribed (see Tab. 4.6), starting from a regular

in�nitely large foil with regular TNSA going over on�nement dominated MLTs down to

reaeleration dominated foils and Coulomb exploding foils of sub-foal sized foils.

Flat top one targets (FTC) Sine the intensity is a ruial fator determining the

eletron energy (see Se. 2.2.3), mirofousing in a hollow one geometry ould lead to

an inrease of the eletron temperature. This was �rst pointed out by [30℄ for ones

with straight side walls at modest laser intensity, and using miro-one targets with a

�at top at the tip indeed were shown to lead to signi�antly inreased proton energies

in [21, 108℄. As the laser beam waist is redued when the laser enters the one, its

intensity inreases aordingly. Eletrons are aelerated at the side walls and move due

to self-generated quasi-stati eletri and magneti �elds direted along the walls towards

the tip [30, 124, 31, 109, 125℄ (see Fig. 2.11). Nakamura et al. pointed out that eletrons

bound to the wall surfae by those �elds an be aelerated resonantly [31℄.

Another important eletron aeleration mehanism was identi�ed in the sope of the work

of this thesis, namely the diret aeleration of surfae on�ned eletrons by the laser light

pressure (DLLPA) [21, 32, 126℄. Numerially it an be shown that in ertain ases the

resonant aeleration is very muh suppressed and miro fousing alone is not su�ient to

explain the numeri results. Then, the DLLPA mehanism is responsible for the majority

of the eletron temperature inrease. The full analysis an be found in Se. 4.3.2.
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Figure 2.11: Top: Eletron density for a laser ini-

dent tangentially at a one wall at the time the laser

maximum reahes the �at top front surfae. Bottom:

Currents and �elds at a one wall surfae, averaged over

one laser yle. (Extrated from [126℄)

When a �at foil setion is attahed to the tip of the one, the energeti eletrons an set

up a quasi-stati �eld at its rear and aelerate ions as in the ase of a regular �at foil.

The inreased eletron energies then give rise to inreased ion energies. An additional

e�et of urved-wall FTC is the on�nement of eletrons in the region of the tip due to

self-generated resistive magneti �elds inside the one walls. In that ase, the eletron

on�nement is omparable to MLT [127, 109℄.

Front side struture Another possible method to inrease the ion maximum energy is a

mirosopi struturing of the foil front side. Suh strutures for example an be a monolayer

of polystyrene mirospheres, miro gratings or ripples of a size similar to the laser wavelength.

It has been shown by simulations [25, 128℄, that suh strutures an signi�antly inrease

the laser absorption e�ieny ompared to an unstrutured �at foil by inreasing both the

density and temperature of hot eletrons, leading to an inrease in ion energies. However,

it appears that the same e�et an be produed muh simpler by a ontrolled preplasmas.

Suh preplasmas are reated for example by prepulses and ASE prior to the main pulse and

an also lead to an inrease in laser absorption. For example, experimentally lear trends

are seen for an inrease in ion energies with inreasing fs-prepulse levels [129℄, whih an

most probably be linked to an inreased laser absorption in the preformed plasmas [130℄.
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2.3.2.2 Radiation pressure aeleration (RPA)

So far, it has been assumed that the eletron motion is governed by its quiver motion

and that longitudinal fores are weak or an be balaned by the plasma without ausing a

signi�ant dynami e�et. However, for intense laser pulses the non-osillating part of the

longitudinal fore (2.15) may exert a signi�ant pressure on the eletrons at the front side

strong enough for the density pro�le to steepen and to reess into the foil. The eletrostati

�eld building up at the foil front surfae an be estimated to be aes ≈ a20/2
√

1 + a20/2 whih

is strong enough to aelerate ions into the target. The reession speed of the surfae in

the non-relativisti ase then is vf ≈ (
√
2a0Z/M)1/2 where Z is the ion harge and M the

ion mass in units of the eletron mass [131, 132℄. This proess is alled hole boring mode

of radiation pressure aeleration (RPA) and the maximum veloity ions an gain in that

proess is limited to just twie the reession speed, whih typially is signi�antly less than

ions ould aquire at the foil rear surfae TNSA [133, 134℄.

When the target foil is hosen thin enough for the laser to punh through and aelerate it

as a single objet, this senario hanges and ions an potentially gain high energy in a phase-

stable way, as has been proposed analytially and numerially [135, 136, 137, 138, 139℄. This

regime is alled the light sail (LS) mode of RPA as it shows similarities to the LS onept of

spae-�ight [140℄. While in spae-�ight usually time periods are long and radiation pressure

is small, in laser ion aeleration it is vie versa. Here, the optimum ondition for ion

aeleration is de�ned by the possibility for the laser pressure to be just strong enough to

extrat all eletrons from the target and set up a strong harge separation �eld [136℄. This

imposes the existene of an optimum thikness for the foil, whih is derived quantitatively

below. To sustain the lightsail (eletron mirror) throughout the laser pulse duration, it is

neessary to suppress eletron heating and suessive thermal explosion, whih most easily

ould be done using CP light.

The optimum foil thikness for LS-RPA most often is derived from balaning the laser

light pressure with the eletrostati areal fore

7

. The laser light pressure reads

PL = (1 + η)
I

c
= (1 + η)

a20
2
Pncmec

2
(2.72)

where η = R−T (R: re�etion, T : transmission). The eletrostati areal fore set up by the

harge separation indued by the light pressure amounts in a 1D model to Pes = E0ene,0d

7

There are other arguments, for example the transition to transpareny [138, 141℄, whih lead to strutural

and quantitatively similar results.
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where E0 is the restoring �eld of the remanent ions whih an be approximated with the

�eld inside a plane apaitor, E0 =
ene,0d

ε0
. Thus, the eletrostati pressure is given by

Pes =
(ene,0d)

2

ε0
. (2.73)

In the optimum ase, the laser pressure equals the eletrostati pressure at a ertain threshold

areal harge density, so that one gets

P

2
(1 + η) a20 = n2

e,0

e2λ2

4π2ε0c2menc

(dopt)
2 4π

2

λ2

√

P

2
(1 + η)a0 =

ne,0

nc

2πdopt

λ
(2.74)

whih in dimensionless units used in this thesis simply reads

√

P

2
(1 + η)a0 = ne,0d

opt. (2.75)

From this, it follows that for a given intensity the optimum thikness should be the same

for LP and CP lasers while for a given �eld strength the optimum thikness for a CP laser

is a fator

√
2 greater than for a LP laser, simply proportional to the areal harge density if

η is assumed to be onstant.

Following that, the maximum energy ions an aquire during the radiation pressure push

intuitively should be proportional both to the radiation pressure as well as the duration of

the pulse. However, a detailed analysis solving the EOM of the foil ions yields for R = 1

the analytial expression [138℄

εLS−RPA
max = mi









1
√

1−
[

(1+Λ)2−1
(1+Λ)2+1

]2
− 1









, Λ = 2
Z

mi

a20tp
nd

(2.76)

At the optimum target thikness for a CP laser it beomes Λ =
√
2Z/mi · a0τ . While for

small pulse durations and laser strengths a0tp/mi ≪ 1 the maximum energy is indeed pro-

portional the laser light pressure and pulse duration, εmax ∝ a20τ , for many realisti ases

where a0tp/mi ≫ 1 it is expeted to sale proportional to a0τ only, whih is even worse than

in TNSA (p. Eqn. (2.71) and (4.30) in Se. 4.1.3). Yet, the absolute predited energies in
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Figure 2.12: Optimum thikness as a funtion of laser

strength a0 at ne,0 = 100, extrated from [136℄. The irles

(squares) are the numerial values for the maximum proton

energy for pulses with a temporal shape of a gaussian (�at

top) and dash-dotted (dashed) lines are the RPA expeta-

tions ne,0d
opt = Fa0 with F = 1 (F = 2).

LS-RPA are still signi�antly larger than for TNSA for realisti laser parameters.

However, it was suggested reently in [136℄ by simulations that the optimum thikness may

atually not follow the simple linear law (2.75). For quik referene, Fig. 2.12 shows a replia-

tion of Fig. 3b from [136℄. The most prominent observation are the di�erent proportionality-

fators between a0 and the areal harge density for di�erent pulse shapes. For example, for

a gaussian (�at top) pulse it is ne,0d
opt = Fa0 with F = 1 (F = 2). Note that Eqn. (2.75)

predits with F =
√

P
2
(1 + η) a value for F between 0 (full transmission) and

√
2 (full

re�etion) for a CP pulse, so F = 2 as empirially found for �at top pulses would be impos-

sible. Moreover, for high laser intensities, deviations our from the simple proportionality

between a0 and doptne,0. The numeri data from [136℄ follow muh better the empiri formula

dopt ∝ a
2/3
0 . (2.77)

The deviation of the exponent of a0 from unity remained unlear so far. It was speu-

lated that the response of the ions, whih was negleted in the derivation of Eqn. (2.75),

ontributes to modi�ations that beome signi�ant for large values of a0. However, in

Se. 4.2.3 it will be shown that the deviation an be explained by an alternative approah

taking into aount the laser attenuation inside the foil.

Despite the promising high ion energy in LS-RPA, there has been no experimental on�r-

mation of the LS-RPA mehanism so far. First hints towards the realization of this aelera-

tion mode were published in [142℄, but an independent veri�ation of the results has not yet

sueeded. For realisti parameters, e.g. an intensity of 5× 1019W/cm2
(a0 ≈ 5/

√
2 for CP

and λ = 0.8 µm) eletron density ne,0 = 660nc and R ≈ 1, the optimum thikness is expeted

from (2.75) to be about dopt = 7.5 × 10−3
(1.2 nm), whih is well below the skin length of

6 nm (Eqn. (2.41)). Suh thin foils are hard to manufature, handle and haraterize with
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respet to their homogeneity in thikness, presene of ontaminants and orrugation. Other

di�ulties inlude the quik disintegration of the foil during the prepulse and ASE phase,

development of transverse instabilities in the �ying eletron mirror [135, 143, 144℄ as well as

bending of the foil in a 2D or 3D geometry, both leading to heating and a quik explosion

of the sheath, even though there are advaned onepts to suppress the development of

suh instabilities e.g. by employing sophistiated target foil geometries and ompositions or

spatially and temporally tailored laser pulses, the experimental realization has not yet been

ahieved [139, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147℄.





Chapter 3

Methods

In the present work the ode iPICLS by Y. Sentoku et al. [148℄ was used. It is a partile-

in-ell (PIC) ode, solving Maxwell's equations and integrating the equation of motion on

a grid. The ode an run on massively parallelized high-performane omputers, typially

spreading the omputation over several 10 to 1000 CPUs. In the following the PIC method

is brie�y introdued and the neessary numerial simpli�ations are disussed.

3.1 The PIC method

The omputer simulation of large systems of many partiles is a demanding task. The

naive approah of alulating the binary interations of all N partiles with eah other

would demand a omputation time proportional to N (N − 1). Moreover, the temporal

�eld evolution would have to be stored to orretly treat the �eld retardation. To simulate

realisti systems within a feasible time period, the omplexity has to be dereased even when

using high power parallel omputers. The probably most natural approah is to disretize

the simulation volume L and time t by introduing a mesh with node distanes ∆x and �nite

time steps ∆t. The plasma evolution an then be alulated by iteratively alulating the

fores on the plasma with the Maxwell equations (Eulerian step) and the plasma reation

with the Lorentz equation (Lagrangian step). For the latter, partiles an be introdued by

de�ning the urrent j as

j =

NM
∑

j=1

qjR(r − rt(t))uj(t)δ(u− uj(t)). (3.1)

Here NM = αN is the number of model partiles whih usually must be hosen muh smaller

than the number of real partiles, α ≪ 1. Then R is a distribution funtion de�ning the

shape of a model partile. This sheme is alled the Partile-in-Cell method and an be

implemented numerially surprisingly easy by looping through the following steps:
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1. Solve the Maxwell equations to obtain the �elds in the next timestep at eah mesh

node.

2. Interpolate the �elds at eah partile position to obtain the fore on eah partile.

3. For eah partile, integrate the EOM and move the partile aordingly.

4. Calulate the urrents assoiated with the partile motion and assign them to the

mesh nodes.

5. Calulate additional physis (ionization, ollisions...)

For eah step, various methods exist to optimize the alulations while at the same time

keeping the result aurate. One popular method to solve the Maxwell equations is the �nite

di�erene in the time domain (FDTD) approah. The most intuitive solution then probably

is to express also the spatial derivations in the Maxwell equations by �nite di�erenes (Yee-

sheme) [149, 150℄. With some are (e.g. providing a spatially ("Yee latie") and temporally

("Leapfrog") entered system of equations), this approah an be quite satisfying. Another

method, whih is employed in iPICLS, is the diretional splitting (DS) of the �elds, whih

in some irumstanes an redue numerial derivations, suh as arti�ial heating of the

system or arti�ial dispersion of waves. The DS method will be explained in more detail

later in this setion.

For the numeri simulations to be aurate and stable, one has to adopt ertain require-

ments for the PIC parameters ∆x, ∆t, NM and α:

1. ∆xi ≪ λD (to spatially resolve the Debye length whih is the smallest relevant sale

length in plasmas)

2. ∆t << ωp/2 and ∆t ≪ 1 (to temporally resolve the laser wave and the plasma

osillations whih are the highest relevant frequenies in plasmas)

3. L ≫ λD (the problem size must be large to redue boundary e�ets)

4. α ≪ 1 (so that the smooth funtion R resembles the distribution of partiles inside a

model partile statistially well)

5. NM ≫ L/λD (there must be many partiles per Debye length to adequately resemble

the real partile density)

6. ∆t ≪ ∆xi/
√
2 (to redue numeri ondutivity, "Courant ondition").
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The last ondition (6) is a speialty for the Yee-sheme and an be dropped for the DS. If

the above requirements are not ful�lled to a satisfatory level, the simulation will beome

inaurate or unstable. The level at whih this happens is greatly determined by the methods

used for Maxwell solving and EOM integration. Three numerial e�ets are important to be

able to estimate the neessary levels of smallness of the parameters: disretization errors,

numerial dispersion and numerial heating.

Disretization errors The partile shape R(r− rj) of a partile j at postion rj leads to

an average fore F j on the partile of

F j = qj

∫

R(r − rj) · [a(r, t) + uj × b(r, t)] dr. (3.2)

Sine the �eld values are only known at the mesh nodes, one has to identify a(r, t) and

b(r, t) with their values at the nearest grid point. Let the fore at grid point β be F β. The

above equation an then be written as

F j =

∫

∑

F αS(x− xβ)R(x− xj)dr

S(x− xβ) =







1 |x− xβ | ≤ ∆x/2

0 |x− xβ | > ∆x/2
(3.3)

It an then be demonstrated how the partile shape funtion an be used to redue the

�utuation aused by the spatial disretization. In the lowest order one an de�ne the model

partiles as dimensionless points, R(r − rj) = δ(r − rj). It then follows readily from (3.3)

that the fore on suh a dimensionless partile is simply F j = F β′
where β ′

is the the nearest

mesh node. This would ause a step-like hange in the fore when passing the enter of a

ell and would therefore introdue unphysially large frequenies into the simulation. The

e�et would be an arti�ial inrease in energy (see paragraph about numerial heating).

Alternatively, the funtion R an be de�ned for |x− xj | ≤ (∆x) /2 as

R(x− xj) = (∆x)−1 . (3.4)

This leads to a fore on the partile given by a linear interpolation of the two mesh nodes

nearest to the partile. Now, there are no jumps in the fore anymore, but unphysially sharp

edges now appear in the fore at the ell borders. Therefore more ompliated de�nitions of
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R (and S) inluding higher orders of xn
and spatially larger distributions should be employed

to inlude also more distant nodes or higher orders of interpolation. For example with

R(x− xj) =







(∆x)−1 (1− |x| / (∆x)) |x| ≤ (∆x)

0 |x| > h
(3.5)

the fore on the partile would be a quadrati interpolation of the three nearest neighbors,

removing all jumps and edges and providing a smooth fore evolution. This is the de�nition

employed in all the simulations performed in this thesis.

Numerial dispersion Numerial dispersion is a term referring to an arti�ial dispersion

of waves whih is introdued in the simulation and not present in real systems. In the

following this will be exempli�ed for two important ases.

First, the �nite partile distribution funtion as it was introdued in the last two examples

in the last paragraph leads to a dispersion of plasma waves. Physially, plasma waves in a

perfetly onduting plasma are free of dispersion. Just as was done in Eqn. (3.2), one an

redo most plasma physis for a �nite partile size by replaing q with qR(r). This results

in a plasma frequeny dispersion relation of

ω2 = |R(k)|2 ω2
p (3.6)

with greater deviation of ω from ωp for larger partile distribution funtions [150℄.

Another soure of numerial dispersion arises from the mesh disretization when solving

the Maxwell equations. Fig. 3.1 shows the phase veloity of an eletromagneti wave when

propagating in vauum as a funtion of the ell size and wave vetor k for the two Maxwell

solving shemes FDTD and DS. As an be seen, the DS o�ers onsiderably less dispersion,

and is even dispersionless for waves traveling along a mesh axis. This allows to signi�antly

inrease the mesh size and therefore derease the omputation need ompared to FDTD.

Numerial heating All stohasti errors that arise due to the disretization, the use

of maro partiles, numerial dispersion, rounding errors and others lead to a stohasti

error-�eld δa whih ats on the partiles in random diretion. Limiting the disussion to

non-relativisti partile motion, the error in the partile veloity reads

mδv = q · δa ·∆t (3.7)
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Figure 3.1: Numeri dispersion (a) for DS and FDTD (b), extrated from leture by Y. Sentoku.

and while the average error of the veloities after n timesteps remains zero, 〈∆v〉 = 0, the

error in the average energy inreases to

m2

2
〈∆v〉2 = nq2∆t2 |δa|2 , (3.8)

rising quadratially with time. This energy inrease, usually alled numeri heating, is in

pratie even worse due to a propagation of errors.

3.1.1 Collisions

While the PIC method orretly treats the fores on and between partiles on a sale length

larger than ∆x, fores on small sales are underestimated [151℄. As long as the physial

range of partile-partile interations is small ompared to the average partile distane

δ = ζn−1/3
(with ζ = 6.09 × 10−3

), this does not play a signi�ant role. This is the ase

when the partile interation potential at the average partile distane is weak ompared to

the average kineti energy of partiles,

Ξ ≡ Epot(r = ζn−1/3)

Te

≪ 1. (3.9)

Ξ is alled the oupling parameter and an be used as a measure of energy exhange by

binary interations. In a plasma, the binary partile interations are dominated by the
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Coulomb fore,

Epot(r) = ξ
q2

r
, (3.10)

where q is the harge of the partile speies, so that

Ξ =
ξ

ζ

(

nλ3
D

)−2/3 ∼= 2.9× 10−6. (3.11)

In the ase of high intensity laser interations with plasmas one usually has to deal with

ollisionless or weakly ollisional systems. Typially, the energy of the laser aelerated hot

eletron urrent is in the range of MeV for relativisti laser intensities with a density in

the order of only a few times the ritial density nc, so that Ξ is in the order of 10−6
and

ollisions an be negleted. On the ontrary, for the heating of the bulk of a target foil

where the eletron density usually is several hundred times the ritial density and the old

bulk temperature is only in the keV-range Ξ may be 10000 times higher and thus ollisions

have to be onsidered.

Collisions an be inluded into PIC simulations by noting that, as long as their role

is weak, the dynamis of the system is still governed by the ollisionless equations and

ollisions only lead to an exhange of energy and momentum between partiles, whih an

be expressed by a ollision operator. The only hange to the PIC sheme then is to inlude

another step in the PIC yle implementing the ollision operator. The full Boltzmann

approah of alulating all binary interations between partiles within a ell would sale as

N2
and therefore is not feasible in high density plasmas. Another approah is to only de�ne

pairs of partiles by a Monte Carlo algorithm and only alulate the Coulomb sattering

between them, whih sales more favorable as N [152℄. In [151℄ it is desribed how this

an be done relativistially orret between maro-partiles with di�erent α and onserving

energy and momentum.

3.1.2 Diretional splitting

The idea of the diretional splitting as it was implemented by Sentoku et al. in the simulation

software iPICLS relies on the spei� properties of the Maxwell equations that their general

solution an be expressed by a superposition of partiular wave solutions that travel to the

left, right, top, bottom, front or rear with phase veloity 1. Writing the Maxwell equations

separately for terms inluding derivations for x, y,z, respetively, one obtains the twelve
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eigenvalues a±x , a
±
y , a

±
z and a′±x , a

′±
y , a

′±
z with [153℄

a±x = bz ± ay a′
±
x = by ∓ az

a±y = bx ± az a′
±
y = bz ∓ ax

a±z = by ± ax a′
±
z = bx ∓ ay. (3.12)

ful�lling the relations

(∂t ± ∂x) a
±
x ∓ ∂zbx − ∂yax = ∓jy (∂t ± ∂x) a

′±
x ∓ ∂ybx + ∂zax = ±jz

(∂t ± ∂y) a
±
y ∓ ∂xby − ∂zay = ∓jz (∂t ± ∂y) a

′±
y ∓ ∂zby + ∂xay = ±jx

(∂t ± ∂z) a
±
z ∓ ∂ybz − ∂xaz = ∓jx (∂t ± ∂z) a

′±
z ∓ ∂xbz + ∂yaz = ±jy. (3.13)

The validity of this set of equations an quikly be veri�ed by expliitly writing out the

eigenvalues and using Eqn. (2.30) and (2.31). The form of these equations is very similar

to the standard advetion equation

(∂t ±∇)apm = 0. (3.14)

where the solutions are waves traveling to the positive or negative diretion. The temporal

evolution of suh an equation would be extremely easy to solve numerially for ∆t = ∆x.

To get the �elds for the next time step one simply has to opy the transformed �elds to

the neighboring mesh node in the respetive diretion and transform bakwards. The great

advantage over the FDTD sheme is that this solution is exat for waves traveling along a

oordinate axis. The ross terms in (3.13) are the result of the multidimensional oupling of

non-planar waves or planar waves that are not aligned along one of the oordinate axis. One

straight forward solution would be to extend the Leapfrog sheme and add the ell-entered

urrent and the derivatives of the untransformed variables as �nite entered di�erenes to the

partiular solutions of (3.14) [153℄. This however reintrodues dispersive terms. A di�erent

approah that is very easy to implement numerially and is used by the ode employed in

this thesis is to solve the equations (3.13) suessively and alulate the new �elds before

doing the transformation of the next eigenvalue and solving the next equation. This way the

ross terms anel out in vauum and an be written by urrents in media. Consequently

the �eld propagation in vauum remains free of numerial dispersion for waves traveling

along one of the oordinate axes
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3.2 Simulation Simpli�ations

In the present work the ode iPICLS [148℄ was used in its 2D3V version. Most important

physis an be aptured by only onsidering a 2D plane setion (z-x) and extending to 3D by

assuming invariane in the third dimension. This greatly redues both the neessary partiles

and mesh nodes and therefore onsiderably speeds up the simulation and eases the memory

requirements. Suh a simulation is alled 2D3V, sine spatial oordinates are only onsidered

as 2D but partile momenta are 3D. iPICLS is a very e�ient powerful PIC ode that allows

to simulate large plasma volumes and partile numbers limited only by the omputational

resoures available to the sientist. It an be run massively parallel on many CPU ores at

one. The possibility to inlude ollisional kineti e�ets and ollisional ionization as well

as �eld ionization provides the ability to inlude all relevant physial e�ets. The EOM are

integrated by a 4th order Runge-Kutta-sheme and the Maxwell equations are solved by the

diretional splitting method. The latter o�ers a �eld propagation virtually free of numeri

dispersion in vauum and therefore allows the use of omparably large mesh periods.

Yet, due to omputational demands it is not feasible to run parameter sans using the

full realisti solid plasma density. This is due to the fat the mesh period must be less

than 1/4th of the shortest plasma wavelength and the time step must be less than 1/4th of

the plasma frequeny. Consequently, the simulated density has to be redued whih brings

the solid plasma loser to transpareny. This is of importane espeially at ultra-high

intensities where the relativisti mass inrease of hot eletrons leads to a redution of the

plasma frequeny. It therefore has to be made ensured that at all times where the real solid

would be opaque, the simulated model plasma is also opaque, i.e. ne > γnc. If ionization

e�ets are to be inluded in the simulation it has also to be onsidered that the redued

density model plasma requires less energy to reah a ertain ionization state than the real

solid plasma. The redution of plasma density also brings the plasma loser to a ollisionless

plasma, whih an be orreted by numerially inreasing the ollision frequeny. The e�et

on radiation losses is negligible, sine they aount only for less than a permille of the total

energy for the hot eletrons during their passage through a mirometer sale thik foil.

Test simulations performed in the frame of this work have on�rmed the above. Simulations

with redued model densities show the same hot eletron dynamis and same qualitative

ion dynamis with only slightly inreased laser absorption and ion energies [117, 29℄ than

simulations with higher, more realisti densities.

Experimentally, ultra-intense laser pulses are always preeded by prepulses or ampli�ed
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Figure 3.2: PIC simulation results for the plasma distribution after a realisti laser prepulse (DRACO)

of approx 2 ps with 10−4a20 where a0 = 21.6, w0 = 2.1 · 2π, inluding ionization, ollisions, ne,0 = 120 when

fully ionized, laser inidene angle 35◦ with respet to target normal. Laser temporal pro�le shown in inset,

time given relative to the time the maximum hits the target. Dotted line marks the time when preplasma

distribution was measured. Plasma distribution for eletrons (blak line) and ions (olor bars show harge

distribution qini) along the laser axis. Given length sales orrespond to µm for a laser with λ = 0.8 µm.

The 1 µm thik target is loated at z=0 and has a transverse width of 120 µm.

spontaneous emission (ASE). Their duration and intensity determine density and expansion

of a preplasma developing in front of the target and at the rear side prior to the main pulse.

However, prepulses and ASE our on timesales of several pioseonds up to nanoseonds,

whih is many orders of magnitude more than typial timesales for solid density plasma

osillations. Consequently, it is not feasible to routinely simulate them in PIC simulations,

other than in single large sale simulations. Hydrodynami simulations are the method of

hoie for the long sale plasma evolution during the ps or ns pre-pulse plasma evolution.

Fig. 3.2 shows the simulated preplasma distribution after a realisti ps prepulse as it was

measured for the DRACO laser system. This onsisted of a long prepulse with intensity

10−8a20 and a shorter prepulse of approx. 2 ps with intensity 10−4a20 (see inset Fig. 3.2).

Two preplasma sale lengths an be identi�ed at the front surfae of the foil: A short, few

tenths of λ over-ritial preplasma and a long few λ under-ritial preplasma. In many ases

it is therefore su�ient to simply add exponential preplasmas at the surfaes, mimiking

the e�et of pre-pulses and ASE. This was done in the present work, when suh exponential

preplasmas were added in front of a solid foil to study qualitatively the e�ets of prepulses

and ASE. However, it is important to note that a more realisti treatment would require

to also inlude a �nite rear-side plasma gradient [116℄ and a gradient of temperatures and

ionization levels, that however are not expeted to signi�antly alter qualitatively the e�ets

disussed in this thesis.

An exemplary input sript, density pro�le de�nition �le and desription of the output �les

generated by PICLS an be found in Appendix A.





Chapter 4

Results

The results presented in this thesis fous on enhaning the ion maximum energy in the

TNSA regime, namely by virtue of

� Inreasing the laser intensity (Setion 4.1)

� Ultrathin foils & staks of ultra-thin foils (Setion 4.2)

� Limiting the target foil transverse size (Setion 4.3.1)

� Flat top one targets (Setion 4.3.2).

Within the framework of this dissertation those methods were studied both numerially and

analytially with respet to their potential bene�t in realisti experimental environments

and to their potential salings to higher laser intensities. All methods have in ommon that

within the frame of this work the subsequent aeleration of ions still is governed by the well

established TNSA mehanism, still exhibiting the bene�ial properties asribed to TNSA,

inluding small soure size, low emittane and high bunh density (see Setion 2.3.1 for more

details on TNSA). All methods in�uene more than one parameter at one with the aim

of populating the hot eletron ensemble more e�iently and to inrease its average kineti

energy. It therefore is no simple task to �nd a global optimum for the laser target, optimizing

intensity, thikness, shape, width and miro struture at the same time. Rather, in this

work the individual fundamental mehanisms are studied with respet to their in�uene on

eletron density and temperature and the subsequent inrease of proton energies. Before

starting this disussion, a more detailed analysis of the ion aeleration from onventional

�at foils and the importane of the eletron temperature and density is given in the following

setion.
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4.1 Ion Aeleration at a Flat Foil

Throughout this setion it will be assumed that the target is a large �at solid foil with a

thikness d su�iently large so that the ion aeleration is dominated by the target normal

sheath aeleration at the foil rear side. It is further assumed that the time the eletrons

need to �ll the omplete target volume is larger than the ion aeleration time. Those as-

sumptions are valid for thik target foils, a small laser fous and a short laser pulse duration

and ensure that the hot laser aelerated eletrons interat only one with the ions at the

rear side, so that the adiabati phase an be negleted [113℄. They may be violated for ex-

ample in ultra-thin foils or mass limited targets, whih will be dealt with later in Setion 4.2

and 4.3.1.

The expansion of the rear side sheath an then be desribed by the isothermal self-similar

expansion model introdued in Setion 2.3.1.1 whih predits a maximum ion energy given

by Eqn. (2.63). The hot eletron temperature is a ritial parameter together with the hot

eletron density, whih are related to eah other and to the laser strength parameter a0 and

laser absorption η by Eqn. (2.66). Hene, if the laser parameters are known it is su�ient

to additionally know either nhot
e or T hot

e to solve Eqn. (2.63) for the maximum ion energy.

As a �rst approximation, Wilks et al. suggested to use the ponderomotive energy sal-

ing (2.25) for an estimate of the eletron temperature [49, 99℄. Equation (2.66) then gives

redit to the popular use of nhot
e ≈ γnc. However, as was mentioned in Setion 2.2.4, the

ponderomotive saling gives only good approximations for the eletron temperature for small

intensities, i.e. a0 ≪ 1 (Fig. 2.3). For larger values of a0, the experimentally obtained tem-

peratures are signi�antly below the ponderomotive energy. PIC simulations performed for

and presented in this setion also follow this trend.

It has been suggested that the deviations are a diret result of plasma heating by resonane

absorption (Se. 2.2.4.1). However, based on prinipal physis arguments the absorption is

widely attributed to the v × B absorption mehanism as explained before, making a dif-

ferent explanation for the observations neessary. The explanation presented in [53℄, whih

irumvents the question of a spei� absorption model by introduing a blak box model

and using general onservation laws, may not stritly hold true, as was disussed in the

footnote on page 24. Hene, a new model for the temperature saling with laser intensity

must be developed in order to solve Eqn. (2.63).

In the following, a general argument based on a areful treatment of eletron energy

averaging will be developed. It will be applied for the two important exemplary ases of a

Reprinted with permission from T. Kluge, T. E. Cowan, A. Debus, U. Shramm, K. Zeil and M. Bussmann,

Physial Review Letters, Vol. 107, page 205003 (2011). Copyright (2011), Amerian Physial Soiety.
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solid with step-like density gradient and onsiderably preplasma, respetively. The results

will then be used in Se. 4.1.3 together with Eqn. (2.63) to predit the maximum ion energies

from �at foils. Those preditions will then be ompared to available experimental data and

the energies predited by the alternative ion aeleration model of Shreiber et al. (see

Setion 2.3.1.2). Conlusions will then be drawn that allow the optimization of the ion

aeleration proess in the short and long pulse regime (Se. 4.2 and 4.3).

4.1.1 Setup and simulations

The numerial simulations performed in this setion were done using the two-dimensional,

three veloity omponent fully relativisti eletrodynami PIC ode iPICLS2D (Se. 3),

inluding ionizations and ollisions. The model target is a �at foil with thikness 10π of

opper ions, overed with a 4π thik proton layer mimiking the experimentally mostly

present surfae ontamination layer. To redue omputational demands,the eletron density

when fully ionized was set to 10nc, 40nc or 100nc for intensities with a0 < 8.5, 8.5 ≤ a0 ≤ 20

or a0 = 100. Those hoies ensure that the laser does not burn through the target and the

Parameter Value

Geometry

laser strength a0 1-100

pulse shape Gaussian

1

laser waist w0 4π

pulse duration 100

eletron density ne,0 10 (a0 < 8.5), 40 (8.5 ≤ a0 ≤ 20), 100 (a0 = 100)

foil thikness d 10π (Cu) + 4π (H+
)

ions (eletrons) per ell 4 (116)

ells (time steps) per laser wavelength 25×
√

ne,0/10

box size (x× z) 120λ× 240λ (40λ× 40λ for ne,0 = 100)

inluding ollisions/ ionization yes/yes

1

A test simulation with a plane wave at a0 = 100 yielded a similar temperature as the Gaussian pro�le

at the pulse maximum.

Table 4.1: Parameters used for the simulations in this setion.
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foil behaves as a solid throughout the laser interation. It will be disussed later in setion

4.2 how a redued thikness and/or density may in�uene the heating and aeleration

proesses. Table 4.1 summarizes the most important simulation parameters.

4.1.2 Exat eletron temperature saling

4.1.2.1 Temporal average of the eletron quiver

In the following it will be shown that a areful ensemble average of the single eletron energies

an suessfully explain the deviation seen between the ponderomotive saling (Eqn. (2.25))

and experimental and simulated temperatures. The disussion is based on the single eletron

motion desribed in Setions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 and the main ideas were �rst published by the

author in [154℄. It was disussed, that in the interation with a solid the single eletron

energy is not given by the ponderomotive fore sine stritly speaking the pre-requisites for

ponderomotive eletron aeleration, i.e. a slowly varying envelope and the onsideration of

the slowly varying average fore only, are not ful�lled at a steep density interfae. However,

negleting any longitudinal fores � they an be assumed to be balaned by the plasma

reation in �rst approximation in the laser intensity � it was shown that the eletrons

undergo a transverse motion and the yle averaged energy is given by Eqn. (2.50),

〈γ(t)〉t =
〈

√

1 + px(t)2
〉

t
, (4.1)

whih has similar struture as the ponderomotive energy given by Eqn. (2.25) and in fat

oinides with it for low intensities. One has to keep in mind that for many ases, e.g. where

a0 ≥ ne (relativistially indued transpareny) or preplasma sale lengths greater than

half a wave length (non-negligible skin-length), the prerequisite of vanishing longitudinal

fores and an almost transverse eletron motion eases to be valid. However, assuming

the prerequisites of Eqn. (4.1) to be ful�lled, the temporal average an be given in an

expliit form with px(t) = −a0 sin t from onservation of the transverse anonial momentum

assuming eletrons initially at rest

1

(Eqn. (2.10)). The temporal average then reads

〈γquiver〉t =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

√

1 + a20 sin
2 tdt (4.2)

1

Here and in the following the re�eted wave is negleted, ompare footnote on page 5.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of ponderomotive saling

Eqn. (2.25) (solid blak) with average transverse quiver

energy averaged relativistially but ignoring longitudi-

nal �elds Eqn. (4.3) (dashed gray). The two oinide

for a0 ≪ 1 while for a0 ≫ 1 the ponderomotive saling

overestimates the average quiver energy by ≈ 10%.

whih an be rewritten using the omplete elliptial integral of the seond kind,

2 F (−a20),

〈γquiver〉t =
2F (−a20)

π
(4.3)

The energy given by this equation still agrees rather well with the ponderomotive energy

even for large a0 ≫ 1 where it gives only a small orretion by a fator of less than 23/2/π

(see Fig 4.1). It an therefore not explain the large deviation seen between experiments and

the ponderomotive saling for a0 ≫ 1 (Fig. 2.3).

4.1.2.2 Ensemble average of laser aelerated eletrons

The starting point of the following disussion is the fat that the eletrons are generally

not distributed uniformly in the time domain as impliitly assumed by averaging the single

eletron energy γ(t) as done in Eqn. 4.1. To be more expliit, Eqn. (4.2) averages the

motion of a single eletron at the surfae of a solid, but the temperature is determined by

the average over all eletrons of the ensemble at a given time,

Thot
e =

∫

γfγdγ
∫

fγdγ
− 1. (4.4)

where

fγ =
dN

dγ
,

is the eletron energy distribution funtion. When this simple time average oinides with

the ensemble average, the system is alled ergodi. In the present ase of a laser driving

2

There exist di�erent de�nitions of the omplete elliptial integral of the seond kind. Here it is de�ned

as F (m) = π
2

{

1−
∑∞

n=0

[

(2n−1)!!
2n

]2
mn

2n−1

}

.
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the eletrons and negligible stohasti eletron motion, the system is both not losed and

not haoti. The eletron trajetories are highly deterministi and hene the system is

in fat not ergodi. This implies that generally fγ annot be assumed to be onstant, so

without implying a ertain laser absorption mehanism, Eqn. (4.2) then also has to inlude

a non-trivial distribution funtion ft, so that

Thot
e = 〈γ(t)ft〉t − 1 =

∫ t(ϕ=2π)

0
γ(t)ftdt

∫ t(ϕ=2π)

0
ftdt

− 1. (4.5)

where γ(t) is the temporal evolution of the single eletron energy and the distribution

funtion ft = dN/dt determines how many eletrons there are in the spei� phase of the

single eletron motion.

In the following, a general theoretial model for this distribution funtion is developed whih

does not rely on the spei� laser absorption mehanism but takes into aount the temporal

dependene of the number of aelerated eletrons. It therefore an be applied in a broad

lass of situations and for various absorption mehanisms and will be exempli�ed using the

onventional v ×B heating mehanism whih is generally dominating for laser interation

at arbitrary a0 (see Setion 2.2.4) as long as the foil is opaque to the laser and the density

gradient is small ompared to a wavelength.

4.1.2.3 Lorentz invariant formulation of the eletron distribution

Sine the eletron distribution ft is di�ult to derive ab initio, it is reasonable to �rst derive

fϕ = dN/dϕ and then use the relation

ft =
dN

dϕ

dϕ

dt
. (4.6)

This approah has the advantage that one an use the Lorentz salar property of both the

partile number N and the laser phase ϕ.

Before deriving fϕ for the general ase, it is instrutive to �rst onsider the example

of a plane wave with a(ϕ) = b(ϕ) = a0 cosϕ interating with free eletrons. From the

onservation of energy �ux density it follows

d(∆WF )

dt
+

d(∆WK)

dt
= 0 (4.7)
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where

∆WF = −η
a20
2
cos2 ϕ∆ϕ (4.8)

is the absorbed �eld energy density inside a box of width ∆z at a given time t (note that

then ∆z = −∆ϕ), assuming a phase independent absorption fration η, and

∆WK =

∆N(ϕ)
∑

i=1

(γi(ϕi)− 1) (4.9)

is the sum of the kineti energy of all the ∆N(ϕ) eletrons with ϕi ∈ [ϕ, ϕ+∆ϕ]. The

average eletron energy of the eletrons inside the length element an be de�ned as γ̄(ϕ) ≡
∑∆N(ϕ)

i=1 [γi (ϕi)] /∆N(ϕ). Assuming the laser intensity has been ramped up adiabatially, it

is simply γ− 1 = a20 sin
2 ϕ/2 for a single free eletron in a plane wave (Eqn. (2.21)). Setting

the average eletron kineti energy γ̄(ϕ) − 1 proportional to the single eletron adiabati

energy, 4.9 an be written as

∆WK = (γ̄ (ϕ)− 1)
∆N

∆ϕ
∆ϕ =

a20
2
sin2 (ϕ)

∆N

∆ϕ
∆ϕ. (4.10)

Now putting (4.8) and (4.10) into Eqn. (4.7) it follows

η
a20
2
sin (2ϕ)∆ϕ =

a20
2

(

sin (2ϕ)
∆N

∆ϕ
+ sin2 (ϕ)

d

dt

∆N

∆ϕ

)

∆ϕ (4.11)

and hene it is

d

dt

∆N

∆ϕ
=

sin 2ϕ

sin2 ϕ

(

η − ∆N

∆ϕ

)

with the general solution

∆N

∆ϕ
=

1

2

(

η − η cot2 ϕ
)

+ c1 csc
2 ϕ. (4.12)

From the boundary ondition of an adiabati eletron aeleration inside the pulse rising

edge it follows that the eletron energy �ux density (RHS of (4.11)) must be vanishing at
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ϕ = 0, so that c1 = 0.5η.3 It follows the trivial solution

∆N

∆ϕ
= const. (4.13)

This is an important result, sine it onveys that the eletrons are distributed homogeneously

in the laser phase, while the naive approah of simply time averaging the single eletron

energy impliitly assumes dN/dt = const. Rather, it is found that the single eletron energy

must be averaged with respet to the phase, so the eletron ensemble average simply reads

T hot
e = γ̄ − 1 =

1

2π

∫ 2π

0

γ(ϕ)dϕ

=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

a20
2
sin2 ϕdϕ =

a20
4
. (4.14)

One realization of this example of quasi-free eletrons is the grazing laser inidene onto

a target, as it ours for example in the ase of hollow one targets with urved walls when

the laser axis is aligned tangentially to an inner wall surfae. The details of the dynamis

and proesses ourring in this interesting setup are disussed in Se. 4.3.2. One interesting

result is that PIC simulations of laser pulses with strength parameters a0 between 1 and 20

support the eletron temperature saling (4.14), as shown in Fig. 4.40.

Using the Lorentz-invariane of dN and dϕ, it is possible to derive the same result 4.13

for a more general ase. Assuming only an eletro-magneti �eld where a⊥b, spei�ally

dropping any further assumption on the laser �eld made before, e.g. the plane wave as-

sumption, Lorentz invariane of dϕ an be easily derived by showing its equality with the

Lorentz invariant proper time of the eletron using Eqn. (2.13),

dϕ = (1− βz) dt = γ−1dt = dτ.

Sine dN is a Lorentz salar, dN/dϕ must also be a Lorentz salar. Consequently, assuming

a uniform eletron distribution at τ0 = 0 before the laser pulse has been swithed on,

dN

dϕ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

= const.,

3

In the general ase, c1 an have arbitrary values, re�eting a non-vanishing energy �ux at ϕ = 0, as for
example in the ase of an eletron jet injeted in an EM wave.
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the distribution dN/dϕ will remain uniform for any given eletron proper time τ1 > 0,

dN

dϕ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=τ1

= const. (4.15)

The requirement τ = τ1 for all eletrons is equivalent to the adiabati ramp-up ondition

used before, beause then the eletron motion in the laser wave does not depend on its initial

phase ϕi(τ0).

Instead of assuming a uniform eletron distribution in the laboratory time (as impliitly

done in Eqn. (2.25) and (4.2), (4.3)) or postulating ad-ho nhot = γnc (as done in [53℄

4

),

the eletrons are now found to be distributed uniformly with respet to the retarded wave

oordinate ϕ, whih is equal to the eletron proper time. Hene, with (4.6) ft is given by

ft ∝
1

γ
. (4.16)

Substituting this distribution funtion into Eqn. (4.5), the result reads

Thot
e =

t (ϕ = 2π)
∫ t(ϕ=2π)

0
1
γ
dt

− 1. (4.17)

This important relation states that the average kineti energy of the aelerated eletrons

is equal to the inverse of the average of the inverse of the single eletron kineti energy

γ(t) with respet to laboratory time t, where t (ϕ = 2π) is the time duration of the eletron

motion period. In other words, the eletron temperature is obtained by averaging the single

eletron energy with respet to the phase ϕ or to the eletron proper time. Consequently,

the temperature of an eletron ensemble annot be derived simply by averaging the single

eletron energy over the laboratory time, so Eqn. (4.1, 4.3) an generally not be used to

derive Thot
e . Only for low intensities and hene small |β| ≪ 1 the temperature given by

Eqn. (4.17) onverges with the unweighted time averaged single eletron energy 〈γ〉t.5

4

In [53℄ the symbol γ atually refers to the average Lorentz fator, averaging the single-eletron temporal

energy evolution over a laser period.

5

This an be quikly seen as follows. First Taylor expanding γ(t) and only onsidering terms in �rst

order of a20, γ(t)
−1 ∼= 1 − a(t)2/2 and writing the integral in the denominator of Eqn. (4.17) as the sum

2π−
∑N−1

n=0
a(tn)

2

2 ∆t (where tn = n∆t and ∆t = 2π/N and it was used that for a0 ≪ 1 it is t(ϕ = 2π) = 2π),
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4.1.2.4 Ensemble average of the eletrons at �at solids with negligible pre-

plasma sale length

In the following the impliations of (4.17) in the important ase of laser normal inidene

onto a solid are disussed. This ase is espeially interesting and resembles the general ase

for ultra-relativisti laser intensities, sine then the aeleration of eletrons is dominated

by the relativisti Lorentz fore and hene the laser inidene angle beomes less important.

In the presene of a density gradient and/or high laser intensities most heating mehanisms

that an play a role at oblique laser inidene are suppressed [70, 26℄ (see Se. 2.2.4) and

hene the eletron temperature approahes that of normal inidene.

First the ase of a very steep density gradient is treated, i.e. the situation where the

penetration of the laser into the target an be negleted and longitudinal laser fores are

balaned by the plasma reation (f. Se. 2.2.3 and the disussion in Se. 4.1.2.1). In the

next setion the more realisti ase of the presene of a preplasma will be onsidered. There

the laser pulse is re�eted at the ritial density surfae (ne = γ) and hene the penetration

depth of the laser (loal skin depth) an not be negleted anymore.

In the ase of a very steep density gradient the eletron dynamis an be approximated to

be solely governed by the quiver motion (4.2) in the osillating eletri �eld of the laser.

Eqn. (4.17) an then be evaluated expliitly, leading to the expression

Thot
e = 2π

[
∫ 2π

0

(

1 + a20 sin
2 t
)−1/2

dt

]−1

− 1 (4.18)

whih an be expressed using the omplete elliptial integral of the �rst kind

6

, E (−a20), by

Thot
e =

π

2E (−a20)
− 1. (4.19)

Simple analyti expressions for Thot
e in units of mec

2
an be given for the extreme ases

the temperature Eqn. (4.17) from ensemble averaging an be Taylor expanded, reading

Thot
e =

1

2π

N−1
∑

n=0

a(tn)
2

2
∆t+O(a40)

∼=
〈

a2

2

〉

t

.

This oinides with 〈γ〉t − 1 ∼=
〈

p2x
〉

t
/2 from Eqn. (2.51).

6

There exist di�erent de�nitions of the omplete elliptial integral of the seond kind. Here it is de�ned

as E(m) = π
2

∑∞
n=0

[

(2n−1)!!
2n

]2

mn
.
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Figure 4.2: Temporal evolution of �elds lose to the ritial density surfae at the respetive position of a

test partile moving forward with , varying the time tc at whih it rosses z = 0. Laser �eld strength was

set to a0 = 5, target density ne,0 = 10.

a0 ≪ 1 and a0 ≫ 1,

Thot
e =

a20
4

+O
(

a4
)

(a0 ≪ 1)

Thot
e =

πa0
ln 16 + 2 ln a0

+O
(

a−1
)

(a0 ≫ 1)

For a0 ≪ 1, this is equal to the simple unweighted temporal average (4.3) and the pondero-

motive energy, while for a0 ≫ 1 it predits a onsiderably weaker saling.

4.1.2.5 Ensemble average of the eletrons at �at solids with long preplasma

sale length

In the following a more realisti ase is analyzed, inluding a ertain amount of preplasma

to be present in front of the foil, e.g. due to laser prepulses or ASE, whih will give some

orretion to (4.19). It was mentioned before that the longitudinal motion may not be

negleted for large values of a0 or su�ient preplasma sale lengths. Therefore in this

setion, after shedding some light on the �eld struture at the plasma surfae, the full

eletron motion in the �elds will be onsidered.

The �eld struture at the surfae of a solid onsists of the inoming and partly re�eted

wave in front of the ritial density surfae and an evanesent wave behind. This results

in a standing wave pattern for the eletri and magneti �elds in front of the plasma, with
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d

Figure 4.3: (a) Comparison of various temperature salings (ponderomotive saling (2.25): solid blak;

ensemble average for targets without (Eqn. (4.19), red dashed line) and with (Eqn. (4.24), red solid line)

preplasma; Beg's empiri saling (2.29): gray solid) with seleted experimental values (irles, for data

soures see Fig. 2.3 on page 18) and PIC simulations (squares). The exponent of a loal power law �t to

the respetive saling laws is plotted in (b).

maxima ourring every λ0/2 and the eletri �eld phase shifted in the diretion towards the

plasma by λ0/4 with respet to the magneti �eld. The temporal evolution of the eletri

and magneti �elds seen by a relativisti eletron near the surfae depends on the time when

it starts its movement. To estimate the resulting temporal �eld evolution seen by the fast

eletrons, the temporal evolution of the �elds on an imaginary test partile moving forward

with βz ≈ 1 is plotted in Fig. 4.2 for the ase that the laser an penetrate the overritial

region by more than half a laser wavelength. One is given by a ≈ ±a0 cos t, b ≈ ∓a0 cos t,

where t is measured relative to the time tc when the test partile rosses z = 0. Here, the

fore on the eletron is deelerating, so there is no energy transfer into the plasma in this

phase. In the other limit (tc = 0 or tc = π) it is

a = axex ≈ ±a0 cos t (4.20)

b = byey ≈ ±a0 cos t. (4.21)

In that limit an eletron will experiene a large longitudinal �eld in forward diretion and

an thus detah from the surfae, keeping its energy and being absorbed into the foil. The

result are bunhes emitted into and traveling through the foil at a frequeny of 2ω0 and a

separation of λ/2 (Fig. 4.4). Consequently, the total average hot eletron energy should be

that of the eletrons ontained within a bunh, i.e. in ases where the loal relativisti skin

length is larger than half a laser wavelength, δ ≥ λ0, one an assume an aelerating �eld

(4.21) for the hot eletrons.

(4.16) and therefore (2.14) and (4.17) are still valid. With the above �elds and (2.13), (2.14)
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Figure 4.4: Eletron phase spae density in the

z−pz plane at the time the laser maximum reahes

the foil front surfae. Eletrons are emitted into

the target in bunhes separated by λ/2. a0 = 5.

the Lorentz equation for the transverse momentum omponent reads

dpx
dt

= −ax(t)− βzby(t) = −a0

(

1− p2x
2 + p2x

)

cos t (4.22)

This equation resembles a Riati di�erential equation and an be solved analytially. The

result reads

px(t) =
2

S(t)
− S(t)

S(t) =
3

√

√

(3a0 sin t)
2 + 8 + 3a0 sin t (4.23)

Averaging the inverse γ(t)−1
over time and taking its inverse aording to (4.17), one �nally

�nds an expression for the average eletron kineti energy

Te =
2π

∫ 2π

0

(

S2

2
+ 2

S2 − 1
)−1

dt
− 1 (4.24)

whih an only be integrated numerially.

Fig. 4.5 shows the spetrum obtained from simulations for a �at foil at a0 = 8.5. The

eletron temperature is T hot
e

∼= 2.4 whih is in remarkable agreement with the model de-

sribed above whih with (4.24) predits T hot
e

∼= 2.3. In fat, the model is in remarkable

agreement with the PIC results up to the highest simulated intensity with a0 = 100 where

the ponderomotive saling (2.25) signi�antly overestimates the hot eletron temperature.

Figure 4.3 shows a omparison between the ponderomotive saling (blak line) and (4.24)

(solid red line), together with seleted experimental results extrated from literature and

results from PIC simulations performed in the frame of this thesis. The deviation between

the model and PIC is less than 5% for all a0, while for example the saling presented in [53℄
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Figure 4.5: Eletron spetrum of a �at foil with

a0 = 8.5. The gray dashed line shows an expo-

nential �t with temperature T = 1/0.41 = 2.4,
whih is in agreement with the predited tempera-

ture T = 2.3 from Eqn. (4.24).

for a0 = 100 is o� by more than 30% and the ponderomotive saling is o� by even more than

an order of magnitude. Unlike the saling from [53℄, the model presented here onverges

with the ponderomotive saling for a0 ≤ 1 as expeted.

Compared to saling (4.19) (dashed red line), (4.24) yields moderately lower temperature

values sine in the �rst ase the transverse anonial momentum was assumed to be on-

served, whih is not true in the latter ase for the �elds (4.21) assumed in the ritial density

region (Fig. 4.6). While the eletron gains transverse veloity, its longitudinal momentum

inreases due to the vx ·By omponent of the Lorentz fore whih in turn redues the trans-

verse net fore via the vz · By omponent. In the ase of a plane wave where the transverse

anonial momentum is onserved, this latter redution is exatly ompensated by a slower

phase-slippage in the traveling wave and hene a longer time of a high transverse eletri

�eld. This results in the same transverse momentum evolution as if the eletron were �xed

in z-diretion (pure quiver motion, p. v × B heating in Se. 2.2.3). In the present ase

however the pure temporal dependene of the evanesent wave prohibits suh a ompensa-

tion and the transverse momentum redues ompared to an eletron �xed in z-diretion due

to the redued net fore in transverse diretion. This results in an overall redution of the

total energy as ompared to the pure quiver motion.

4.1.3 Maximum ion energies

In this setion the maximum proton energies from a �at foil are estimated based on the

model of a plasma expanding into a vauum (see Se. 2.3.1.1). The maximum ion energies

in this model are given by Eqn. (2.63), whih requires the knowledge of the hot eletron

temperature and density. In the very basi ase of normal laser inidene on a �at foil, the

eletron temperature is determined by Eqn. (4.19) or (4.24) whih an lead to signi�ant

di�erenes in the maximum ion energy ompared to the use of the ponderomotive saling
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Figure 4.6: Trajetories of an eletron in �elds a(t) = −b(t) = a0 cos(t) in momentum-phase spae (top)

and veloity-phase spae (bottom) for the longitudinal (transverse) omponents pz, βz (px, βx) given by the

blak (red) lines. The eletron is assumed to be at rest at ϕ0 = 0.

Eqn. (2.25). The two limits of short and long pulse duration will be disussed � the longer

the pulse duration, the more does the temperature in�uene εmax and the more important

beomes the orret modeling of the eletron temperature saling (Fig. 4.10). This leads to

onlusions whih will be important for the optimization of the laser absorption and eletron

dynamis in the following setions.

The ion maximum energy formula (2.63), taking into aount the laser absorption and

temperature dependent hot eletron density Eqn. (2.66) and the ion plasma frequeny (2.58),

an be rewritten as

εmax = 2T hot
e

[

ln

(

a0tp

√

Zηg

2emiT hot
e

+

√

(a0tp)
2 Zηg

2emiT hot
e

+ 1

)]2

(4.25)

where e is the Eulerian number, Z is the ion harge state, mi is the ion mass, η is the

laser absorption fration and g is the geometri broadening of the eletron bunh from the

front surfae to the rear surfae of the foil with thikness d due to its divergene angle α,
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g = w2
0/ (w0 + d tanα)2. Analogous to the disussion in Se. 2.3.1.2, a referene time

tPEM
ref =

√
2e

ωpi
=

1

a0

√

2emiT hot
e

Zηg
(4.26)

an be de�ned, so that Eqn. (4.25) an be rewritten as

εmax = 2T hot
e

[

ln

(

tp/t
PEM
ref +

√

(

tp/tPEM
ref

)2
+ 1

)]2

. (4.27)

For the limits of tp ≪ tPEM
ref and tp ≫ tPEM

ref it then follows

εmax = 2T hot
e

t2p
(

tPEM
ref

)2 =
Zg

emi
ηa20t

2
p tp ≪ tPEM

ref

εmax = 2T hot
e ln2

(

2
tp

tPEM
ref

)

tp ≫ tPEM
ref

(4.28)

(4.29)

These PEM preditions are in good agreement with the results obtained in the frame of the

model by Shreiber [114, 24℄ for the two limits (see Se. 2.3.1.2, Eqn. (2.70)). In the limit of

short pulse durations one onsistently �nds that the ion maximum energy is proportional to

the irradiation time tp (proportional to the approximate ion aeleration duration) multiplied

with the total absorbed energy density ηa20tp/2 (proportional to the approximate sheath

�eld strength). Hene at �xed pulse duration the maximum ion energy is proportional to

the laser intensity (assuming an intensity-independent laser absorption η) and independent

of the eletron temperature. For longer pulse durations the in�uene of laser absorption

oe�ient beomes smaller and the importane of the hot eletron temperature rises. Then

the orret modeling of the hot eletron temperature beomes more important. This fat

is illustrated in Fig. 4.7, whih ompares the proton maximum energy salings expeted

from (4.25) for ponderomotive eletron temperature saling (2.25) and for saling (4.24).

For long pulse durations in the order of typially tp ≈ 100 − 1000 and onsidering that in

most pratial ases of urrently available short pulse laser systems tPEM
ref is in the order of

30− 100, the logarithm in Eqn. (4.29) beomes approximately proportional to (tp/t
PEM
ref )1/5

and therefore

εmax ∝ T hot
e

(

tp
tPEM
ref

)2/5

∝
(

T hot
e

)4/5
(tpa0)

2/5 (Zgη)1/5
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of proton maximum energy

as a funtion of a0 as predited from the PEM model

(Eqn. (4.25)) for short pulse (tp = 100, dark) and long
(tp = 1000, light). The blak/ gray urves are ob-

tained assuming the ponderomotive temperature sal-

ing (Eqn. (2.25)), the red lines assuming the tem-

perature saling (4.24). For omparison, the limits

εmax ∝ a20 (small a0) and εmax ∝ a0 (large a0) are
given by dashed lines.

and with T hot
e ∝ a0.750 from Eqn. (4.19) (or T hot

e ∝ a0.880 from Eqn. (4.24), see Fig. 4.3b) one

derives the result

εmax ∝ η1/5t2/5p aς0 (4.30)

with ς = 1.0 (ς = 1.1). This important saling �ts the available experimental data reasonably

well, as an be veri�ed by omparing it to Fig. 2.8 on page 37 whih presents a ompilation

of all available data up to 2009. A power �t to the data yields a dependeny of the proton

maximum energy from the laser intensity of εmax ∝ I0.68. In terms of the dimensionless

laser strength parameter a0 this orresponds to ς ≈ 1.36, whih is surprisingly lose to

the result (4.30)

7

. This is espeially surprising sine the assumptions that had to be made

in deriving (4.30) are rather rude, e.g. a one dimensional expansion, a limitation of the

expansion time to the pulse duration and a onstant absorption oe�ient and geometri

parameter g.

Yet, one has to be autious in interpreting the pure fat that the model �ts the experimental

data as an evidene on�rming Eqn. (4.27) and (4.24). Sine there are many parameters

entering the model equations whih are experimentally unknown or error-prone, a model

an be easily made to �t everything � a fat that was pointed out already by von Neumann

8

as reportedly quoted by Fermi [155℄.

Eqn. 4.27 predits the existene of an optimum pulse duration for a given �xed laser

pulse energy. This optimum pulse duration depends on the laser pulse energy, foal spot

size, laser wavelength, target thikness and eletron divergene. Fig. 4.8 shows the optimum

pulse duration for a set of parameters as it ould be expeted for a short pulse laser system

7

It is important to mention that Fig. 2.8 neglets all other dependenies than the laser intensity, the

power �t e�etively averaging over all other parameters. By omparing the resultant intensity power law to

the laser strength parameter power law (4.30) it was used that the laser wavelength λ is with (0.9± 0.1)µm
the same for all laser systems

8

Dyson atually reports in [155℄ about Fermi quoting von Neumann saying 'with four parameters I an

�t an elephant, and with �ve I an make him wiggle his trunk,' a fat that was proven only reently in [156℄
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(a) (c)

(b)

Figure 4.8: (a) Maximum proton energy as a funtion of the pulse duration from the PEM (Eqn. (4.24)

and (4.27)) for laser parameters mathing DRACO-like Ti:Sa laser systems (λ = 0.8 µm, w0 = 2 µm) and

thin foil targets (foil thikness d = 2 µm, eletron divergene 10◦ half opening one). (b) Optimum pulse

duration toptp (solid), referene time π · tPEM
ref at toptp (dashed) and the time ta0=1

p at whih a0 = 1 (dotted)

as a funtion of the laser pulse energy EL. () Maximum proton energy εmax as a funtion of the laser peak

power PL (assuming the pulse duration to be optimum). Dotted lines are the best �t with a power law, for

small peak power (orresponding to toptp > ta0=1
p ) εmax ∝ PL, for larger peak power εmax ∝ P

1/2
L .

like DRACO, laser wavelength of 0.8 µm, foal spot size 2 µm and a target thikness of

2 µm assuming an eletron divergene of 10◦. As an be seen, the optimum pulse duration

toptp inreases sharply around a laser pulse energy of 0.1 J. For smaller pulse energies, it

is toptp ≈ tPEM
ref and the maximum ion energy inreases linearly with the laser power, for

larger pulse energies it inreases only with the square root of the power. These results

are in qualitative agreement with the preditions presented in [114℄ based on a quasi-stati

aeleration model (Se. 2.3.1.2). Quantitatively one �nds that espeially at higher pulse

energies the maximum energy as funtion of the pulse duration shows a broader peak around

the maximum in the PEM model and the maximum proton energies at the optimum pulse

duration tend to be smaller.

4.1.4 Disussion

The temperature salings (4.19) and (4.23) found using the Lorentz invariant eletron dis-

tribution are signi�antly below the widely used ponderomotive saling or the simple un-

weighted temporal average of the eletron quiver motion at the front foil surfae (4.3), but

desribe the available experimental data as well as the PIC results very aurately.
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Figure 4.9: Relative importane of the laser and plasma

parameters for the saling of maximum ion energies for

short (tp ≪ tPEM
ref , left olumn) and long pulse durations

(tp ≫ tPEM
ref , right olumn). Shown are the exponents

of the individual parameters in Eqn. (4.28) and (4.30),

respetively, normalized to 1.

The model for the eletron temperature saling developed in 4.1.2 is hosen to resem-

ble the situation of high-ontrast high-intensity laser-matter interation but eases to be

valid in the ase of very long pulse duration or in the presene of intense prepulses or ASE

pedestals, sine the assumption of predominant laser absorption at the ritial density sur-

fae interfae may beome invalid as the laser energy an be redued in the interation with

the preplasma. Furthermore, it does not take into aount the eletron temperature inrease

due to longitudinal and transverse re�uxing of eletrons, though the �ndings an be easily

adopted in models desribing the eletron energy enhanement, e.g. [29, 157℄.

In ontrast to the standard ponderomotive saling model, the approah presented here fo-

uses on the ensemble dynamis at the ritial density interfae, taking into aount the

distribution of eletrons with respet to the laser phase. A simple analysis of the interation

dynamis at the ritial surfae shows that the most energeti eletrons detah from the

interfae when the longitudinal v × B fore is maximum. With this assumption, validated

by PIC simulations, this model an be naturally onneted to transport models desribing

the energy and momentum transfer of these hot eletrons into the target bulk and thus lead

to a more omplete understanding of the energy transfer in laser-matter interations.

Both models yield di�erent results, espeially in the ase of long pulse durations. There,

the modi�ed hot eletron temperature saling (4.23) disussed in the last setion leads to

signi�antly redued energies ompared to the ponderomotive temperature saling and the

Shreiber model. This result is in agreement with reent experimental data. It is a very im-

portant �nding sine now it beomes possible with that new eletron temperature saling to

desribe the experimental maximum proton energies, while the widely ommonly used pon-

deromotive saling leads to a signi�ant overestimation of proton energies (see Fig. 4.10).

The experimentally validated fat that the average eletron energy is redued ompared

to the ponderomotive energy is also very important for example for radiation protetion

alulations in the design of future laser aelerators, lowering substantially the expeted
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of proton maximum energy as a funtion of a0 and the peak power for the

Shreiber saling (dashed lines) and the time limited �uid model disussed in this setion for temperature

saling following the ponderomotive (blak solid line) and the modi�ed temperature saling (4.23) (red

solid line). Experimental data is from DRACO (red squares) and several glass laser failities [24℄. For the

models, representative sets of parameters are hosen as in [24℄: [tp, w0, d, α(
◦), λ(2π)] = [70, 3.4π, 10π, 10, 0.8]

(red lines) and [1226, 10π, 30π, 30, 1] (blak and gray lines) and η = 0.2. As an be seen, for small a0 it

is εmax ∝ a20, i.e. the absorbed laser energy while the temperature saling beomes important only for

large a0. For long pulses, the modi�ed temperature saling an then explain the experimentally observed

redued ion energies ompared to the Shreiber saling or the �uid desription with the temperature from

the ponderomotive saling (2.25).

radiation load and reduing the neessary shielding.

One important onlusion from the disussion of the ion aeleration in the frame of

the PEM in the last subsetion is the fat that for ultra-short pulse durations the exat

saling of the eletron temperature is of minor relevane and the maximum ion energy is

determined primarily by the absorbed laser energy, pulse duration and the foil thikness

(via g) (see Fig. 4.9). Consequently, a model of the laser absorption e�ieny alone is

su�ient in this regime to predit the ahievable ion energies. For long pulse durations

or large a0 the exat desription of the eletron temperature saling beomes signi�antly

more important while at the same time the importane of the absorption fration redues.

The total absorbed energy then an atually even drop from η to η′ as long as the eletron

temperature inreases by just more than (η/η′)1/4. An experimental optimization in this

ase an hene fous on the temperature and even a redution of η may be tolerated while
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for short pulse durations it must fous on the laser absorption fration.

So far, only large �at foils have been onsidered. The aim of this thesis in the following

is to determine onditions for the most e�ient aeleration of ions from various target

geometries with respet to their apability to inrease the hot eletron temperature and

density and onsequently the maximum ahievable ion energy. For that, in the following

three setions ultra-thin foils, foil staks, mass limited foils and �at top one targets will

be analyzed by virtue of 2 dimensional PIC simulations. In the next setion, �rst the ase

of a short laser pulse is onsidered. Following the above disussion, a target geometry is

proposed that ould inrease the laser absorption and therefore the proton maximum energy.

In the following two setions the ase of a long laser pulse is disussed where the inrease

of the hot eletron temperature beomes also important. In Se. 4.3.1 the importane of

an inrease of the hot eletron temperature for the ion aeleration will be shown on the

example of mass limited targets while in Se. 4.3.2 the temperature inrease in �at top one

targets will be disussed.
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4.2 Inrease of Laser Absorption

It is a well-known fat that the redution of the foil thikness from several mirons down

to the sub-miron level an onsiderably inrease the proton energy [117, 111, 158℄ (see

Se. 2.3.2.1). In [117℄ the phenomenon was for the �rst time desribed theoretially based on

PIC simulations. An optimum foil thikness dopt an be determined experimentally and by

means of simulations, below whih a redution in areal eletron harge density prevents any

further inrease in ion energy. Typially, the experimentally observed optimum thiknesses

are strongly in�uened by laser prepulses and ASE levels, sine those may heat and expand

the foil prior to the main pulse. The laser absorption may then be redued and the density

gradient at the rear side also degrades the ion aeleration [116℄.

In PIC simulations, employing a perfet gaussian pulse without prepulses or ASE, it was

observed that the optimum thikness oinides with the thikness where the laser absorption

equals the laser transmission through the target. For very small thiknesses, the foil was

found to explode quikly and the laser pulse is almost fully transmitted, while for thiker

foils the eletron density is redued sine the eletrons spread over a larger volume as the

absorption grows more slowly than the thikness. As disussed in the last setion, the laser

interation an be thought of as happening only at the foil front surfae up to a depth in the

order of the relativisti skin depth δ =
(

ω2
p − 1

)−1/2
(2.41). While the eletrons propagate

through the foil, they diverge until they exit the rear side where they set up the quasi-stati

ion aelerating �eld (see Se. 2.3.1). A redution of the thikness hene will lead to a

redued spot size at the rear and hene an inreased hot eletron density and inreased

eletri �eld strength. Only when the foil thikness beomes less than the relativisti skin

depth (2.41), the hot eletron density will again be redued, now due to a lower number of

aelerated eletrons.

In the optimum ase the eletron heating is a volumetri heating of all eletrons through

the foil depth, as opposed to the surfae-only heating in the ase of thiker foils [117, 123℄.

The exat value of the optimum foil thikness has been found to be somewhat larger than

the skin depth due to a more omplex dynamis in a realisti ase. Also, in real experiments

the laser prepulses and ASE have to be onsidered whih an lead to heating, expansion

and target disintegration prior to the main pulse, espeially ultra-thin foils an easily be

destroyed. The laser then e�etively does not interat with a solid anymore and in extreme

ases an aelerate eletrons by wake�elds just as in underdense targets [50℄.

In the following, a di�erent argument for the optimum foil thikness is given whih imposes

Reprinted with permission from T. Kluge, W. Enghardt, S. D. Kraft, U. Shramm, Y. Sentoku, K. Zeil,

T. E. Cowan, R. Sauerbrey and M. Bussmann, Physial Review E, Vol. 82, page 016405 (2010). Copyright

(2010), Amerian Physial Soiety.
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Figure 4.11: Setup of the foil stak: An ultra-thin foil at optimum thikness

is slit into two halfs.

impliations that will be studied in this setion and an lead to an optimization of ultra-thin

foils with regard to the ion maximum energy. The argument is based on the maximization of

the laser absorption into hot eletrons whih means that the average eletron temperature

and the hot eletron density should be maximized at the same time. Unfortunately, the

parameters are onneted with eah other and show an opposite trend in ultra-thin �at

foils. Compared to an extremely thin foil the average hot eletron temperature at the foil

rear side of a thiker foil is redued sine only eletrons inside the skin-depth at the foil

front surfae are diretly heated by the laser and deeper lying eletrons experiene only a

redued laser �eld shielded by the front eletrons. The average kineti energy of the eletrons

redues the more the thiker the foil gets. To inrease the temperature, one an derease the

thikness of the foil whih however eventually will derease the hot eletron density when

the number of eletrons in side the foal spot beomes less than the number of eletrons the

laser ould aelerate.

It may be assumed that the optimum transfer of laser energy to the plasma in terms

of maximum kineti energy to eletrons happens when the fore exerted on an individual

eletron by the laser �elds equals the restoring fore exerted on the eletron by an inertially

resting ion. In that ase the energy stored in the plasma in the form of potential energy

an be maximized. This argument and the quantitative impliations on the optimum foil

thikness will be studied in more detail in the following. As will be shown, the resulting

optimum thikness for the energy transfer to eletrons is usually less than the optimum

thikness for ion aeleration, sine the hot eletron density then is far from optimum. To

inrease the average eletron energy one would atually need to sari�e eletron density

with the result of redued ion energies.

A solution to this problem is a deoupling of the hot eletron temperature inrease from the

eletron density redution. For this aim, in [159℄ a target design based on staked foils was

introdued by the author of this thesis and others. It was proposed to ut a foil of optimum

thikness dopt into slies of sub-skin-depth thikness and stak these slies (Fig. 4.11). While
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Figure 4.12: Basi priniple of operation of the foil stak:

The foil thikness is dimensioned so that the laser �eld

strength is just su�ient to extrat all eletrons from the

foil (a). Then the transfer of laser energy to eletrons is

immediate and optimum. The eletrons move in an anhar-

moni osillator set up by the resting ions, driven by the

laser. For an optimum energy transfer the foils should be

separated from eah other by more than the amplitude (b).

At later times, the eletron loud from the �rst foil will

merge with the seond one, setting up a high quasi-stati

eletri ion aelerating �eld ().

eah foil an be hosen thin enough for an optimum eletron heating therein and to beome

transparent at the onset of the interation with the laser pulse, the laser energy is e�iently

absorbed in the foil stak whih provides the high number of eletrons. Carefully hoosing

the distane between eah pair of slies in the stak allows to preisely tailor the eletron

motion. Thus, for eah slie in the stak the laser pulse interats with all eletrons in eah

foil almost instantaneously and in phase, while at optimum staking the eletrons emerging

from eah slie merge at the rear side of the last slie. The eletron temperature an thus be

inreased without a redution of the eletron number, thereby overoming the limitations

observed for ultra-thin single-foil targets [160℄. Theoretially a gain in proton energy of up

to 30 % is predited, for whih in the single-foil ase an inrease in laser intensity of up to

70 % [114℄ would be required.

Other, experimentally-hallenging shemes have been proposed to enhane ion energy. In

ontrast to omplex shemes relying on the use of synhronized laser pulses [161℄, here, the

time interval between the irradiation of the individual foils is simply determined by their

spaing.

4.2.1 Setup and Simulations

At �rst the most simple ase of a stak will be onsidered, that is a stak of two foils

only. The front and rear foil will be alled Foil 'A' and 'B' respetively. Sets of simulation

show that for both foils optimum thiknesses doptA and doptB exist with respet to the proton

maximum energy. The optimum values vary with the laser intensity and add up to the
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Parameter Value

Geometry

laser strength a0 8.5− 26.9
pulse shape Gaussian

laser waist w0 12π
pulse duration 60
eletron density ne,0 5− 50
ells (time steps) per laser wavelength 80
box size (x× z ells) 7110× 2550
inluding ollisions/ ionization no/no

Table 4.2: Parameters used for the simulations in this setion. The standard laser strength parameter was

8.5, only for the parameter san to higher laser strength this was inreased up to 26.9, the standard eletron
density was 10 whih again was varied only for the parameter san.

optimum thikness of a single foil, doptA + doptB = dopt, so the total amount of matter is the

same for the optimum stak as it is for the optimum single foil. Hene, the target in the

following an be treated as a single optimum foil ut into multiple slies. For the spei�

situation of a0 = 8.5 and ne,0 = np,0 = 10 the optimum thikness for a single foil found by

simulations is doptA = 2.5 ∼= 400 nm. Also for the separation of both foils simulations predit

an optimum region. Fig. 4.13 shows the evolution of the maximum proton energy observed

in the simulation when inreasing the spae between the two foils, leaving their individual

thiknesses untouhed at their respetive optimum value. At small separation distanes,

the maximum proton energy does not inrease signi�antly. Rather, around 100 nm it falls

somewhat short of the single foil energy. Further inreasing the separation leads to a strong

gain of the proton energy until a plateau is reahed. As will be shown, the distane at

whih the energy reahes the plateau orresponds to the point when the eletrons of the

�rst foil, being driven out of the foil by the laser light pressure at 2ω0, an osillate freely

without being pushed into the next foil. The proton energy gain an then be explained by an

optimum transfer of laser energy to the eletrons, whih, at a larger timesale, transfer their

energy TNSA-like to the protons after the eletron sheaths from both foils have thermalized

and merged.

In the following, �rst the eletron dynamis during the laser interation will be analyzed in

detail. Based on this analysis, analyti expressions will be given for the optimum values of

the foil thiknesses and separation as a funtion of laser strength and eletron density.
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4.2.2 Eletron dynamis in a foil stak

The eletron dynamis in a sub-skin-depth foil di�ers signi�antly from a thik foil. While

at a thik foil as desribed in setion 2.2.3 the longitudinal Lorentz fores an be balaned

by the plasma and the eletron motion is limited primarily to the surfae of the foil, in

sub-skin-depth foils the laser an atually at on all eletrons at one and displae them as

a unit and oherently. The eletron sheath osillates at 2ω0 around the remanent ions. This

an be seen in Fig. 4.14 and 4.15. Fig. 4.14 displays the eletron density at three di�erent

time steps, demonstrating the dominating oherent eletron reation. The eletrons of the

�rst foil are driven out of the foil by the laser and start to osillate around the ions, whih

remain virtually at rest during the laser pulse interation. The eletrons in this phase are

oherently driven by the laser eletri and magneti �elds. Their motion is governed by

the laser light pressure and the restoring fore set up by the remanent ions. This is an

important statement, sine a dominane of the laser light pressure over stohasti, thermal

heating is usually only assumed in the ase of CP (Se. 2.3.2.2) or signi�antly higher laser

strength [162℄. However, obviously in the ase of thin foils with thikness in the order of

Figure 4.13: Maximum proton energy versus inter-foil dis-

tane l of a staked target with dA = doptA = 0.6=̂100 nm,

d = dopt = 2.5=̂400 nm as obtained from simulations. The

gray area represents the systemati error. a0 = 8.5, ne,0 = 10.
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Figure 4.14: Eletron density of an opti-

mally staked target (see main text for details)

at times 0.8× 2π/ω0 (a), 1.3× 2π/ω0 (b), and

3.4× 2π/ω0 () after the laser pulse maximum

reahes the target. The dotted lines mark the

position of the laser pulse front, arrows point

to the emitted eletron bunhes with distanes

zB ≡ πc/ω0.

the skin depth the laser light pressure is dominant at least for the �rst few laser yles. The

osillation of the front foil eletrons an also be seen in Fig. 4.15, where temporal evolution

of the position of the enter of mass of foil 'A' is shown. It follows niely the longitudinal

laser fores at 2ω0 during the full laser pulse duration.

The advantages of the stak geometry now rely on the fat, that the energy gain of eletrons

within the �rst foil is larger than in a region of equal thikness in a thiker foil. For one, this

means a higher absorbed energy fration. Additionally, a higher eletron energy means that

the eletron masses inrease, dereasing the eletron plasma frequeny (2.28). Therefore

the skin depth inreases, ausing a larger laser transmission to the rear foil than the laser

transmission to eletrons in the rear of a single thik foil would be, therefore inreasing also

the number of hot eletrons.

The eletron average kineti energy of a single �at foil is ontrasted with a stak of foils

with optimum individual foil thiknesses at optimum spaing in Fig. 4.16(a). The maximum

average energy is observed at the time when the laser maximum reahes the foil front surfae

and is about 25% higher for the stak than for a single foil. The fat of a faster transition

to transpareny an be seen in Fig. 4.16(b) whih displays the temporal evolution of the

maximum plasma frequeny. It is due to the inreased heating and therefore larger skin

depth and laser transmission to the rear foil. In the ase of the foil stak, ωp dereases very

early in the laser irradiation and drops faster below 1 than in the ase of a single foil where it

remains at its initial value for a longer time. Hene, the volumetri heating an set in earlier

in the stak. Both e�ets, the inreased heating in the �rst foil and the faster volumetri

heating lead to an inreased laser absorption (see inset of Fig. 4.16) and ion aeleration

potential at the foil rear surfae (Fig. 4.16()).

4.2.3 Optimum foil thiknesses

To derive analytial estimates for the optimum geometri foil parameters, �rst an analyti

desription of the eletron motion is given. As explained above, the optimum will our
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when the energy transfer to eletrons in the front foil is maximum.

The inoming laser is desribed by a traveling plane wave with eletri �eld strength

ax(t, z) = a0 cos(t − z), polarized in x-diretion and propagating in z-diretion. Assum-

ing the amplitude of the eletron sheet of foil A, ẑA, to be small ompared to the laser wave

length, the z dependeny of the eletri �eld an be negleted and it is ax ≈ a0 cos(t). The

�eld is partially sreened by the plasma, whih an be taken into aount by setting its

average to

〈a0〉t,z ≡
1

dA

∫ dA

0

〈a0〉t e−z/〈δ〉tdz ∼= 〈a0〉t
〈δ〉t
dA

[

1− e−dA/〈δ〉t
]

. (4.31)

Here and throughout this setion mean values 〈...〉t are used, averaging over the time the

laser drives the olletive eletron motion, sine the eletron density dereases during the

interation as the laser onstantly drives eletrons out of the sheath. Obviously, this sim-

pli�ation is valid only for short laser pulses where the instantaneous values do not di�er

signi�antly from the average values. For long pulses a dynami model inluding the tem-

porally hanging values would have to be employed.

The eletri laser �eld auses eah individual eletron of the �rst foil to osillate in x-

diretion, while the magneti �eld aelerates the eletrons along the z-axis. Then, the

transverse momentum of eah eletron due to the eletri laser �eld is approximately given

by

px ∼= −
∫

√

1 + η 〈a0〉t,z cos(t)dt =
√

1 + η 〈a0〉t,z sin(t)

where η = R − T (R (T ): laser re�etion (transmission). Here it is assumed that the

eletrons were at rest before the laser interation and eah individual partile experienes

the same average eletri �eld during one osillation. This is equal to an adiabati eletron

aeleration during the pulse up-ramp and to the ondition that the osillation amplitude is

larger than the foil thikness, so that the osillating eletrons traverse the whole foil during

eah yle. However, this is always true for foils lose to the optimum thikness, whih was

de�ned before to be the thikness when the laser an push all eletrons out of the foil. The

motion in z-diretion is governed by the v ×B fore

FL = ṗz = βxby ∼= (1 + η) 〈a0〉2t,z sin(t) cos(t) = FL,0 sin(2t) , (4.32)
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(a) (b)

1.9

Figure 4.15: (a) Displaement of the �rst foil's eletron enter of mass over time (averaged over 1 µm
around laser axis) if no seond foil exists. The eletrons are osillating at roughly twie the laser frequeny,

their amplitude de�ning the optimum inter-foil distane l. The gray area indiates the initial foil position,

the orange line a virtual osillation at 2ω0. (b) Displaement over time of an eletron in a �eld superposition

of the laser �eld and restoring �eld(4.33) as obtained from numerially solving the EOM assuming a plane

wave. a0=8.5, ne,0 = 10, d = doptA = 0.6

where FL,0 ≡ P
2
(1 + η) 〈a0〉2t,z is the maximum fore in z-diretion ating on a single eletron

and P = 1 for the LP laser.

9

As was disussed above, the eletrons osillate oherently around the remanent ions (see

Fig. 4.14(a-) and 4.15), keeping their spatial oherene. Due to the harge separation an

homogeneous eletri restoring �eld aR builds up. The attrative eletrostati fore on a

single eletron in an in�nitesimally thin sheath is then given by

FR = −sign(z)dAne,0. (4.33)

The equation of motion for a single eletron resembles a driven osillator and reads

F total
z = FL + FR . (4.34)

where FL is the driving fore and sign(z)FR the restoring fore. For LP laser pulses onsid-

ered here, the driving fore FL auses an osillation at twie the laser frequeny ω0 as well as

a onstant drift while the restoring fore aelerates the eletron towards the enter of the

foil so that it remains trapped in the potential well. The resulting osillation amplitudes of

the eletrons at foil A and B, denoted by ẑA and ẑB, respetively, an easily be determined

numerially (see next setion).

9

For CP laser pulses, the eletron would also osillate in the y-diretion, adding another term in (4.32)

whih removes the temporal dependeny and inreases FL,0 by a fator of two, hene it then is P = 2.
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Figure 4.16: Temporal evolution of (a)

average eletron kineti energy, (b) max-

imum eletron plasma frequeny on the

laser axis and () aeleration potential at

the rear side of the target for a single foil

(dashed line) and a stak of two foils (blak

line) at optimum parameters eah. Their

di�erene is highlighted in light gray, the

time the laser pulse maximum reahes the

rear side of the foil stak is indiated by

solid vertial lines (pulse FWHM by dashed

lines). The inset in the upper right shows

the di�erene in absorption, transmission

and re�etion.

75 150 225 300 375 450 75 150 225 300 375 450

Using the above, the optimum thikness doptA of foil 'A' an be determined using the re-

quirement FL,0 = FR introdued above. In that ase, the transfer of energy to the eletrons

is maximized sine smaller laser �eld strengths would not su�e to drive all eletrons in

the foil while any exeeding laser energy ould not inrease the harge separation and thus

the eletron potential energy but rather would derease the eletron density by driving out

more eletrons. This requirement was validated by simulations for various test ases. From

Eqn. 4.32 and 4.33 it then follows with 〈δ〉2t ≈ 1/ 〈ne〉t from Eqn. (2.41) the relation

doptA
∼= P (1 + η) 〈a0〉2t

2ne,0 〈ne〉t
(

doptA

)2

[

1− exp

(

−doptA

√

〈ne〉t
)]2

. (4.35)

Assuming 〈ne〉t ∼= ne,0 and 〈a0〉t ∼= a0 the preditions of this equation for the optimum

thikness of foil A are found to be in very good agreement with the PIC simulation results

for η = 0 as shown in Fig. 4.17. Interestingly, this ondition is in agreement with R = T

disussed in Se. 2.3.2.1, Fig. 2.9 for foils at the optimum thikness. It is important to note,

that the linear saling

√

P
2
(1 + η)a0 = ne,0d

opt
A (Eqn. (2.75)) overestimates the optimum foil

thikness.

Assuming ∆ =
(

1− exp(−doptA / 〈δ0〉t)
)

≈ 1, Eqn. (4.35) redues to the simple expression

doptA
∼=
(

P (1 + η)

2

)1/3(
a0
ne,0

)2/3

. (4.36)

If ∆ 6= 1, the above expression may still be helpful when replaing the equality with a

proportionality, dopt ∝ (a0/ne,0)
2/3

, in ases when ∆ ≈ const.
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Figure 4.17: Optimum thikness of foil A versus laser in-

tensity at ne,0 = 10. Red points represent simulation re-

sults, solid lines the model preditions (blak: Eqn. (2.75),

red: Eqn. (4.35) assuming η = 0, 〈ne〉t ≈ ne,0 and 〈a0〉t ∼= a0.
The thikness of foil B is set to its respetive optimum value.

The above preditions of the saling for the optimum thikness of a thin foil are of great

importane not only in the ase of a foil stak presented here but generally for systems

dominated by the laser light pressure, espeially inluding the Light Sail RPA regime for

CP pulses, see Se. 2.3.2.2. As was desribed there, one usually assumes the optimum energy

transfer then to happen for the foil thikness d to be just large enough for the restoring fore

of the eletrons to the ions to balane the laser light pressure. This leads to salings similar

to

dopt = F
a0

B

ne,0

(4.37)

where F =
√

P
2
(1 + η) and B = 1 from analyti theory (see Eqn. (2.75)). For moderate

a0, simulations have shown empirially that the fator F is twie as large for �at top laser

pulses as for Gaussian pulses, spei�ally in [136℄ it was given

F =







1 Gaussian pulse

2 flat− top pulse
(4.38)

However, as was disussed in Setion 2.3.2.2, this saling has not been proven by experiments

yet and in simulations deviations our from the simple proportionality for large a0, the

optimum thikness follows better dopt ∝ a
2/3
0 (Eqn. (2.77)).

This deviation an easily be understood in the frame of the above disussion. The empiri

fator F an simply be identi�ed in Eqn. (4.36) and (4.35) with

[

P
2
(1 + η)

]1/2
whih then

yields the salings as shown in Fig. 4.18 for a �at top (solid blue line) and Gaussian laser

pulse (solid red line), respetively, for

F =







1/2 Gaussian pulse

1 flat− top pulse
(4.39)
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Figure 4.18: Optimum thikness of of a foil in a ra-

diation pressure dominated regime with a CP laser as

a funtion of a0 for ne,0 = 100 (numerial values ex-

trated from [136℄, ompare with Fig. 2.12). The dashed

lines follow the established linear RPA saling (4.37)

as derived in Se. 2.3.2.2. The solid red (blue) line is

the impliit result of Eqn. (4.35) for a CP laser pulse

with gaussian (�at top) temporal pro�le with F = 1/2
(F = 1), respetively, as desribed in the main text.

F=2 F=1 F=1

F=1/2

that �t the simulation results very well even for the highest laser strength a0 = 50. It is

worth noting that now the empiri fators F are within the analytially possible bounds

of 0 ≤ F ≤
√
2. The di�erene between the simple proportional saling (4.37) and (4.35),

(4.36) in this ontext would then be due the fat that here the �nite re�etivity and the

extintion of the laser eletromagneti wave inside the thin foil were onsidered by inluding

a depth-dependeny of a0 via δ in the disussion presented above.

4.2.4 Optimum Foil Separation

The maximum proton energy is a strong funtion of the foil separation l as shown in Fig. 4.13.

Starting at l = 0, equivalent to the single-foil ase, the maximum proton energy εmax

dereases with inreasing l until it reahes a minimum at lmin. At this point, the eletrons

are pushed into foil B and are no longer heated by the laser. Furthermore, the eletron

density at the front of foil B then inreases, thereby dereasing the penetration depth of the

laser �eld. For l > lmin εmax sharply inreases until reahing an extended plateau whose left

bound will be referred to as lopt in the following. This optimum separation an be found

analytially by taking into aount that for the eletron motion disussed above, the eletrons

of foil 'A' must move without interferene of foil 'B'. The optimum distane therefore will

be in the order of or larger than the amplitude of eletrons from foil 'A' ẑA. This is shown

by a test simulation onsisting of foil 'A' only, from whih the osillation of the enter of

mass of the eletron sheet an be inferred. Fig. 4.15 shows how the enter of mass of the

eletrons osillates in the laser �eld, exhibiting an amplitude of ẑA ∼= 1.9 in the spei� ase

of a0 = 8.5, ne,0 = 10 and dA = doptA = 0.6. If the foils are spaed with a distane greater

than this distane, the eletrons of eah foil an osillate freely without muh interferene,
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Figure 4.19: Optimum foil separation versus laser

intensity at ne,0 = 10. Cirles represent simula-

tion results, solid line the osillation amplitude ẑ
of eletrons in foil A from numerially solving the

EOM (4.34) with 〈ne〉t ≈ ne,0, η = 0 and 〈γ〉t given
by Eqn. (4.3). The foil thiknesses are set to their

respetive optimum value.

hene the optimum transfer of laser energy to the eletrons as desribed before is realized

and ε0 should inrease up until this point. In deed, this is what is observed in Fig. 4.13 where

it an be seen that lopt ≈ 1.9. Further inrease of l hinders the eletron ensembles to merge

later in time, a senario in whih the aeleration dynamis in both foils are independent

of eah other. Fig. 4.19 shows the PIC simulation results for the optimum separation lopt

(irles) and the numerial results for ẑA from solving the eletron EOM (4.34) (solid red

line). The two are in good agreement with eah other exept for one PIC simulation data

point at a0 = 15 where the optimum distane is larger than the osillation amplitude of foil

A. It may be speulated that this is due to an osillation of the surfae of foil B, so that in

the worst senario the two osillation amplitudes of foil A and B should be added to ensure

a free osillation of eletrons from foil A, hene ẑA ≤ lopt ≤ ẑA + ẑB.

4.2.5 Disussion

The simulations have shown that in deed a staked setup of individual foils an inrease

the observed proton energies. Compared to single �at foils, the eletron temperature an

be optimized in the �rst foils whih in turn leads to a faster transition to transpareny

due to the larger relativisti eletron mass (relativistially indued transpareny, RIT) and

hene greater laser absorption in the rear foils. This an be seen for the spei� example

of a0 = 8.5, ne,0 = 10 in the inset of Fig. 4.16. The average eletron energy is inreased by

about 30% ompared to single foil and the relativisti plasma frequeny drops faster below

1, indiating the RIT regime. The reason lies in the faster heating and expansion and hene

transpareny of the �rst foil that allows the laser to quikly penetrate it and onsequently

turn transparent the following foil and the whole target quiker [123℄. Both, the optimum

transfer of laser energy to eletrons in the �rst foil and the aelerated transpareny and

hene longer interation time with the bulk of the eletrons, in ombination with a yet high
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eletron density lead to a higher total laser energy absorption.

The key of the staked target hene lies in its deoupling of eletron temperature and

density optimization. The temperature an be optimized by optimizing the individual foil

thiknesses, i.e. by adjusting the thikness so that the laser fore equals the restoring

fore and the eletrons gain the maximum possible energy. The density is optimized by

the total amount of matter in the stak, i.e. the total thikness of the stak. Hene, the

�rst foil mainly serves as a soure for high energy eletrons and to inrease the total laser

absorption in the target via faster RIT, while the rear foil ensures a high eletron density in

the aelerating sheath. By arefully hoosing the separation distane, it must be ensured

that the distane is large enough for the eletrons of the individual foils to be able to

osillate without interferene, yet small enough so that they an merge quikly after the

laser interation to form a dense hot quasi-stati eletron sheath aelerating the ions. The

aelerating potential then is larger for the stak than for a single foil, whih an be seen in

Fig. 4.16().

The maximum gain in proton maximum energy for the two-foil setup ompared to the

a0 εmax (MeV) gain

8.5 25 31% (40%)

12 37 28%

14.75 51 31%

27 115 25%

Table 4.3: Maximum proton energy and its gain for various laser intensities when using two (four) foils

instead of a single foil, at their respetive optimum parameters.

equivalent single-foil setup is given in Table 4.3 for various laser intensities. For urrent

high-intensity laser systems the predited energy gain of about 25 % to 30 % is found to be

independent of the laser intensity in the simulations. The total yield of forward aelerated

protons is not altered onsiderably using two-foil targets ompared to the single foil senario,

as their number is only about 5% higher for the two-foil target.

For ompleteness, test simulations of staks of four foils were performed, their total thikness

again adding up to dopt. As the number of free parameters is signi�antly inreased in

this ase, a parametri study to obtain optimum values would be rather time onsuming.

Nevertheless, in the best ase a further inrease in maximum energy ompared to the two-foil

senario of up to 7 % was found.

It is interesting to onsider the ase of realisti eletron densities of solid foils, typial

values are ne,0 = 500...1000. Based on the simulations with ne,0 = 10 additional simulations
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Iλ2 dopt[ nm] dopt[ nm] doptA [ nm] dopt[ nm]

[1018W/cm2λ2
℄ aLP0 (aCP

0 ) LS-RPA LS-RPA Stak eTNSA

Eqn. (2.75) Eqn. (4.35) Eqn. (4.35) [117℄

1 .85 (0.6) 0.14 0.022 0.086 5.3

10 2.7 (1.9) 0.46 0.21 0.77 5.6

35 5.0 (3.5) 0.86 0.68 1.9 6.4

100 8.5 (6.0) 1.4 1.7 4.4 8.3

350 16 (11) 2.7 4.1 8.1 16

1000 27 (19) 4.6 7.4 14 36

Table 4.4: Optimum foil thikness for the experimentally important target material diamond-like arbon

(na,0 = 660) predited by Eqn. (2.75) (F=1) and Eqn. (4.35) (RPA: F = 0.5, stak: F =
√
0.5) for

radiation pressure dominated regimes negleting target heating, and for a single foil in enhaned TNSA by

extrapolating [117℄ for gaussian pulses, tp = 60.

were performed up to ne,0 = 50, verifying the analyti saling behavior of Eqn. (4.35).

Extrapolation these results for example to an initial density of ne,0 = 660 (diamond like

arbon) and a0 = 8.5, the optimum thiknesses is expeted to be doptA ≈ 0.028 following

Eqn. (4.35). Extrapolating results from [117℄ it is doptB ≈ 0.024, hene suh a stak would

still feasible to manufature. Table 4.4 shows the optimum foil thiknesses for various laser

intensities.
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4.3 Inrease of Eletron Temperature

In this setion, two examples will be given that spei�ally address the question of hot

eletron temperature inrease at given laser parameters only by engineering the target ge-

ometry. Following the argument in Se. 4.1.3 that for long pulse lasers the inrease of the

hot eletron temperature is by far more e�ient than an inrease of laser absorption, the

results here are ruial espeially for suh lasers, i.e. for pulse durations of several 100 fs.

Nevertheless, also for short-pulse lasers an inrease of temperature is bene�ial when the

eletron density does not redue, sine this would mean an inrease in laser absorption.

4.3.1 Limited Mass Targets

The idea of limiting the target transverse dimensions, i.e. its mass, is based on the idea

to keep the hot eletrons from dilution due to a transverse spread. Hot eletrons reah-

ing the lateral target edges an be re�eted due to the harge separation �eld they reate

when leaving the target, if their energy does not exeed the surfae potential. Both on-

�nement [107℄ and reirulation [20℄ are disussed to lead to an inrease in ion maximum

energy [115, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168℄. Through a lateral on�nement of eletrons in a

smaller volume than the ion soure size in large foils, the density of the eletrons at the foil

rear surfae will naturally be inreased. Additionally the eletrons that reah the lateral

boundaries are re�eted bak into the target. This reirulation of hot eletrons will main-

tain a higher eletron average energy in the laser foal region than in a large foil. Moreover,

this inreases the e�etive ion aeleration time.

In priniple, on�nement and reirulation in mass limited foils are similar to ideas that

triggered the researh whih has lead to ultra-thin foils, whose optimization was disussed

in the previous setion. For example, the optimization of foil thikness with respet to ele-

tron temperature by staked foils in the previous setion an be also seen as an optimization

with respet to eletron longitudinal re�ux [104℄ down to the limiting ase of suh a thin

�rst foil that the laser an at on all eletrons at the same time, i.e. the eletrons do not

leave the laser interation at all. It has long been disussed (e.g. [98, 104℄), even for muh

thiker foils than onsidered in the previous setion, that eletrons exiting the foil rear side

and pulled bak into the target by the eletrostati �elds an again interat with the laser,

inreasing their energy to a ertain extend. This means, the eletrons are not only re�uxing

but are also reaelerated. To the author's knowledge, in [29℄ it was pointed out for the

�rst time that a similarity of this transverse reirulation with the longitudinal reirula-

Reprinted with permission from T. Kluge, W. Enghardt, S. D. Kraft, U. Shramm, K. Zeil, T. E. Cowan

and M. Bussmann, Physis of Plasmas, Vol. 17, page 123103 (2010). Copyright (2010), Amerian Institute

of Physis.
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Figure 4.20: Eletrons do not only osillate along the

target normal (green), but also drift laterally where they

are also re�eted bak to the foil enter. There they an

repeatedly gain energy, inreasing the average eletron

energy [29℄.

tion exists with respet to repeated laser interation and eletron heating (Fig. 4.20). It was

proposed that transversely reirulating eletrons an additionally be repeatedly aelerated

when they ross the laser foal spot several times, leading to a yet inreased eletron average

energy and even higher ion energies.

In the following a detailed analysis of mass limited targets (MLT) with respet to the

eletron dynamis and subsequent ion aeleration is presented. It will be analyzed with the

help of PIC simulations what e�ets the transverse foil size and laser pulse duration have

ompared to the standard ase of TNSA with large foils. The role of the three most important

eletron dynami e�ets � inluding eletron on�nement, reirulation and reaeleration

� will be illuminated, with the fous on their e�et on the inrease of the hot eletron

temperature (Se. 4.3.1.2) and on the subsequent ion aeleration. All three e�ets alter the

foil rear side sheath, maintaining a hotter and denser sheath, and lead to an inrease of ion

maximum energy.

In a reent experiment, an inrease in proton maximum energy has been observed using foils

with limited transverse size [110℄. There, at the same time the eletrons have been observed

in aordane of the main results of the following theoretial analysis. Though the following

analysis is foused on �at MLTs, the �ndings ould well be extend to desribe other target

geometries with limited mass suh as water droplets or onial targets.
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Parameter Value

Geometry

laser strength a0 8.5

pulse shape Gaussian

laser waist w0 4π
pulse duration 610
eletron density ne,0 40
foil thikness d 4π (Ti)

+ 0.2π ontaminants at front- and rear surfae

ells (time steps) per laser wavelength 50
box size (x× z ells) 15, 000× 15, 000
inluding ollisions/ ionization no/no

Table 4.5: Parameters used for the simulations in this setion.

4.3.1.1 Setup and Simulations

The simulation geometry is shown in Tab. 4.5. The targets of thikness d = 4π were po-

sitioned at 80π from the left border and entered laterally around the laser axis. In the

simulations presented in this setion the plasma eletron density ne was set to 40 times the

non-relativisti ritial density nc. Additional simulations have shown that higher, more

realisti eletron densities show slightly redued laser absorption and energy of aelerated

ions but eletron dynamis and qualitative results are similar. The initial eletron temper-

ature was set to 5 keV in order to avoid numerial heating.

Instead of self-onsistently inluding the ionization of the foil by the laser �eld, only ions

with �xed average harge states were onsidered, negleting radiation losses and ionization

e�ets onneted with the temporal evolution of harge states. To study the e�et of mul-

tiple ion speies and to resemble a more realisti target setup, 4 di�erent ion speies with

di�erent harge-to-mass ratio q/A were inluded. The ore onsisted of ions with the low-

est q/A = 4/47.9 whih equals that of 4-fold ionized titanium and resembles the foil bulk

material. This was overed with a layer of thikness 0.2π onsisting of a mixture of ions

with q/A = 4/16, 4/12 and 1 (in ratio 8 : 5 : 2), resembling 4-fold ionized oxygen, 4-fold

ionized arbon, and 1-fold ionized hydrogen ions whih usually are the main onstituents of

ontaminations on the foils. The spei� ionization state was hosen to be onsistent with

the average harge state during the ultra-short laser interation that has been derived from
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(a) (b) (c)

ε =51 MeVmaxε =37 MeVmax ε =55 MeVmax

w=300π w=100π w=50π

) ))
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Figure 4.21: PIC simulation results for transverse preplasma eletron density distribution. The 2.5π thik

target is loated at z=0 and has a width of w = 300π (a), 100π (b), 50π (). The preplasma development

is seen to be independent of target transverse dimension, exhibiting two sale lengths of ≈ .5 and ≈ 12 (see

also Fig. 3.2). Final maximum energy of protons from rear is given in lower boxes and ompare to 20 MeV

(w = 300π), 26 MeV (w = 100π), 29 MeV (w = 50π) without ASE. a0 = 21.6, tp = 70, w0 = 2.1 · 2π,
inluding ionization, ollisions, ne,0 = 120 when fully ionized, laser inidene angle 35◦ with respet to target
normal (red arrow). Laser temporal pro�le shown in inset of Fig. 3.2.

a preliminary simulation inluding ionization.

The e�et of prepulses and ASE was studied by performing additional simulations with

an exponential preplasma density gradient added at the foil front surfae with two di�erent

sale lengths (π and 4π), thereby keeping the number of ions of eah speies and the number

of eletrons unhanged. Suh sale lengths are expeted for high-ontrast laser systems (e.g.

DRACO, see Fig. 3.2) or pulses leaned by plasma mirrors [128, 169, 170℄. It was heked

for three di�erent foil widths that the transverse dimension has no signi�ant in�uene on

the front-side preplasma (Fig. 4.21). Note, that a more realisti treatment would require

to also inlude a �nite rear-side plasma gradient [116℄ and a gradient of temperatures and

ionization levels, that however are not expeted to signi�antly alter the e�ets disussed in

this setion.

4.3.1.2 Dynami E�ets in MLT

Overview Eletrons that are aelerated at the target front surfae gain not only

longitudinal veloity, but also aquire a transverse omponent. The result is an eletron

loud that is expanding transversely. Consequently, the ion soure size at the target rear

surfae is signi�antly larger than the foal spot (Setion 2.3.2.1). A lateral redution of

the foil size onsequently limits the lateral spread of the eletrons. Several mehanisms

in�uening the ion aeleration an now beome important. Table 4.6 gives a ompat
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Condition w/2π Eletron dynamis E�et

I w > taccvlat > 100 ... 200 eletrons an drift laterally in�nitely �at foil

II tpvlat < w < taccvlat 70 − 100 eletrons an drift to edges and bak to fo-

us during ion aeleration

inreased hot eletron density

and ion aeleration duration

III 2w0 < w < tpvlat 10 − 70 eletrons an drift to edges and bak

to fous during laser interation (re-

aeleration)

inreased hot eletron tem-

perature

IV w ≤ 2w0 . 10 transverse ≈ longitudinal eletrostati

�elds

Coulomb expansion

Table 4.6: De�nition of regions for MLT aording to their diameter w orresponding to di�erent e�ets

of eletron dynamis that beome signi�ant.

overview over those mehanisms how they an be observed in simulations.

Four distint foil sizes an be di�erentiated with respet to the dominane of a respetive

mehanism. If the target diameter is greater than the transverse eletron drift distane

during the ion aeleration time (ase I in the table), whih is true for a onventional

large �at foil, then the eletrons an drift without bound. The result is, espeially for

long laser pulses, a diluted eletron sheath at the target rear with a large ion soure size

(typially ≈ 2π · 100) and therefore redued eletron density ompared to the original laser

reated eletron bunh. If the target lateral dimension w is less then the eletrons drift

during the ion aeleration duration (ase II), the transverse drift of hot eletrons and

hene the transverse spread of the aelerating eletri �eld at the target rear during the

ion aeleration time tacc is limited. This dereases the e�etive ion soure size while at

the same time inreasing the eletron density. In the simulations a slight inrease of the

proton uto� energy and a redution in transverse spread of the protons an be observed

for those foils. The ion aeleration beomes a�eted by the redution of the target lateral

dimension only when the laterally drifting eletrons reah the margins of the foil during

the aeleration time. To estimate the orresponding foil size, the time tacc whih the

aeleration of ions lasts must be known as well as the eletron lateral drift veloity vlat. In

the simulations it is found that the latter is in the order of vlat ≈ 0.7c and tacc ≈ 1.5tp...3tp,

whih may vary with the pulse duration and laser foal spot size. The ion aeleration

duration is longer than the pulse duration sine the plasma ontinues to adiabatially

expand after the laser pulse while energy is ontinuously transfered from the eletrons to

the massive ions [113, 171℄. Consequently, the ion aeleration beomes a�eted by the

redution of the target lateral dimension for w < vlattacc ≈ 2π · 100...2π · 200, but the e�et
in this region generally is little (in the range of up to 10% only).

When w is hosen smaller than vlattp ≈ 2π · 70 (ase III), the reirulating hot eletrons
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Figure 4.22: Map of the strength of the quasi-

stati eletri �eld in longitudinal (a-) and trans-

verse (d-f) diretion for foils with a transverse

size of w = 2π·200 (a,d), 2π·20 (b,e) and 2π4 (,f)
at t = 570 after the laser pulse maximum reahes

the target, whih is approximately the time when

protons gain most of their energy. The position

of the proton front is marked by blak lines, the

initial foil position is indiated by white boxes.

an reenter the laser interation region while the laser pulse is still on and eletrons an be

re-aelerated. This inreases the resulting hot eletron temperature and hene the proton

uto� energy. One the foil diameter is in the order of the laser foal spot size or smaller

(ase IV), the transverse eletrostati �elds beome as large as the longitudinal one and start

to in�uene the high-energy proton sheath. Furthermore, the laser light an di�rat around

the foil, further aelerating eletrons behind the foil, leading to still enhaned eletron tem-

peratures. As the laser now illuminates the whole target, a harge imbalane an be set up

over the whole foil volume induing Coulomb expansion of the bulk ions [172, 173, 174, 175℄.

The proton maximum energies ontinue to inrease until saturation at w ≈ w0. It is worth

noting that for short laser pulses (i.e. tp . 2π·10), the two latter ases III and IV degenerate.

Eletron reirulation The transverse reirulation of hot eletrons �rst beomes im-

portant when the lateral foil size is less than the eletrons need to travel to the distant edges

and return to the enter of the foil, whih is the ase in regions II-IV. This in�uenes the

spatial shape of the aeleration sheath �eld (Fig. 4.22) and ion distribution (Fig. 4.23).

It an be observed that upon redution of the lateral foil size both the sheath �elds and
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Figure 4.23: Proton density in the expanding

sheath for foils with w = 400π (a,b), 40π () and

8π (d). The initial target positions are marked

by blak boxes. In (b), the proton sheath density

is shown independently for protons originating

from the front and rear surfae. The time of the

snapshots is the same as in Fig. 4.22.

proton distribution �rst �atten before they beome very divergent in region I again. Two

e�ets ounterat eah other at the same time. First, the reirulating eletrons lead to a

�attening of the eletrostati rear surfae �elds due to the fat that the transverse dilution

of eletrons is inhibited. Another e�et is the build-up of transverse quasi-stati �elds at

the target edges. Their strengths an be in the same order of magnitude as the longitudinal

�elds. When the foil lateral size gets in the order of the ion soure size, then these �elds

will signi�antly add to the divergene of the aelerated ion beam. This an be seen in

Fig. 4.22(e,f) in the transition from region III to IV, when the transverse �elds beome

equally large as the longitudinal �elds depited in panel ().

A powerful indiator of the eletron reaeleration is the eletron energy density distribu-

tion and its �attening for small foil sizes in region III and strong urving for yet smaller foils.

In Fig. 4.24a the transverse pro�les of the eletron energy density ϑ(x) is shown for various

foil sizes. The �attening of the energy distribution due to a on�nement and reirulation of

hot eletrons an be learly seen in the intermediate regions II and III. A �t with a seond

order harmoni funtion ϑ(x) = −rx2 + sx + t around the laser axis illustrates the above.

While for intermediate foils in region II or III at �rst the urvature redues with redued foil

size due to the eletron reirulation (for w/2π = (200, 40, 20) it is r×104 = (2.3, 1.5, 0.15)),

for small foils the urvature inreases signi�antly due to the transverse �elds at the target

edges (e.g. for w/π = 8 it is r × 104 = 590).

The eletron energy density spread and the urvature of the longitudinal eletri �eld are

imprinted on the proton sheath and its angular density distribution. As onsequene of

the �atter sheath �eld distribution in II, III, the proton aeleration is more laminar aus-

ing a smaller beam divergene (Fig. 4.24b). From a FWHM of 13◦ for the large foil, the

angular spread of the most energeti protons is redued to 11◦ and 8◦ for foil diameters
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.24: (a) 2D eletron energy den-

sities ϑ(y) for various foil diameters at the
time the laser maximum reahes the target.

Thin lines are the best �t with the funtion

ϑ(y) = −ry2+ sy+ t around the laser axis,

whih is where the most energeti protons

are aelerated. The time of the snapshots

is the same as in Fig. 4.22. (b) Angular

proton dose distribution for foils with dif-

ferent transverse size at t = 1.2 ps after

the laser pulse maximum reahes the tar-

get. Only forward moving protons from

the target rear side with Ep > 0.75Emax
p

are onsidered. For statistial reasons, the

data were smoothed by a 3 µm Savatzki-

Golay �lter. Eah urve is normalized to

its zero-de�etion value. () Angular pro-

ton dose distribution for foils with di�er-

ent transverse size (extrated from [110℄).

Only forward moving protons from the tar-

get rear side with Ep > 0.6Emax
p are on-

sidered. Eah urve is normalized to its

zero-de�etion value.

w = 40 µm, 20 µm, respetively. For the small foils in region IV, the proton divergene then

signi�antly inreases again as the lateral eletri �elds set up by the reirulating eletrons

at the target edges beomes omparable to the longitudinal �eld strength and shift lose to

the laser axis. This is adding a strong lateral fore to the fast ions.

A �rst experimental evidene for the desribed geometri e�ets has been found experi-

mentally in the angular proton dose distribution in a reent experiment performed at the

Laboratoire pour l'Utilisation des Lasers Intenses (LULI) in Frane [110℄ (Fig. 4.24). There,

with a laser pulse with 7 J, fous w0 = 12π (FWHM), peak �eld strength a0 = 3 and pulse

duration tp = 755 a target foil with transverse dimensions 160π × 100π was ompared to a

large foil of 600π×400π. The azimuthally averaged angular dose pro�les show qualitatively

the same features as revealed in the present PIC simulations when omparing the foil with

w = 2π · 200π and 2π · 20: The FWHM of the distribution of the smaller foil is less than

for the large foil (�attening by eletron on�nement and reirulation) with a low-dose tail

extending to higher de�etions angels (in�uene of transverse �elds).
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Figure 4.25: Trajetories in

longitudinal phase-spae of two

representative longitudinally re-

irulating eletrons in an ultra-

thin foil.

The eletron reirulation additionally has an e�et on the ion maximum energy. When

the hot eletrons are restrited in their transverse motion and re�eted bak into the foil en-

ter, the e�etive density during the ion aeleration beomes greater and following Eqn. 2.63

the maximum ion energy inreases. However, the simulations exhibit only a small energy

inrease in region II. Fig. 4.29 shows the simulated hydrogen ion spetra and it an be seen

that the hydrogen energy for the foil with w = 200π the maximum energy is only slightly

inreased from 21.8 MeV at large foil to 23.3 MeV.

Eletron reaeleration It was �rst disussed in [29℄ that the repeated transit of the

transversely reirulating eletrons an inrease the e�etive hot eletron temperature sine

eletrons have a hane of repeatedly gaining energy from the laser. The fat that an eletron

whih repeatedly omes into the interation region of the laser an repeatedly gain energy

is on�rmed in Fig. 4.25 whih shows the trajetory of two sample energeti eletrons in the

longitudinal phase spae of a thin foil (here the eletrons are reirulating longitudinally).

The eletrons move bak and forth, osillating in the quasi-stati �elds set up by the initially

almost resting ions and gain additional energy at eah transit through the laser irradiated

area at the foil front surfae. The same does happen due to the transverse reirulation,

only that the time needed to return to the laser interation region now is determined by

the lateral foil size rather than its thikness. In the following desription one has to keep

in mind that in the 2D ase of the simulations performed here, eah eletron that returns

from the lateral edges will eventually end up in the laser interation region. This is not

true in a realisti 3D ase, where the eletrons an spread over two lateral dimensions inside

the foil, hene a non-normal re�etion at the foil edges an ause the eletron trajetory to

not be losed, i.e. it does not neessarily return to the laser foal spot. This means that

all estimates in the following are atually best suitable to a situation where at least one
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Figure 4.26: Average kineti energy of plasma

eletrons for a foil with diameter w = 10 µm (left)

and w = 3 µm (right) at the time the laser max-

imum reahes the target. In the latter ase the

average eletron energy outside the foil is muh

larger than in the �rst one. At the small foil the

laser an di�rat around and aelerates eletrons

also behind the target.

dimension of the foil is omparable to the laser foal spot size, or a laser with a line fous.

The simulated dependene of the eletron spetra on the transverse foil size is illustrated

in Fig. 4.28. The eletron spetra, summed up over the whole respetive foil volume, are

taken at the time when the laser maximum reahes the front foil surfae. The spetra an be

desribed by two temperature omponents. The lower temperature T1 is the temperature

of a large �at foil as desribed in setion 4.1.2. The hot eletron density and temperature

T2 are inreasing with dereasing foil size for foils in region III and IV, the plot of T2 as

a funtion of the inverse transverse foil size in Fig. 4.28 exhibits a proportionality of the

hot eletron temperature to the inverse transverse foil size. This inrease is due to hot

eletron re�uxing and reaeleration. Hot laser aelerated eletrons irulating in the foil

are drifting laterally towards the foil margins. There they exit the foil up to an average

distane of the Debye length before they are pulled bak by the restoring fore set up by the

remaining ions. When they reenter the laser fous while the laser is still on (w/vlat < tp),

there is a hane that they are aelerated again. E.g. for the foil with w = 2π · 10 the

eletron temperature T2 thus reahes ≈ 3MeV, roughly 20% higher than in the larger foils.

The situation hanges when the foil size is further dereased and gets omparable to the

laser foal spot size (region IV). Now, the enhanement proess is not limited to single

reirulations anymore but rather the eletrons are ontinuously heated by the laser as they

are on�ned to the foal spot by the eletrostati attration of the inert target ions (see

Se. 4.3.1.3). Additionally the peripheral regions of the laser beam an be di�rated around

the target, so that the laser an e�etively heat eletrons behind the foil. This e�et is

illustrated in Fig. 4.26, where the eletron temperature distribution of a foil of region III

(w = 20π) is ontrasted to one of region IV (w = 6π) at the time the laser intensity on

target reahes its maximum. While for the 20π foil a high plasma eletron temperature is

observed only in front of the foil, for the small 6π foil the plasma temperature is high both in

front and behind the target. Despite inreasing geometrial losses, the onversion e�ieny
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Figure 4.27: Reaeleration of eletrons transversely

re�uxing from the lateral foil edges. Eah time a hot

eletron with energy E traverses the laser fous, there

is the probability P (E′) to gain an additional amount

E′ = jdE of kineti energy. The spetrum of reir-

ulating eletrons an thus be alulated iteratively by

subtrating the eletrons leaving an energy interval to

higher energies and adding those entering it from lower

energies. Here this is exemplary shown for the k = 4th
energy interval. Eletrons leave to k ≥ 5 (dashed lines

indiate dN(k → k+j)) and enter from k < 4 (indiated
by red squares).

of the laser to kineti partile energy is almost onstant (≈ 40%) throughout all simulated

foil sizes (Fig. 4.30).

A model to analytially determine the temperatures and spetra of mass limited targets

has been developed in [29℄. It is based on the iterative inrease in energy based on a

probabilisti assumption for an eletron to gain a ertain amount of energy during eah

reirulation pass. Eah time an eletron oming from the lateral edges reenters the foal

spot, there is a ertain probability that it gains a ertain amount additional energy from

the laser. In the model it is assumed that the normalized eletron energy distribution

f0 =
1

N

dN0

dE

seen in a large foil � where no reirulation ours � resembles exatly this probability

distribution (N is the total number of eletrons initially inside the laser fous). I.e. the

probability for an eletron to gain an additional kineti energy of more than E1 and less

than E2 is derived from the large foil spetrum by

P (E1, E2) ≡
∫ E2

E1

f0(Ẽ + E0)dẼ (4.40)

where E0 is the average kineti energy of eletrons not diretly aelerated by the laser

(bulk eletrons). The number of transversely reirulating eletrons in the following is

assumed to be 1/2 of the total number of relativisti eletrons (kineti energy E > 1) whih

means that the eletron veloities are distributed uniformly in the plane de�ned by the laser

polarization and propagation vetors. This assumption is further motivated by the average
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Figure 4.28: (a) Eletron spetra of foils with varying transverse width at the time the laser maximum

reahes the foil front surfae. Gray irles, squares and diamonds mark the energy distribution for a foil with

w = 20π, 8π, 4π, respetively, assuming the spetrum of the large foil being altered by multiple eletron

re�ux and reaeleration. (b) Hot eletron omponent temperature as a funtion of the inverse foil width.

transverse eletron drift veloity vtrans ∼= 0.7 extrated from the simulation run of the large

foil (w = 2π · 200). The spetrum f 0
R ≡ 1

N

dN0

R

dE
of the reirulating eletrons before they are

reaelerated the �rst time then reads

f 0
R =

1

2
f0|E>E0

. (4.41)

Their spetrum after the i-th reirulation, f i
R = dN i

R(E)/dE, will then be hanged om-

pared to the previous reirulation by subtrating at eah energy interval [E,E + dE] the

number dN−(E) of eletrons that are leaving the interval by being aelerated more than

dE and by adding for all Ẽ < E the number of eletrons that are aelerated by more than

E − Ẽ and less than E − Ẽ + dE and thus enter the energy interval (see Fig. 4.27)

dN i
R = dN i−1

R (E)− dN−(E) + dN+(E)

With the de�nition (4.40) for the probability P of an eletron to gain a ertain amount of

energy when passing the laser foal spot, the number dN−(E) of eletrons leaving the energy

interval adds up to

dN−(E)

dE
= Nf i−1

R (E)P (0,∞). (4.42)

The number of eletrons dN+(E) entering an be obtained by onsidering all eletrons

with energy Ẽ < E. The number of eletrons with energy in the range [Ẽ, Ẽ + dẼ] that
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are aelerated by an energy between E − Ẽ and E − Ẽ + dE and end up having an

energy in the interval [E,E + dE] is given by dN+(E)/dE = Nf i−1
R (Ẽ) · dP (E − Ẽ) (where

dP (E − Ẽ) ≡ P (E − Ẽ, E − Ẽ + dE)), hene the total number of eletrons entering the

interval [E,E + dE] is given by

dN+(E)

dE
= N

∫ E

0

f i−1
R (Ẽ)

dP (E − Ẽ)

dẼ
dẼ (4.43)

whih is similar to the onvolution f i−1
R ∗ f0 but with limited bounds in the integral. The

spetrum of the reirulating eletrons after the i-th reirulation an then be alulated

expliitly from the spetrum of the previous reirulation i− 1 by

f i
R = f i−1

R (E)− f i−1
R (E)

∫ ∞

0

f0(Ẽ + E0)dẼ

+

∫ E

0

f i−1
R (Ẽ)f0(E − Ẽ + E0)dẼ (4.44)

and the total eletron spetrum reads

f =
1

2
f0 + f i

R. (4.45)

Fig. 4.28(a) shows the eletron spetra for various foil sizes at the time the laser maximum

reahes the target. It an be seen that for the foils in region II the spetrum looks almost

the same as in region I, sine the laser pulse duration is shorter than the time needed to

return even for the fastest eletrons. On the ontrary, for the small foils the spetra show

an obvious and signi�ant shift towards higher energies. Exemplary, for the three smallest

foils the spetra predited by the above model are given with i = tp/2w = (3, 8, 16) for the

foils of diameter w = 2π (10, 4, 2). They ompare very well with the simulated spetra with

respet to both the eletron temperature T2 and hot eletron density inrease, validating

the above model. The eletron temperature T2 is found to inrease linearly with dereasing

foil size in regions III and IV as one ould expet from an heuristi argument: Dereasing

the foil transverse size by a fator a means that the eletrons return to the foal spot a-times

more often and hene the energy they aquire is a-times larger. This argument is in deed in

agreement with both the model and the PIC results with respet to T2, but not with the

total energy. Below w = 4π the PIC simulations do not exhibit any further inrease of the

eletron temperature and hene the appliability of the model eases.
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400 π

80 π

20 π

8 π

4 π

Figure 4.29: (a) Proton spetra for foils of vary-

ing transverse width. (b) Maximum energy εmax as

simulated by PIC (squares), as expeted from PEM

Eqn. 2.63 assuming a lateral sheath size of 80π or

of the foil diameter if smaller (solid line) and as ex-

peted from Coulomb explosion Eqn. 4.46 (triangles).

() Proton spetra for 8π foil for three preplasma

sale lengths p (0: blak line, π: dark line, 4π: light
line). For p = 4π the maximum energy is signi�antly

enhaned due to front-side aeleration. The energy

spetrum of rear side protons (small dots) remains

virtually una�eted. For all spetra, only forward

moving protons were onsidered.

At the same time as the eletron energies and hot eletron density inrease, the proton

maximum energies also inrease as expeted from Eqn. (2.63). Fig. 4.29 shows the proton

spetra of several MLT, where an inrease in maximum proton energy an be observed for

dereasing foil size. After the inrease is only little in region II from 21.8 MeV at the large

foil with w = 400π up to 23.3 MeV for the foil with w = 160π, the maximum energy rises

onsiderably for yet smaller foils, for example exeeding 74.1 MeV for the sub-foal-spot

sized foil with w = 4π. For the foils below the laser foal spot size of 8π the proton uto�

energy is found to further inrease signi�antly, in ontrast to results obtained with short

laser pulses [164℄, where the uto� energy dereases for foils below the optimum foil size

of the laser foal spot diameter. At the same time, the proton spetrum hanges from a

quasi-exponential distribution to a �atter distribution shifted to higher energy beause the

eletri �eld an then be su�iently large to aelerate all the light ions to MeV energies.

This is very similar to the observations in the ase of short, few fs pulse duration [176℄.

An exponential preplasma with sale length π and 4π at the front surfae does not alter the

energy of the rear side protons (Fig. 4.29) whih agrees with the fat that no inrease in

eletron temperature an be observed when adding preplasma

10

.

10

This may not be the ase for realisti preplasmas suh as shown in Fig. 4.21. In these simulations,

though with di�erent laser parameters, εmax for protons from the target rear in fat are more energeti

ompared to the ase without preplasma.
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4.3.1.3 Coulomb explosion

The observed proton uto� energies in region IV fall short of the values predited by the

analytial plasma expansion model (Eqn. 2.63), as an be seen in Fig. 4.29(b). This is

due to the fat that the model is only appliable assuming the target bulk sustains its

harge neutrality and the hot eletrons reate a harge separation only at the foil surfae

(see Setion 2.3.1.1). The foil expansion is then driven by the surfae �elds. In foils with

diameter below the laser foal spot size the target is heated over the whole target surfae,

induing an eletron de�it. This is di�erent to what is seen in the simulations for large

foils where the harge neutrality is maintained by old bulk eletrons �owing into the foal

region from the outer wings of the target. For example for the foils in region IV the eletron

de�it inreases with dereasing foil diameter from 1.1% for w = 8π to 6.5% for w = 2π.

Hene, for foils with diameter in this region one an expet Coulomb expansion of the heavy

bulk ions to dominate. In this ase, the protons an be treated as test partiles and their

maximum energy εmax is then determined by the eletri �eld of the Coulomb exploding

heavy ions. The proton maximum energy an be estimated analytially from an exploding

sphere of radius R ≈
√

wd/π with [172℄

εmax =
2ηnTie

2ZTiR
2

3ε0
. (4.46)

in reasonable agreement with the PIC simulation results (see Fig. 4.29(b).

With redued target diameter both the fration of total energy transfered to heavy ions

with low harge-to-mass-ratio Z/m (Fig. 4.30) and the fration of the maximum energy

per nuleon of heavy ions to light proton ions (εTi
max/ε

p
max) inreases (e.g. from 0.014 to

0.077 for diameter w = 400π and w = 8π). Fig. 4.30 shows that the simulations predit the

laser energy onverted into protons to derease to ≈ 5 % for a 8π foil while for the large

400π foil the simulation yields a onversion e�ieny into protons of ≈ 9 % (≈ 2.5 % for

protons above 4 MeV). At the same time, the energy onverted into the heavy titanium

ions inreases from ≈ 9 % to ≈ 30 %. Those numbers appear not be in�uened muh by

the fat that the simulations were performed with a redued eletron density ompared to

solids, as for example in ase of a large foil the onversion e�ieny of laser energy into

protons above 4 MeV is in reasonable agreement with experiments [171℄.

This shift of energy onversion into heavy ions for small foils is onsistent with the

dynamis being driven primarily by Coulomb explosion rather than the TNSA. Iteratively

self onsistently solving the Poisson equation and moving the ions in the �eld solution, the
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Figure 4.30: Energy onversion from laser en-

ergy to kineti energy of partiles (thik dashed).

In the ase of a 8π foil (right), the amount of en-

ergy transfered to ions with low Z/m (here Ti4+

ions) is substantially inreased ompared to the

large 400π foil (left). This auses less energy to

be onverted to proton kineti energy. The to-

tal onversion e�ieny of laser light to kineti

energy is almost onstant for all simulated foil

sizes.

temporal evolution of the kineti energy of the heavy ions for the target with diameter

w = 8π is in very good agreement with that seen in the PIC simulation (Fig. 4.30), using an

initial eletron de�it of 1.1% and a linear neutralization over tacc ≈ 2450ω−1
0 taken from

the PIC results. For large foils, heavy bulk ions are only aelerated by TNSA lose to the

surfae. Sine the lighter ions sreen a signi�ant portion of the �eld, the titanium ions then

only gain omparatively little energy in total. In small foils, the eletron de�it extends over

the whole target bulk. Consequently a signi�ant part of the Coulomb energy is transferred

to the bulk ions instead of the light ions at the surfae. The endpoint of total energy of

the bulk ions only depends on the Coulomb energy available in the beginning, hene, under

the assumption that this does not hange signi�antly when inluding ionization, this e�et

an be expeted to be qualitatively independent of the spei� harge state distribution.

That means, that even if there is a mixture of di�erent harge states, the heaviest ions will

always gain more total energy in small MLT than in large foils. In that ase, assuming

that there still is one dominant harge state ZTi, Eqn. 4.46 would still remain valid with

εmax ∝ ZTi.

4.3.1.4 Disussion

The e�et of target width on the target rear eletri �eld and proton sheath angular

divergene was studied. For medium sized targets (40π ... 200π) the divergene of energeti

protons is signi�antly dereased ompared to large foils. For smaller foils, large transverse

�elds at the target edges and Coulomb explosion leads to very broad proton distributions.

The transfer of laser energy to eletrons may be enhaned in the presene of a plasma
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gradient at the target front. While this enhaned eletron temperature does not lead

to an enhaned energy transfer into energeti protons of the rear surfae, the protons

from the front surfae experiene an enhaned aeleration within the target and for suf-

�iently large preplasma sale lengths an beome more energeti than the rear side protons.

The possibility to ontrol the eletron temperature and subsequently the maximum pro-

ton energy of proton aelerated from mass limited foils following high intensity laser irradia-

tion with omparatively long pulse duration of 330 fs has been demonstrated. An analytial

model has been developed to predit the eletron temperature and spetral shape whih

quantitatively explains the numerial observation of an inreasing hot eletron temperature

with dereasing foil transverse size. The proton maximum energy at the same time is en-

haned in agreement with the PEM preditions (4.25).

However, the most signi�ant inrease in proton maximum energy is observed for very small

targets with diameter in the order of the laser foal spot size of only a few miron. Yet, it

will be experimentally hallenging to prepare this physial situation, as suh an experiment

would require exellent laser pointing auray within a few mirons and any target holder

would provide mass and prevent an e�ient limitation of the target volume. Additionally, ef-

fets of the prepulse and 3D edge e�ets might also beome important. Here, water droplets

in a Paul trap, representing real isolated miro-targets, ould provide an alternative to rigid

foil targets in the future.
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4.3.2 Flat Top Cone Targets

Curved-wall hollow miro-one targets, with a �at-top at the tip, are of great interest for

the aeleration of protons by laser pulses of high intensity and short pulse duration. Suh

miro-ones were reently shown to enhane the proton aeleration and the most energeti

laser aelerated protons published to date were produed using this kind of targets [21℄. In

the following, this experiment will be desribed and a theoretial explanation of the most

important observations will be given. The author has partiipated in this experiment and the

basi ideas were developed during that ampaign together with the prinipal investigators.

The important property of one targets is the formation of surfae urrents along the

one wall when the laser is aligned tangentially to the inner one wall, as identi�ed for

example in [30, 109, 177℄. Referene [30℄ predited a guiding of surfae urrents along the

surfae of one-shaped targets by self-generated quasi-stati magneti and eletri �elds.

Those urrents an ontain signi�antly more eletrons than those aelerated at �at foils,

improving the laser onversion e�ieny to hot eletrons and energeti ions. Several experi-

ments have on�rmed the existene of those urrents by Kα emission [178, 109℄ and heating

of a wire onneted to the one tip [179℄.

In addition, [30℄ predited eletron energies in the surfae urrents exeeding that of �at

foils. The proposed mehanism is miro fousing, an optial geometri olletion of laser

light. This would result in a loal inrease of laser intensity, and therefore eletron energies,

with average hot eletron energies predited by partile-in-ell (PIC) simulations well ex-

eeding the ponderomotive energy. This an in turn enhane the proton aeleration from

the top as ompared to regular �at foils [21℄ (see also Fig. 4.31).

The best onditions to reate suh urrents are a high laser ontrast, high laser pulse inten-

sity and the use of low density, small Z -targets [177℄. However, the mehanism responsible

for the energy inrease has remained a subjet of debate. The high proton energies in [21℄

were observed from ones with a large nek diameter of up to more than 10w0. An enhane-

ment of proton and eletron energies was found by PIC simulations also for ones with a

nek diameter muh larger than the laser foal waist, and the energy exeeded that expeted

from miro-fousing alone. It therefore must be onluded, that the proposed miro fousing

mehanism is only dominating in a ertain lass of experiments, i.e. inner one nek diameter

smaller than the foal spot size, straight walls and moderate laser intensity. In other ases,

there must exist other mehanism responsible for the observed eletron energy inrease. For

example, Nakamura et al. [31℄ found that a resonant aeleration of eletrons osillating in a

self-reated surfae potential (very muh similar to the diret laser aeleration mehanism

Reprinted with permission from T. Kluge, S. A. Gaillard, M. Bussmann, K. A. Flippo, T. Burris-Mog, B. Gall, M. Geissel,

S. D. Kraft, T. Lokard, J. Metzkes, D. T. O�ermann, J. Rassuhine, M. Shollmeier, U. Shramm, Y. Sentoku, K. Zeil and

T. E. Cowan, AIP Conferene Proeedings 1299, page 715 (2010). Copyright (2010), Amerian Institute of Physis.

Reprinted with permission from T. Kluge, S. A. Gaillard, K. A. Flippo, T. Burris-Mog, W. Enghardt, B. Gall, M. Geissel, A.

Helm, S. D. Kraft, T. Lokard, J. Metzkes, D. T. O�ermann, M. Shollmeier, U. Shramm, K. Zeil, M. Bussmann and

T. E. Cowan, New Journal of Physis, Vol. 14, page 023038 (2012). Copyright (2012), IOP Publishing Ltd. and Deutshe

Physikalishe Gesellshaft.
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desribed in Se. 2.2.4.6) an lead to higher eletron energy in a long apillary with walls

overed by preplasma when the laser is aligned at a resonant angle of ≈ 30◦ with respet to

the walls.

In the following the eletron dynamis in the ase of ones with urved nek (see Tab. 4.7)

and nek diameter well exeeding the laser foal waist is investigated with the aid of 2-

dimensional PIC simulations. The main result is that both miro-fousing and resonant

aeleration in this ase are not e�ient and annot explain the simulated eletron energies.

Rather, a novel and previously unonsidered mehanism, the ontinuous, diret aeleration

of eletrons by the laser light [21℄ is found to be dominant. The interation is analyzed in

detail in order to optimize the one geometry with respet to proton aeleration. Based on

this analysis, analytial and empirial saling laws for the eletron energy an be given and

the optimum geometri parameters for one targets are inferred.

4.3.2.1 Setup and Simulations

Parameter Value

Geometry

laser strength a0 1-20

pulse shape Gaussian/ �at top

laser waist w0 4π
pulse duration 100
eletron density ne,0 10− 40
foil thikness d 10π (Cu) + 4π (H+

)

ions (eletrons) per ell 4 (116)

ells (time steps) per laser wavelength 25×
√

ne,0/10
box size (x× z) 240π × 480π
inluding ollisions/ ionization yes/yes

Table 4.7: Parameters used for the simulations in this setion. The ones are positioned 12.5λ from the

left simulation box boundary and entered in the simulation box in the vertial diretion. Its walls have a

radius of urvature of R = 20π with an inner nek diameter of 30π, the top has a diameter of 180π. The
thikness of all opper walls is 10π, the top is additionally overed with 4π of hydrogen ions. The resulting

position of the top front surfae is 55π from the left box border. In some simulations the nek was extended,

as shown in the right �gure, and the wall urvature was varied. The in�uene of hanging the geometri

properties is disussed in Se. 4.3.2.2.
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The simulations in this setion were performed with a typial laser duration tp = 100

(FWHM) with a gaussian pro�le, if not stated otherwise. In ases where the eletron

dynamis and temperature saling is analyzed, a temporal pro�le with a �at top and a

gaussian rise and fall of t = 16 was used to provide a su�ient duration with onstant

intensity. The time t will always be given relative to the time when the laser maximum

reahes the front inner surfae of the �at top. The spatial pro�le was gaussian with a foal

spot size of w0 = 4π. The laser was linearly polarized with the eletri �eld vetor pointing

in x-diretion and the magneti �eld vetor pointing in y-diretion, E = Eex and B = Bey

. Unless mentioned otherwise, the laser strength parameter was set to a0 = 8.5, but other

laser intensities were also used to study the saling of the interation proesses with a0.

The target geometry is shown in Tab. 4.7. It onsists of a hollow one

11

, whose walls have

a typial wall radius of urvature of 20π and a thikness of 10π. The separation distane

between the walls is set to 30π, whih is muh larger than the laser foal spot size of 4π. At

the tip of the one a �at foil is mounted with a diameter of 180π and thikness 10π. The

target is omposed of opper, whih was 4-fold pre-ionized in order to mimi the e�et of

prepulses and ampli�ed spontaneous emission, and the �at top is additionally overed with

a neutral proton-eletron plasma layer of thikness 4π.

For most of the simulations the eletron density was set to ne,0 = 10nc when fully ionized.

For the simulations regarding the intensity saling the density was set to ne,0 = 40nc for

a0 > 8.5 in order to prevent an arti�ial RIT that would our for ne,hot/nc > γ. The

number of maro-ions per ell was set to 4 whih results in 116 maro-eletrons when fully

ionized. This hoie ensures that the maro-partile dynamis still losely resembles the

single partile dynamis. The simulation box volume of z×x = 481.6π×240.8π was divided

into 6, 000 × 3, 000 ells, resulting in a ell size of ∆z = ∆x = 0.08π = 0.125 ·2πc/ωp,0 (ωp,0

is the old plasma angular frequeny when the plasma is fully ionized). Correspondingly,

the simulation time was disretized with steps of ∆t = 0.08π = 0.125 · 2π/ωp,0.

4.3.2.2 Results

Compared to regular �at foils, �at top one targets with irular walls have been shown

experimentally to enhane the maximum energy of protons emitted behind the target [21℄

(Fig. 4.31a,b). This has been attributed to the laser interation with eletrons along the

11

A one is just one possible 3D realization of the 2D geometry used in the 2D3V PIC simulations.

However, it is the geometry that was used in the experiments summarized in Fig. 4.31, while e.g. planar

foils with a bent setion at the front and an attahed �at foil setion at the rear show the same vertial 2D

line-out and therefore also satisfy the simulation onditions and hene are also feasible.
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Figure 4.31: Experiments at the Trident laser at the Los Alamos National Laboratory have shown a

signi�ant inrease in proton energy in 6 out of 8 shots that were performed grazing along a one wall as

on�rmed by imaging the Kα radiation of hot eletrons reated by the laser pulse (green, 'II'), as ompared to

�at foils or oaxial alignment (gray, red, 'I'). () Simulations show that the eletron temperature is greatly

inreased in the ase of laser grazing inidene ompared to �at foils, exeeding even the temperature

expeted from the intensity inrease due to miro fousing. (extrated from [21℄)

inner one wall [21℄. A higher eletron energy observed in PIC simulations is the key fator

leading to higher proton energies, sine the aelerated eletrons an ross the one top

and ontribute to the TNSA proess at the rear surfae. This proess is equivalent to

the regular TNSA proess (Se. 2.3.1) on �at foils but now with two eletron ensembles:

the ponderomotively heated eletrons from the top front surfae and the more energeti

eletrons from the one walls whih are responsible for the inrease in maximum proton

energy.

One simple senario for the prodution of higher energy eletrons ould be the miro

fousing as proposed by [30℄. It was shown that when a laser pulse impinges on a solid

surfae at oblique inidene, the laser intensity simply inreases by a geometri fousing.

However, it an be shown numerially, that this intensity inrease alone is not su�ient

to explain the high energy of the eletrons. Fig. 4.31 ompares the spetra observed in

simulations of a �at foil, a one with wide nek (inner nek diameter ≫ w0, laser aligned

grazingly) and a one with thin nek (inner nek diameter ≪ w0, laser entered). The laser

�eld strength was set to a0 = 13 and onsequently the expeted hot eletron temperature

for the �at foil is T hot,FF
e ≈ 6.7 (Eqn. (4.24)) whih is in good agreement with the observed

temperature. As expeted from miro fousing, the loal �eld strength is inreased in the

ase of grazing inidene on the one. In the ase of a wide nek the intensity is doubled

with awide
0 = 18.6 and at the thin nek one it is awide

0 = 21.3. From miro fousing alone one

would expet an inrease of the hot eletron temperature to T hot,wide
e ≈ 8.6 for the wide nek
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Figure 4.32: (a) Longitudinal (gray)

and transverse (blak) eletri �elds

along the one wall and (b) spatial dis-

tribution of eletrons when the laser is

aligned tangentially to the one wall

(a0 = 8.5, FWHM 100/ω0 (gaussian),

t = 0). Hot eletrons with energy ex-

eeding 10 MeV are marked red. ()

Qualitative eletron dynamis in the

frame o-moving with the laser phase:

The eletron bunhes (blue), extrated

by the transverse laser �eld, are mov-

ing approximately in phase with the

laser, the longitudinal fores on ele-

trons are indiated by horizontal arrows

(top: fores due to quasi-stati longitu-

dinal �elds, middle: v×B fores (here:

for eletrons moving upward)). An ele-

tron extrated from the wall initially

has a veloity in the laser diretion of

βz ≪ 1, so it will be overtaken by it

(dashed line). If βz ≈ 1, it an be

ontinuously aelerated by longitudi-

nal �elds (A) and via transverse �elds

(v ×B, (B1, B2)).

one, but the observed temperature amounts to T hot,wide
e ≈ 18.7. In addition, the further

inrease in laser intensity at the thin neked one does not lead to an observable inrease

in eletron temperature as would be expeted if miro fousing was the the mehanism for

the high energy eletron prodution. Rather, the temperature is found to remain onstant

and only the hot eletron number is doubled, as now eletrons from both the top and the

bottom wall surfae are aelerated. Those two observations demonstrate that the optial

olletion alone is not su�ient to explain the eletron aeleration at one targets.

Bunh formation Simulations show that the hottest eletrons are loalized in bunhes

moving forward along the inner wall surfae (see Fig. 4.32b). Those bunhes are reated
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Figure 4.33: Eletron kineti energy ±10π around the laser axis for grazing laser inidene and (a) s-

polarized or (b) p-polarized light at the time when the laser maximum reahes the �at top front surfae.

In gray, the eletri �eld of the laser in (a) y-diretion or (b) x-diretion is also shown for omparison.

Energies are normalized to the maximum energy for p-polarization, �elds are normalized to their respetive

maximum value. While for p-polarization the eletrons are pulled out of the one wall and form bunhes

whih beome aelerated towards the one tip, in the ase of s-polarization the interation along the wall is

negligible and most eletron aeleration happens at the inner one top surfae, omparable to onventional

�at foils.

by the laser eletri �eld pulling out eletrons from the one wall into the vauum. Sine

the transverse eletri �eld is oriented negatively (orresponding to an upward fore on the

eletron) one every laser yle, the resulting eletron density modulation is also periodi

with a period length of 2π.

This is veri�ed by Fig. 4.33 where the energy distribution is plotted over the longitudinal

dimension summed over a region of ±10π around the laser axis, whih is aligned grazingly

along the inner one wall. In panel (a) the laser polarization is aligned parallel to the wall

surfae (s-polarization) while in (b) it is perpendiular (p-polarization). In the �rst ase the

laser eletri �eld is aligned tangentially to the solid surfae and therefore no eletrons are

extrated and no bunh formation an be seen. Eletrons in this ase aquire the most en-

ergy at the one top inner surfae omparable to the ase of a �at foil. With p-polarization,

the eletri �eld an at to pull out eletrons from the wall into the vauum region forming

bunhes of hot eletrons. As an be seen, the energy of the eletrons inreases ontinuously

as they travel towards the tip.

In ontrast to the well known 2ω0 bunhes reated for example at oblique inidene on a

plasma by the v × B fore, the bunhes here are separated by only 2π. Of ourse in the

present ase the Lorentz fore still ats with 2ω, but only one every laser yle the eletri

�eld is oriented in the negative x-diretion there are eletrons atually present outside the

solid target. Pushed by the Lorentz fore, the eletrons an now move along the laser for a
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Figure 4.34: (a) Quasi-stati eletri �eld ax and magneti �eld by and harge urrent density jz (here the
harge of an eletron is −1) averaged over a laser period. The laser is aligned tangentially to the inner one

wall (right side), where the quasi-stati �elds at to on�ne the hot eletron urrent lose to the surfae. (b)

The quasistati magneti �eld an on�ne even the most energeti eletrons in the simulation for inidene

angles of α < 30◦, reating a gap in the emission-angle distribution behind the target.

long distane along the one target inner wall surfae until they ross the one top surfae,

thereby keeping the initial 2π modulation in density and forming bunhes of energeti ele-

trons. If the eletrons remain in phase with the laser, they an gain muh more energy than

they ould in a �at foil. In the simulations the maximum eletron kineti energy reahes up

to 67mec
2
with an average of 12mec

2
, whih is more than three times that of a �at foil (see

spetra in Fig. 4.38). The details of the aeleration mehanisms that are observed in the

simulations in that ase are analyzed below.

Surfae on�nement One important observation is that the eletrons stay lose to the

surfae on the laser axis one they are pulled out from the wall, so that they an ontinuously

interat with it. This is ensured by quasi-stati �elds building up at the surfae. Those �elds

are depited in Fig. 4.34. The eletrons are kept from exiting into the vauum region by

a quasi-eletri �eld building up between the eletrons outside the wall and the heavier

ions inside. The eletrons are kept from reentering the foil by a quasi-stati magneti �eld,

self-reated by the hot eletron urrent and the old return urrent inside the wall [30, 180℄

(Fig. 4.35), as long as the angle of inidene is small enough,

α < arccos

(

1− w

Rβ

)

. (4.47)

Here, w denotes the width of the magneti �eld region and Rβ =

√
γ2−1

〈b〉
. In the spei� ase

of the parameters used for the simulations here, the magneti �eld is seen to extend inside

the vauum for about w ≈ π with an average magnitude of 〈b〉 ≈ 2, preventing even the
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Figure 4.35: Shematis of eletron on�nement outside the solid

wall. The blak struture is a part of the one target, irradiated by

the laser (red, eletri �eld diretion indiated by up/down arrows).

Laser eletri �eld extrats eletrons from one wall, separated by

2π, whih an then be forward aelerated (Se. 4.3.2.2) (blak ar-

rows). This urrent is balaned by ontinuous return urrent inside

the wall (white arrow), building up a quasi-stati magneti �eld at

the surfae. Inset illustrates trajetory of an eletron (blak) injeted

in a homogeneous quasi-stati magneti �eld at an angle α, following
a irular path with ylotron radius Rβ .

most energeti eletrons from reentering the foil for α < 30◦.

Eletron aeleration mehanisms In the following the possible aeleration meh-

anisms for the surfae-on�ned eletron bunhes are identi�ed and their relevane in the

grazing inidene setup will be analyzed. It is important to �rst study the �eld struture

diretly at the surfae. Fig. 4.32a shows the longitudinal and transverse eletri �elds along

the inner wall. The �elds are the superposition of the original laser �eld (ax), the laser �elds

di�rated from greater distane to the laser axis along the urved wall (adding both an ax

and az omponent) and the eletrostati �elds originating from the spae harge on�ned

in the bunhes. The longitudinal �eld follows the transverse �eld with a phase shift of

π/2. There are now three possible mehanisms for eletrons to beome aelerated in suh

a on�guration. First, eletrons an osillate in the potential well formed by the attrative

eletrostati and repulsive magneti �elds (Fig. 4.34) and, in the ase of an optimum phase

math, be resonantly aelerated by the laser. The resonane ours when the ondition

ωe/ω0 = 1−βz,driftcph cosα is ful�lled [31℄ (ωe: frequeny of the eletron osillation, βz,drift:

forward veloity of eletrons, cph = n: laser phase veloity, α: laser inidene angle). In the

laser grazing setup, α = 0 and the resonane ondition e�etively beomes a ondition for

the eletro- and magnetostati �elds. One interesting limit ours for high laser strength

when the aeleration of eletrons to veloities lose to the laser phase veloity happens

rapidly within a fration of an eletron osillation. A prerequisite of ourse is the absene of

preformed plasma outside the solid walls, so that the laser phase veloity is lose to unity. In

this ase the resonane ondition degenerates to ωe = 0 whih means nothing more than that

the eletrons are aelerated ontinuously. As will be shown later, the eletron aeleration

in the present ase is in deed not a resonant proess but rather a ontinuous aeleration.

The possible aeleration senarios for a ontinuous aeleration of surfae eletrons are

skethed in Fig. 4.32, whih shows the qualitative eletron dynamis in the o-moving
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frame. An eletron pulled out of the wall by the transverse eletri laser �eld an gain

forward momentum via the v ×B fore. It an then get aught in an aelerating v ×B

phase (moving upward (ia) or downward (ib)) or into the longitudinal eletri �eld region

(ii).

In order to quantify whih of the three aeleration mehanisms (i,ii or resonant aelera-

tion) are important, simple measures an be de�ned and alulated for eah single eletron.

For this, the trajetories in the PIC simulation were followed for all eletrons originating

within a region where the most energeti eletrons are expeted to originate from, i.e. ±π

around the laser axis.

The �rst two measures to be de�ned are the energy gain of an eletron due to the transverse

and longitudinal �elds. The energy gain dγ/dt of an eletron due to the transverse laser

�elds is given by

dγ

dt
=

p

γ

dp

dt
.

Multiplying the Lorentz fore equation with p = γβ,

p
dp

dt
= p (a+ cβ × b) = −pa

and using a = axex for the eletri �eld of the laser wave, one obtains

dγx
dt

= −axβx

for the energy gain of an eletron due to the transverse laser �eld. For large a0 ≫ 1, this

energy is predominantly onverted into forward momentum via the v ×B fore. Similarly

one an de�ne

dγz
dt

= −azβz

as the fration of energy gained by longitudinal �elds. One �nally an de�ne

Γz = −
∫

azβzdt

Γx = −
∫

axβxdt
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Figure 4.36: (a) Histogram of Φ for eletrons

from group 'B' aelerated forward. Blak line

represents distribution when the lower limit of

the integral is set to the time when the eletron

energy exeeds 4 MeV (see main text). For

omparison, gray line shows distribution when

the lower limit is set to the starting time of the

simulation. Distribution of Φ exhibits distint

maxima at Φ = ±1 whih represent ontinuous

aeleration, while there is no distint peak at

Φ = 0 whih would represent resonant energy ab-
sorption. (b) Γx, Γ|x| and Φ for di�erent ombi-

nations of synhronization of eletron transverse

motion and laser eletri �eld. First three rows

represent forward aeleration (onsidered for the

top �gure), last three rows represent bakward

aeleration.

a

and alulate the orresponding values for eah traked eletron. The �rst of the two in-

tegrals are a measure of the amount of energy gained by the eletron due to longitudinal

eletri �elds (trajetory ii in Fig. 4.32, in the following referred to as eletron population

'A'). The seond integral is a measure of the amount of energy gained due to transverse

eletri �elds, whih for ultra-relativisti intensities is onverted into forward momentum

via v×B (trajetories ia,b in Fig. 4.32, eletron population 'B'). The most interesting part

of the eletron aeleration is the setion of the energy gain beyond the energy seen in a �at

foil, hene the lower limits of the integrals are hosen in the following to be the time when

the respetive eletron has obtained a kineti energy of more than γ− 1 = 8, an energy well

exeeding the �at foil eletron temperature. The upper limits of the integrals are given by

the time the eletron rosses the top inner surfae and leaves the laser interation region,

whih is at z = 55π.

The third measure to be de�ned is the ratio

Φ ≡ Γ|x|

Γx

where

Γ|x| ≡ −
∫

|βx| axdt.
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Figure 4.37: Trajetories of the most energeti eletron of group 'A' (top) and 'B' (bottom) (a), its soures

of energy gain (b) and the energy gain over its longitudinal propagation along the wall (). The energy

is ontinuously aquired mainly by longitudinal eletrial �elds (green). Laser and target parameters are

desribed in the text, with the laser having a �at top temporal pro�le and a0 = 8.5. The one nek was

elongated to l = 30π.

This quantity allows to distinguish between a resonant aeleration and ontinuous ael-

eration. The eletri �eld strength of the laser ax(t) is a periodi funtion with 〈ax(t)〉 = 0.

In the ase of resonant absorption, |βx(t)| is also periodi and hene the integral Γ|x| and

Φ vanish for integrating over many periods. In the ase of an eletron o-moving with the

laser phase, βx(t) is inreasing monotonially, hene the integral Γ|x| takes on a large value,

and Φ beomes ±1.

Fig. 4.36 shows the distribution of Φ for all forward aelerated eletrons of group 'B'.

It an be seen that there are only few eletrons with Φ ≈ 0, but rather there are two

distint maxima around Φ = ±1. This means that by far most eletrons are aelerated

ontinuously not by resonant energy transfer, but by o-moving with the laser �eld.

This means that in the ase of an intense laser with grazing inidene onto a solid

urved wall the resonant absorption mehanism an be negleted and a ontinuous ael-

eration of eletrons is the dominating soure of eletron energy beyond that seen at �at foils.

Continuous eletron aeleration More insight into the ontinuous aeleration meh-

anism an be gained by studying the trajetories and fores of the most energeti eletrons

of eah group. For the most energeti yet representative eletron of group 'A' Fig. 4.37(A)

shows the trajetory (a), soures of energy gain (b) and the gain of energy over time ().
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(a)

T = 18

(b)(b)

Figure 4.38: Eletron spetrum after t = 150 of a �at foil (a) and a one (b) at normal laser inidene

(grazing inidene in (b)). The dashed (dotted) lines show the spetrum for eletrons of group 'A' ('B')

mainly aelerated via longitudinal (transverse) eletri �elds. Gray solid lines indiate the slope of an

exponential distribution with the respetive average energy. Laser parameters are the same as the ones used

for Fig. 4.37.

It an be seen that the eletron is aught in an aelerating phase of longitudinal eletri

�elds after extration and some osillations where it is slower than the laser phase velo-

ity, while the ontribution of transverse �elds remains very small. For the most energeti

eletron from group 'B' the same graphs are shown in Fig. 4.37(B). In this spei� ase,

after being extrated at z = 44.4π, the partile at �rst experienes a strong aeleration due

to longitudinal eletri �elds. Later, the eletri �eld beomes deelerating and the v ×B

aeleration due to the transverse eletron veloity beomes dominant. At the end of the

aeleration proess, the net energy gain due to longitudinal �elds even beomes negative.

The partile is not osillating but it rather moves upwards monotonially and remains in

phase with the laser.

Eletron temperature The ontinuous aeleration of eletrons leads to signi�ant in-

rease of the hot eletron temperature ompared to a onventional �at foil onsisting of the

one top only. Figure 4.38 shows the spetra obtained from simulation with a0 = 8.5 and

tp = 100ω−1
0 for a �at foil and a one, respetively, when the laser is aligned tangentially

to the inner one wall. The graphs show the distribution of the energy of the individually

traked eletrons at the respetive time when they ross the �at top front surfae and leave

the interation with the laser, up to the time when the laser maximum reahes the one

top front surfae. The resulting energy distribution is a diret imprint of the laser-eletron

interation. This would not be the ase for spetra of the eletron energy simply at a ertain

�xed point in time, sine they would be biased by a transfer of energy to ions while they

boune bak and forth aross the �at top several times during the laser pulse due to the
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eletro-magneti �elds building up at the target surfaes.

The solid blak line shows the spetrum inluding all eletrons, while the thik dark gray

lines show the spetra of eletrons with Γx > Γz (dotted) and Γz > Γx (dashed). In the ase

of a �at foil, most of the eletrons follow an exponential distribution with a sale length of

γ − 1 = 2.3 in agreement with Eqn. 4.24. In the ase of the one, in the low energy region

the spetra also follow an exponential urve. In that part, the spetrum is very similar to

that of a �at foil with a0 = 12 (whih is higher than in the ase of a �at foil due to miro

fousing), from whih it an be onluded that these are the eletrons aelerated at the

one top front surfae. For high energies γ > 15, the eletrons follow a seond exponential

urve with a signi�antly larger sale length lose to γ − 1 = 18. This part of the spetrum

is dominated by the surfae eletrons aelerated via the two ontinuous aeleration meh-

anisms desribed before.

In order to estimate the relative relevane of the ontinuous aeleration by longitudinal

and transverse �elds, in the low temperature region the �at foil spetra must be subtrated

from the individual spetra of eletrons from group 'A' and 'B', respetively. This was done

by subtrating an exponential distribution with sale length γ − 1 = 3.0, as obtained from

Eqn. 4.24 for a0 = 12, �tted to the respetive distribution in the low energy energy region.

The result are the spetra for surfae eletrons for both of the eletron sub-ensembles, shown

in Fig. 4.38 by gray lines. It turns out that the number of partiles from group 'A' and 'B'

is approximately the same while the energy ontained in group 'A' is approximately twie

that in 'B'.

The eletron aeleration depends on the geometri parameters of the one (e.g. wall radius

of urvature, nek length) and in the above disussion a wall urvature and nek length

optimized for proton aeleration (R = 20π, l = 2π) was used. In that ase it is found that

the temperature of eletrons from group 'B' saturates and oinides with the temperature

of eletrons from group 'A'. Then, the aeleration length lacc, whih an be de�ned as the

length between the point where the urved one wall approahes the laser axis by less than

w0 and the one top, lacc =
√

R2 − (R− w0)
2 + l, oinides with the dephasing length of a

single eletron in a plane wave

ldeph =
a20
4
π. (4.48)

In Fig. 4.39 it an be seen that onsequently an extension of the nek length does not hange

the temperature for eletrons from group 'B' signi�antly. For eletrons from group 'A' it
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Figure 4.39: Eletron spetra for ones with

inreasing nek length l. Blak lines show spetra

of group 'B', gray line show spetra for eletrons

from group 'A'. Laser parameters are the same

as those used for Fig. 4.37.

A

B

leads to higher eletron temperatures and higher maximum energy, but at the same time the

number of hot eletrons dereases, and hene an inreased nek length is not bene�ial for

ion aeleration whih depends on temperature and number of eletrons (see Se. 4.3.2.2).

The temperature of eletrons in the optimum ase an be estimated by approximating the

eletron motion along the one wall with the energy of a single initially resting eletron in

a plane eletro-magneti wave. This is given by Eqn. (2.21). In general, the energy of an

eletron is determined by the laser phase ϕ = t− x in whih it is born (i.e. extrated from

the solid wall) and in whih it leaves the laser (e.g. by going into an overritial plasma

region) and the average energy of all eletrons is hene given by

Thot
e = 〈γcone〉ϕ − 1 =

∫ 2π

0
γdϕ

2π
− 1

=
a20
4
. (4.49)

This estimate desribes very well the average hot eletron temperature seen in the simula-

tions. In the ase of the standard simulation parameters, Eqn. (4.49) predits Thot
e ≈ 18 in

agreement with the spetrum shown in Fig. 4.38(b). To verify this saling over a broader

range of laser intensities, additional simulations were performed with a0 ranging from 1 to
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Figure 4.40: Saling of eletron temperature with laser strength. Cirles and squares show the average

kineti energy Te + 1 of hot eletrons from a �at foil and a one with grazing laser inidene, respetively,

as obtained from simulations ran with ne = 10 nc (40 nc) for a0 < 8.5 (a0 ≥ 8.5) and w0 = 4π (14π) for
a0 ≤ 8.5 (a0 > 85). The one wall radius was varied to reah the maximum eletron temperature to aount

for the intensity dependent dephasing length. Blak dashed line for omparison shows the ponderomotive

saling Eqn. (2.25), gray line is the predition aquired from Eqn. (4.49) and the blak line is the predition

of Eqn. (4.24) for �at foils.

20.

12

In all ases with a0 < ne,0 Eqn. (4.49) is in very good agreement with the PIC results

(see Fig. 4.40).

Ion aeleration The above results demonstrate the e�ient generation of energeti ele-

trons in the ase of laser grazing inidene on a urved one target along the inner wall. In

this paragraph it is analyzed how the improved eletron aeleration in�uenes the aeler-

ation of ions from the one top based on geometri parameters (wall diameter, preplasma)

and laser parameters (intensity, duration).

The ion aeleration proess at the one top is TNSA-like. Hot eletrons that have been

reated both at the front surfae and along the one wall travel through the top and exit

at the rear, building up a quasi-stati eletri �eld. The ions, whih due to their larger

mass remain initially at rest are then aelerated in this quasi-stati �eld at the rear side

of the one top. The ahievable maximum energies will be ompared in the following to

onventional �at foils of the same geometry as the one top only, where the ion aeleration

is also governed by TNSA, and to predited maximum energies in the ase of RPA, using

12

It was taken into aount that for greater a0 the transverse elongation beomes larger. Sine the

transverse width of the laser pulse is limited, for high intensities the transverse eletron elongation x̂ ∼= a0
will eventually exeed the laser waist and the eletron will leave the laser fous before it reahes the energy

given by Eqn. (4.49). With w0 = 4π this is the ase for a0 > 4π, whih was taken into aount by inreasing

the laser waist to 14π for 8.5 < a0 ≤ 20.
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Figure 4.41: Proton maximum energy from

ones with laser grazing inidene normalized to

the maximum energy from �at foils, a0 = 8.5, (a)
as a funtion of one wall radius without (blak)

and with preplasma (gray, sale length 1.1π) and
(b) as a funtion of preplasma sale length for a

radius of 20π (blak) and 80π (gray).

( )2π

( )2π

the results from 2.3.2.2. RPA is highly promising for its predited saling of the maximum

ion energy of up to εmax ∝ a20, even though the neessary experimental onditions are very

di�ult to realize (e.g. a �at top laser pulse with a very sharp rising edge, irular polariza-

tion, very little pre-pulses, ultra-thin foils) and an experimental validation has not yet been

realized.

Fig. 4.41 shows the dependene of the maximum proton energy aelerated from a one at

grazing inidene as a funtion of the radius of the urvature of the walls. As was disussed

before, the dephasing of eletrons in the laser �eld prevents the eletrons from gaining more

energy when inreasing the aeleration length lacc beyond ldeph. For smaller wall radii the

eletron temperature and hene the proton energy is smaller, beause the eletron aeler-

ation length is less than what is neessary to reah the maximum energy. For larger radii,

eletrons dephase with the laser and are deelerated again, the temperature remains on-

stant. The density of eletrons behind the top dereases due to the divergene of the eletron

beam, resulting in a redued proton energy. Consequently, one expets an optimum radius

of the one walls where lacc = ldeph,

Ropt [λ] =
a40

128w0 [λ]
+

w0 [λ]

2
(4.50)

as long as w0 < x̂ ∼= a0. Indeed a pronouned maximum near Ropt is observed, whih

however is shifted to smaller radii, e.g. for the laser strength a0 = 8.5 and laser waist

w0 = 4π used in the simulation the observed optimum radius is 20π whih is somewhat less

than that expeted from Eqn. (4.50). To reah the maximum possible energy within 10%,

it is found that the radius must be within ±8π around the optimum. The smaller optimum
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Figure 4.42: Saling of proton maximum energy with laser strength. Squares and irles show the maxi-

mum energies from ones at grazing laser inidene and �at foils (same geometry as the one top), respe-

tively, as obtained from simulations. Laser parameters are the same as the ones used for Fig. 4.40. Solid

lines are the preditions aquired from Eqn. (2.63) with T hot
e from Fig. 4.40, ηcone = .45 and ηfoil = .25,

α = 40◦ from PIC simulations, w0 = 4π (14π) for a0 ≤ 8.5 (a0 > 85). The dashed line shows for omparison
the maximum ion energies expeted from radiation pressure aeleration (RPA) at optimum laser and foil

parameters using the results of [138℄.

radius an be explained by pump depletion and laser re�etion.

Next an exponentially dereasing preplasma density gradient is added at the surfae of the

inner one walls and the inner one top with a sale length of 1.2π. The gray line in Fig. 4.41

represents the maximum energies normalized to the maximum energy from a �at foil with

the same preplasma at the front surfae. The important �nding is that now the ondition

for the radius in order to reah the maximum possible energy within 10% is ful�lled up to

muh greater values, i.e. to radii more than 80π. This means that at the same time the

laser depletion onneted with the propagation through the preplasma along the one wall

does not degrade the proton aeleration. This is espeially important experimentally where

the preplasma an be ontrolled by the laser prepulse ontrast and ASE level, sine it ould

allow to lower the restritions on the one geometry. Also, instabilities in laser pointing

would be more tolerable when preplasma is added. The optimum value for the wall radius

remains unhanged and the relative proton energy inrease at the optimum wall radius is

nearly the same as without any preplasma. The absolute energies are slightly inreased as

expeted due to a more e�ient laser absorption [105, 130℄. Obviously there is an optimum

preplasma sale length sine for large sale lengths the laser depletion will be large and the

laser eventually will not reah the one top [181, 109, 182℄.

Fig. 4.42 presents simulation results for varying laser intensities at the respetive opti-

mum one wall radius (and no preplasma). The blak irles show PIC results for a �at foil,

the gray squares give results for one targets at grazing laser inidene. For intensities where
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Figure 4.43: Enhanement fator of proton max-

imum energy from ones ompared to �at foils as a

funtion of pulse duration tp and laser strength a0, as
obtained from Eqn. ((2.63)), assuming a temperature

saling as given by (4.24), a onstant eletron diver-

gene and laser absorption as given in the main text.

Dashed urves are iso-pulse-energy lines. For on-

stant pulse energy, the enhanement peaks at a er-

tain point, indiated by the strong blak line (guide

to the eye).

the plasma is opaque, a0 < ne/nc, the one targets show a signi�antly higher maximum

proton energy of up to more than three times the energy seen for �at foils. Following the

disussion of the previous paragraph, the proton energy enhanement an be estimated by

Eqn. (4.25) with the temperature from Eqn. (4.49). In the ase of ones with grazing laser

inidene where γ sales proportional to a20 as given by Eqn. (4.49) the hot eletron den-

sity (2.66) behind the target is ne,hot = const., and its maximum value is nc. Based on the

PIC simulation results, the laser absorption oe�ient varies only little with the intensity

in the range onsidered here, and is of the order of ηcone ≈ const. ≈ 0.45. The average

divergene is α ≈ 40◦. Thus, tPEM
ref is a onstant. For a �xed pulse duration the maximum

proton energy predited by Eqn. (4.25) hene sales as

εmax ∝ a20. (4.51)

as is indiated by the gray line in Fig. 4.42. The maximum energies observed in the PIC

simulations agree very well with the analytial values, exeeding the proton energy from �at

foils signi�antly.

For a onstant laser pulse energy Eqn. (4.25) predits a slight inrease of the proton maxi-

mum energy with dereasing pulse duration, saturating at εmax ≈ 6 for tp ≪ ω−1
0 . Analyt-

ially, it an be easily found that for tp < 150ω−1
0 the inrease of proton energy with pulse

duration is larger than proportional to the pulse duration while for larger pulse durations

the proton energy inreases more slowly. Combining the above, it follows that for a given

laser pulse energy, in the �rst region it would be more bene�ial to optimize for a longer
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pulse duration while in the latter region it would be better to optimize for a higher laser

intensity.

The theoretial saling of εmax ∝ a20 is very promising. Compared to onventional �at foils,

where the saling usually is εmax ∝ a1.0...1.10 only (Eqn. (4.30)), it is signi�antly better due

to the better temperature saling. Even for short laser pulses where the �at foil saling

approahes εmax ∝ a20 the absolute energy of protons from �at top one targets exeeds that

of the �at foils by far, due to the inreased laser absorption e�ieny.

Interestingly, the fator of proton energy gain at onstant pulse energy and laser strength

3 ≤ a0 ≤ 30 peaks at an optimum pulse duration of 100 < ω0tp <≈ 350 whih inreases only

little with inreasing intensity (Fig. 4.43). Hene, at a given laser pulse energy there exists

an optimum pulse duration and intensity for whih the one geometry gives the highest

inrease in proton energy ompared to �at foils, and the one geometry onsequently should

be espeially bene�ial for short pulse laser systems.

For the sake of ompleteness, the ones should also be ompared to �at foils in the RPA

regime. The expeted saling there is in between εmax ∝ a20 for short pulse durations or

small a0 and εmax ∝ a0 for long pulse durations or high a0 (Eqn. (2.76)). In Fig. 4.42 the

RPA preditions are plotted for the spei� laser parameters used in the one simulations.

It an be seen that then for small a0 RPA yields moderately higher proton energies while the

saling for high a0 drops below that predited for ones so that for a0 > 25 the protons from

one targets beome more energeti. It is important to point out that in the general ase

the laser �eld strength at whih the saling in the ase of RPA hanges from a quadrati

to linear dependene from a0 is proportional to the inverse of the laser pulse duration, so

for longer pulse durations, one targets should perform better than RPA for even lower a0.

Considering the experimental di�ulties for the RPA regime as desribed in Se. 2.3.2.2,

the presented one target geometry appears as a very promising alternative.

4.3.2.3 Conlusions

Hollow one targets where the laser interats with the inner walls have long been shown to

produe high energy eletrons. The high energy eletrons are led towards the tip where a

�at top an at to onvert the eletron energy into energeti protons. This is the proposed

mehanism that has led to higher proton energies than in the ase of �at foils [108℄ and

even a new energy reord for laser aelerated protons [21℄. As shown in this setion,

the underlying proess for the generation of energeti eletron urrents along the urved

wall surfae is primarily the ontinuous and diret aeleration of eletrons by the laser.
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When the laser spot size is smaller than the one nek diameter, strong eletron urrents

are reated only when the laser is aligned grazing to the wall. Then, the laser eletri

�eld extrats eletrons from the wall one every yle. The Lorentz fore and longitudinal

eletri �elds aelerate the extrated eletrons, forming energeti bunhes direted along

the wall towards the one tip by self-generated �elds, where they add to the eletron sheath

responsible to aelerate protons. The main mehanism of eletron aeleration along the

wall is this ontinuous aeleration of eletrons. Other mehanisms suh as miro fousing

or resonant aeleration of surfae eletrons are found to be of minor importane and an

be negleted.

The eletron temperature saling with intensity for the ontinuously aelerated eletrons

along the wall an be desribed by a simple model based on the vauum energy gain of free

eletrons in a plane eletro-magneti wave. Using this temperature saling, aurate analyti

predition for the proton maximum energy were possible with the help of Eqn. (4.25). From

the eletron dephasing length an optimum value for the one wall urvature radius with

respet to proton maximum energy an be derived. The inreased eletron density and

temperature lead to a signi�ant inrease of the proton maximum energy espeially for high

laser intensities as ompared onventional �at foils. Even for ultra-thin foils in the RPA

regime, the predited proton energy from ones is omparable or even larger, in partiular

for long laser pulse durations.

For a given laser pulse energy there exists an optimum pulse duration for whih the one

geometry is expeted to give the greatest proton energy inrease ompared to �at foils. For

example, for a short pulse laser with 30 J pulse energy and wavelength λ = 800 nm, the

expeted optimum pulse duration would be 130 fs with a foal spot size of 3 µm resulting

in an intensity of 7.9 · 1020W/cm2
. At this foal spot size the transverse eletron exursion

x̂ equals the laser foal waist w0. A smaller spot size would lead to higher laser intensity

and hene larger x̂ so that the eletron would leave the laser beam waist transversely and

stop being aelerated. Eqn. (4.50) predits an optimum one radius for suh parameters

of R ∼= 220 µm. The maximum energy in suh a ase is expeted to be more than 6

times higher than that of a regular thin foil, reahing up to 200 MeV (assuming η ∼= 0.2) or

> 300 MeV (assuming η ∼= 0.45). Though speulative, suh high energies would be su�ient

for partile therapy, ompensating the negative e�et of the redued eletron temperature

saling desribed in Se. 4.1.2.4 and 4.1.2.5 on the proton maximum energy when saling

TNSA to higher laser intensities.
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Conlusions and Future Perspetives

The results of this thesis demonstrate promising paths towards higher energies of laser

aelerated ions and a higher degree of ion beam ontrol whih eventually might open up a

broad range of appliations suh as fast ignition fusion [16℄, nulear reations and isotope

prodution [17, 18℄, and tumor therapy [14, 13, 10℄.

A relativisti model for the temperature saling of eletrons aelerated at the front

surfae by a high-intensity laser pulse was derived in an analytial model taking into aount

the eletron phase distribution. A Lorentz invariant expression for the eletron distribution

was obtained and applied to the two limiting ases of a step-like density gradient and a

long preplasma at a solid. The model preditions are onsistent with ad-ho expetations

in the low-intensity limit, numerial preditions for the ultra-relativisti intensity limit and

experimental results. Sine the latter show a large satter and extend only to moderately

high intensities, the model will play out its strengths espeially at future laser systems

with yet higher laser intensities, as deviations from previous models are predited to be

signi�ant espeially in the ultra-relativisti regime.

The expeted advanes in laser tehnology in the near future will reate the neessity

to apply the most aurate eletron temperature saling to PEM models in order to be

able to predit, understand and enhane the ion aeleration espeially with respet to

its maximum energy. The novel eletron saling model was applied in this thesis to the

plasma expansion model to derive the ion energies in the two limits of short and long laser

pulses. It was demonstrated that espeially in the ultra-relativisti ase the ion maximum

energies are expeted to fall short of preditions based on previous eletron saling models,

whih has to be taken into onsideration in the planning of future experiments. The same

favorable asymptoti short pulse behavior of a proportionality between the laser intensity

and maximum ion energy was shown for the isothermal PEM as was derived previously in

the Shreiber model, whih further motivates the researh and development of short pulse

laser systems.
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Based on the PEM onsiderations, novel target types have been analyzed that make use

of optimized eletron dynamis during the laser irradiation. The ion aeleration mehanism

itself still is the TNSA, taking advantage of over a deade of experiene in that regime. This

inludes the knowledge and experimental validation of the exeptionally reliable and stable

aeleration proess [24℄ and assures the exeptional beam quality disussed above, making

this aeleration regime promising for future appliations. With the proposed novel target

designs � staked foils, mass limited foils and �at top one targets � the hot eletron density

and energy were shown to be able to be engineered in suh a way that the �nal ion maximum

energy an be signi�antly inreased ompared to onventional �at foils.

Experiments employing novel �at top ones were onduted at the Trident laser system

at LANL, yielding the present reord in proton maximum energy produed by laser aeler-

ation whih exeeds the previous reord set in 2000 at LLNL by more than 10%. Within the

frame of this thesis it was shown that the observations of the present experiment annot be

explained by the theoretial models available. A new model was developed based on simu-

lations suggesting a novel, previously unonsidered eletron aeleration mehanism termed

DLLPA, leading to higher hot eletron temperatures and thus higher ion energies. Based

on this new understanding, optimum target parameters were predited and the feasibility

of short pulse lasers was shown whih hopefully will lead to yet higher proton energies in

future ampaigns.

It remains an open question how the optimum target geometry an be found for a spei�

appliation at a spei� laser system. The optimum target design must aount for energy

deposited prior to the laser main pulse, allow for the optimum absorption of laser energy

during the pulse, and tailor the subsequent ion aeleration to reah the maximum ion energy

possible. At the same time the target should possibly optimize other beam parameters suh

as divergene, emittane, bunh harge and spatial distribution in order to minimize the

need for a later beam orretion.

For this omplex task the urrent theoretial desriptions are not satisfying, as the

following examples demonstrate:

� The self-onsistent modeling of preplasmas and the temporal evolution of the ionization

proess, bulk eletron temperatures and ion energies is a very important, yet largely

unsolved issue � espeially in the ase of omplex target geometries and the presene

of laser prepulses and ASE .

� The question of optimizing the absorption of laser energy is still open. Muh researh
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is going on to in�uene the laser absorption by target design, e.g. by inreasing the

laser absorption by nano-struturing the front side, employing MLT, ultra-thin foils or

optimize the preplasma generation. This thesis found a referene time for the pplasma

expansion that an aid in the question of whether to optimize for higher eletron

temperature or for eletron density. Yet, for example the question of whih part of the

eletron spetrum in a non-thermal eletron distribution gives the most ontribution

for a maximum �nal ion energy, or how the eletron spetral shape alters the ion

aeleration, need to be solved in a self-onsistent model.

� Finally, the modeling of the energy transfer proess of energy from the eletrons to

ions at the target rear surfae remains a �eld of debate. Current PEM models have

to adopt assumptions that do hold a deeper physial justi�ation in order to produe

preditions that math experiments. They rely on the assumption of thermalized

eletron distributions, estimations of the ion aeleration time and temporal evolutions

that are not baked by simulations.

A possible solution to the skethed problems would be a fully onsistent kineti bottom-

up theory that ould beome an alternative to urrent PEM models. The bottom-up ap-

proah means that the model is based on the basi binary relativisti eletron-eletron and

eletron-ion interations and then expands by taking into aount the spei� target and

laser parameters. This is in ontrast to PEM models that assume a ertain marosopi

plasma and desribe its evolution based on marosopi parameters, suh as temperature

and Debye length.

Simulations may assist in this task, sine the diret experimental observation of the ultra-

short sale physis is extremely di�ult to realize. However, simulations an not replae

the development of a self-onsistent model, sine they are extremely demanding in terms of

omputation needs � espeially in realisti 3D, full density situations inluding the omplete

set of physial proesses.





Appendix A

PICLS input and output

A.1 Input sript

Main aspets of the simulation properties an be determined by an external input �le that is

handed over to PICLS upon startup. They inlude the de�nition of the simulation box size,

plasma geometry and partile speies, ertain laser parameters and the use of the ionization

and ollision modules an be opted. The �le format is the standard Fortran input �le

format. The �rst blok of parameters is the option blok with the following most important

parameters

� n_time: the number of time steps for the simulation

� nd_para: the number of parallel tasks working on the simulation

� rstrt: swith to turn on the restart option, saving all neessary data to disk to be

able to restart the simulation later

� puhour: set the time in hours after whih the simulation terminates and the restart

data is written to disk (when rstrt=.t.)

The geometry blok de�nes the most important parameters of the simulation box size and

plasma distribution:

� : the veloity of light in dimensionless units

� Nx, Ny: the number of ells in x and y diretion (The oordinate system used in PICLS

and the one used throughout this thesis are rotated so that x(PICLS)=z(thesis) and

y(PICLS)=x(thesis).)

� system_lx, system_ly: size of the system in units of the dimensionless plasma wave-

length. The number Nλ of ells per laser wavelength an be de�ned by this parameter

and is 2cπNx/(ow · system_lx) where ow is the plasma frequeny in dimensionless

units.
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� NV: number of ells without partiles, ounting from left boundary

� NM: number of ells with partiles, ounting from NV

� igeom: index of geometry de�nition used to distribute partiles in density_pro�le.f

� nops: de�nition of partile shape funtion, 1: point-like, 2: quadrati like Eqn. (3.4)

on page 49, 3: triangular like Eqn. (3.5)

� period_bnd_y: periodi boundaries in y-diretion (otherwise absorbing)

� refl_bnd_x: re�eting boundaries in x-diretion (otherwise absorbing)

� wgmmax: maximum weight of partiles (weights are set in density_profile.f)

� Ngeom: number of supplementary geometri parameters required by the density pro�le

hosen by igeom

� pgeom(1), pgeom(2), ...: �rst, seond, ... supplementary parameter

The diag blok de�nes parameters used for the output

� Nx_d, Ny_d: de�nes how many ells are skipped for the �eld and density outputs, e.g.

Nx_d = 3 writes only �eld data of every third ell to output �le

� N_dp: de�nes how many partiles are skipped for the single partile outputs, e.g.

N_dp = 3 writes only data of every third partile to output �le

� ndav: time averaged �eld output is averaged over this number of timesteps

� rst_f: folder name where to save data neessary for restart (ignored if rstrt=.f.)

� Nsnap: number of output intervals

� psnap(1), psnap(2), ...: timesteps when outputs are written to disk �rst output

is written after psnap(1) timesteps, next outputs are written in intervals of psnap(1)

timesteps until reahing timestep psnap(2), then next outputs are written in intervals

of psnap(2) timesteps until reahing psnap(3) and so on

The ions blok de�nes the ion speies used in the simulations. Their distribution inside the

simulation volume is de�ned in density_profile.f.
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� No-ions: number of di�erent ion speies (two ion speies an be the same physial

ion type)

� p_mass(1), p_mass(2), ...: mass of ions of speies 1, 2, ... in units of eletron rest

mass

� q_i(1), q_i(2), ...: maximum harge of ions of speies 1, 2, ... When ionization

is o� (ionize_opt=.t.), this is the harge of ions.

� Ti0(1), Ti0(2), ...: initial temperature T [keV ]/511 · c2 (where c is in ode units)

of ions of speies 1, 2, ... (e.g. for 1 keV set T i0 = 0.196)

� Np_i(1), Np_i(2), ...: number of ions per ell

� trak_i(1), trak_i(2), ...: Used to trak ions. If set to > 0, it de�nes that

there will be trak_i untraked ions for every traked ion (e.g. trak_i=0 to don't

trak ions of this speies, trak_i=1 to trak every ion, trak_i=2 to trak every

other ion, trak_i=3 to trak every third ion)

The same parameters (exhanging i by e) an be set for the eletrons in blok eons, but

only one eletron speies should be used. When the ionization option below is turned on,

the parameter Np_e is ignored and the eletrons are set aording to the ions. The blok

wave de�nes the laser parameters:

� spol_opt: If set to false, only a limited set of diretional splitting equations is used

as this is su�ient for p-polarized light and only the Ex, Ey and Bz �elds are written

to disks when outputs are writtem, when true also Ez, Bx and By are written.

� ow: Laser frequeny in units of the plasma frequeny. When ionize_opt=.f., the

plasma frequeny used here is the plasma frequeny of a plasma where there are Np_e

eletrons per ell, otherwise

∑No_ion
j=1 Np_i(j) · qi(j) eletrons per ell.

� Ey0: maximum laser �eld strength in the simulation plane in dimensionless units

� Ey0: maximum laser �eld strength in z-diretion in dimensionless units

� w0: laser waist

� xf: position of the laser fous in x-diretion
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� yhlf: position of the laser axis on the left boundary of the simulation box in y-

diretion, relative to simulation box height

� angle: angle of inidene measured between x-axis and laser in mathemati positive

diretion

� ngaus: transverse pro�le of the laser, 1: gaussian, 2: super-gaussian

� nshp2: temporal pro�le of the laser eletri �eld, 1: gaussian, 2: linear rising and

falling, 3: step-like rising to maximum and remaining onstant, 9: sin pro�le

� tau1: width of the eletri �eld pro�le rising or falling wing

((2 ln 2)−0.5t(FWHM)[periods], fator

√
2 larger when using FWHM of inten-

sity pro�le)

� tau2: sum of the width of the eletri �eld pro�le rising wing and the duration of a

�at top (in units of laser periods)

� tau3: time before the laser pulse maximum enters the simulation box on the left

simulation box boundary (in units of pulse periods)

In the blok oll the ollision module an be ativated by ol_opt=.t. The parame-

ter p1_opt allows ollisions between partiles of the same speies and p2_opt allows also

ollisions between partiles of di�erent speies. nol spei�es every how many timesteps

ollisions shall be alulated. In the ionize blok the ionization an be ativated by

ionize_opt=.t., the ions are preionized to the harge state zin0 and the lower loal �eld

threshold to onsider ionization is aip0 in dimensionless �eld units. Of ourse the omplete

behavior an be individually adjusted in the soure ode, e.g. to implement di�erent values

for N_dp for eah partile speies.

In the following the input �le format is explained, an example of an input �le for a

simulation of ion aeleration from a �at foil as it was used for example in Se. 4.1 is shown

in listing A.1. Some parameters are only available in the version used at HZDR.

Listing A.1: input �le

&option

n_time=6800 , n_time_max=700001 , nd_para=192 , iws=1, r s t r t =. t . ,

puhour=500.0

&end
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&geom

=10.d0 ,Nx=3141 ,Ny=3141 , system_lx=25128.d0 , system_ly=25128.d0 ,

NM=1000 ,NV=1374 , igeom=440 , nops=3, period_bnd_y=. f . ,

ref_bnd_x=. f . , wgmmax=1. ,Ngeom=11,pgeom(1)=78.54 , pgeom(2)=90 ,

pgeom(3)=0 ,pgeom(4)=2.5 , pgeom(5)=1 ,pgeom(6)=0 ,pgeom(7)=0 ,

pgeom(8)=999999 ,pgeom(9)=0 ,pgeom(10)=0 ,pgeom(11)=0

&end

&diag

Nx_d=5,Ny_d=5, N_dp=1,nd=500 ,ndth=5,ndav=78,nstp=1, nha l f =128 ,

r s t_f=' r s t r t ' , Nsnap=3,psnap (1)=5390 ,

psnap (2)=6173 , psnap (3)=6762

&end

&ions

No_ion=2,

p_mass_i (1)=1836.0 d0 , q_i (1)=1.d0 , M_i(1)=1 , niy_fun (1)=0 ,

niy0 (1)=0.5d0 , Ti_fun (1)=0 , Ti0 (1)=.20d0 , Np_i(1)=4 , trak_i (1)=0 ,

p_mass_i (2)=116.670d3 , q_i (2)=29.d0 , M_i(2)=1 , niy_fun (2)=0 ,

niy0 (2)=0.5d0 , Ti_fun (2)=0 , Ti0 (2)=.20d0 , Np_i(2)=4 , trak_i (2)=0

&end

&eons

p_mass_e=1.0d0 , q_e=−1.d0 ,
M_e=3, No_eon=1, ney_fun=0,

ney0=0.5d0 , Te_fun=0, Te0=.20d0 , Np_e=29, trak_e (1)=0

&end

&wave

spol_opt=. f . ,

ow = 0 .1 d0 , Ey0=100.0d0 , Ez0=0.0d0 , w0= 2 . d0 , x f =17.5d0 ,

tau1=12.8 , nshp1=1, tau2=12.8 , tau3=38.3 , nshp2=1,ngaus=1,

ang le=0.0d0 , yh l f =0.5d0

&end

& o l l

ol_opt=. f . , no l =1, p1_opt=. t . , p2_opt=. t .

&end

&i on i z e
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ionize_opt=. t . , a ip0 =19.63 , z in0 =4.0

&end

&brmm

brm_opt=. f . , nbrm=4, nomeg=80, ogmin=1.0 , ogmax=1.d4 ,

nqh=20, nph=40

&end

&ntron

non_opt=. f . , nnon=20, enmax=8.0

&end

# trak ing

&trak

Ntrak=1, ptrak (1)=0

&end

In the above example, the plasma frequeny was de�ned by ωp = 1/ow = 10, so that the

density is set to ω2
p = 100. This is the density when all ion speies de�ned in ions are

atually present in one ell and have a weight of 1. Ion of speies 1 are protons, ions of

speies 2 are de�ned as having a harge of 29 when fully ionized orresponding to opper.

As will be de�ned later in density_profile.f, initially there will be either ions of speies

1 or 2. The target bulk onsists of opper ions and the eletron density when fully ionized

is ne,0 = 100 · Np_i(2)
Np_i(1)+Np_i(2)

= 96.67. The ell size is

∆x = ∆y = λ
ow · system_lx

2πccodeNx
∼= 0.0125λ (A.1)

and the time step is

∆t =
λ

c

ow · system_lx

2πccodeNx
= 0.0125λ (A.2)

The value of system_lx/Nx = 0.8ccode was hosen suh that ∆x (∆t) ended up having

exatly this value exatly mathing 1/8th of a plasma wavelength (plasma osillation period),

independently of ow. Even though twie that size would be su�entialy small to desribe a

plasma wave at 100 nc and for PICLS to run stable and aurate due to the very bene�ial

diretional splitting Maxwell solver, it is a good idea to add some safety margin, e.g. to

aount for plasma ompression and to redue the numerial errors, i.e. numerial dispersion

espeially inside the plasma.
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A.2 Density pro�le

Following these initial delarations, partiles of all de�ned speies are initialized with the

temperature and number of partiles per ell as de�ned in the input �le. Then their initial

harge, position and weight is de�ned in density_profile.f, in the following again exem-

pli�ed for the ase of a �at foil overed by a proton layer. The pro�le de�nition is the same

as the one used for the �at top one targets whih is why it is more omplex than neessary.

For a �at top one target with density ne,0 = 10 (ow=0.32713), the geom setion in the input

�le reads as follows:

Listing A.2: geom setion in input �le for FTC target

# pgeom(1) : amiron

# pgeom(2) : diameter o f p i zzatop (PT)

# pgeom(3) : t h i  kn e s s o f wa l l s

# pgeom(4) : t h i  kn e s s o f PT

# pgeom(5) : t h i  kn e s s o f proton−l a y e r

# pgeom(6) : t h i  kn e s s o f preplasma l ay e r

# pgeom(7) : urvature o f wa l l s

# pgeom(8) : sma l l e s t d i s tane between wa l l s

# pgeom(9) : d i s t ane o f PT from ente r o f urvature o f wa l l s

# pgeom (1 0 ) : diameter sub s t r a t e ( where urved wa l l s are attahed )

# pgeom (1 1 ) : l ength o f the nek ex t en s i on

# pgeom (1 2 ) : preplasma s  a l e l ength in un i t s o f pgeom(6)

&geom

=10.d0 ,Nx=6000 ,Ny=3000 , system_lx=48000.d0 , system_ly=24000.d0 ,

NM=2850 ,NV=250 , igeom=440 , nops=3,period_bnd_y=. f . , ref_bnd_x=. f . ,

wgmmax=1,Ngeom=11,pgeom(1)=24.0 , pgeom(2)=90 ,pgeom(3)=5 ,

pgeom(4)=5 ,pgeom(5)=2 ,pgeom(6)=0 ,pgeom(7)=10 ,pgeom(8)=15 ,

pgeom(9)=0 ,pgeom(10)=0 ,pgeom(11)=0 , pgeom(12)=0

&end

In the funtion density_profile() there are usually two interlaed loops, looping over

all partiles of all ion speies (and if the ionization option is turned o� also over the eletrons).

When the position is inside the desired plasma volume, their weight is set to a value greater

than 0 and the ion harge is set to the preionization level. After setting all ions, the

orresponding eletrons are positioned and the partiles for whih a traking output is
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wanted are spei�ed by the set_trak() funtion.

Listing A.3: density_pro�le.f for �at foils and FTC overed with proton ontamination layer

subrout ine d en s i t y_pro f i l e (x , y ,wgm,P, q , part_ind )

in lude ' . . / in lude / de f i n e . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / input . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / t rak ing . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / p r t  l . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /prmter . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /mult i . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /digav . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / i o n i z e . f '

DOUBLE PRECISION mark

dimension x (N_p_t_max) , y (N_p_t_max) ,wgm(N_p_t_max)

\ ,P(N_p_t_max, 3 ) , q (N_p_t_max)

i n t e g e r ( kind=8) , dimension (N_p_t_max) : : part_ind

i n t e g e r ( kind=8) : : part_

 . . harge s e t t i n g ( d e f au l t )

do i s =1, N_sp

do j=l_st ( i s ) , l_ed ( i s )

q ( j )=q ( i s )

enddo

enddo

vln=NV*dlt_xg ! vauum length

vpl=NM*dlt_xg ! plasma length

vpw=NY*dlt_xg ! plasma width

[ . . . ℄

i f ( igeom . eq . 4 40 ) then

amiron =pgeom(1) *dlt_xg ! number  e l l s per wavelength

dia_pt =pgeom(2) *amiron ! diameter o f p i zzatop
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th i k =pgeom(3) *amiron ! t h i  kn e s s o f wa l l s

thik_pt =pgeom(4) *amiron ! Thikness o f Pizza−Top
thik_H =pgeom(5) *amiron ! Thikness o f Proton−Layer
preplasm =pgeom(6) *amiron ! width o f the preplasma

r_walls =pgeom(7) *amiron ! urvature o f wa l l s

d i s t_wa l l s=pgeom(8)* amiron ! sma l l e s t l a t e r a l d i s t ane

! between wa l l s

_of f =pgeom(9) ! d i s t ane o f PT from ente r

! o f urvature o f wa l l s

dia_s =pgeom(10)* amiron ! diameter o f s ub s t r a t e ( where

! the urved wa l l s grow out )

l ength =pgeom(11)* amiron ! l ength o f the nek ex t en s i on

ppl =1./pgeom(12) ! preplasma s  a l e l ength

vpw1= (vpw−dia_pt )*1 ./2

vpw2= (vpw+dia_pt )*1 ./2

r1= r_walls − th i k /2

r2= r_walls + th i k /2

r3= r2+preplasm

x1=vln+r2+th i k

y1 = vpw/2−r2−d i s t_wa l l s /2

x2=vln+r2+th i k

y2 = vpw/2+r2+d i s t_wa l l s /2

x_pt = x1 + _off + length

do i s = 1 , N_sp

do j = l_st ( i s ) , l_ed ( i s )

wgm( j )=0.

r r1=(x ( j )−x1 )**2+(y ( j )−y1 )**2

r r2=(x ( j )−x2 )**2+(y ( j )−y2 )**2

i f ( x ( j ) . ge . v ln . and . x ( j ) . l e . x_pt−l ength . and .

/ abs ( y ( j )−vpw/2 ) . l e . d i s t_wa l l s/2+r2 ) then
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 . . −−− Everything be fo r e Pizzatop −−−
i f ( r r 1 . ge . r1 **2 . and . r r1 . l e . r2 **2) then

 . . −−− lower Cu ha l f− i r  l e −−−
i f ( i s . eq . 1 ) wgm( j )=0

i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j )=wgmmax

e l s e

i f ( r r 2 . ge . r1 **2 . and . r r2 . l e . r2 **2) then

 . . −−− upper Cu  i r  l e −−−
i f ( i s . eq . 1 ) wgm( j )=0

i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j )=wgmmax

e l s e

 . . === not in one o f two  i r  l e s : ===

 . . === PREPLASMA ===

i f ( r r1 . ge . r2 **2 . and . r r1 . l e . r3 **2) then

 . . −−− i n s i d e o f one between r2−r3 , at lower

 . . one wal l −−−
i f ( i s . eq . 1 ) wgm( j )=0

i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j )=wgmmax*exp(−( s q r t ( r r1)−r2 )

/ *ppl /preplasm )

i f (wgm( j ) . gt .wgmmax) wgm( j )=wgmmax

e l s e

i f ( r r 2 . ge . r2 **2 . and . r r2 . l e . r3 **2) then

 . . −−− i n s i d e o f one between r2−r3 , at upper

 . .

one wal l −−−
i f ( i s . eq . 1 ) wgm( j )=0

i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j )=wgmmax*exp(−( s q r t ( r r2)−
/ r2 )* ppl /preplasm )

i f (wgm( j ) . gt .wgmmax) wgm( j )=wgmmax

end i f

e nd i f

i f ( x ( j ) . gt . x_pt−preplasm . and . x ( j ) . l e . x_pt

/ . and . y ( j ) . ge . vpw1 . and . y ( j ) . l e . vpw2) then

 . . −−− i n s i d e o f one , l e s s then preplasma away
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 . . from top −−−
i f ( i s . eq . 1 ) wgm( j )=0

i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j )=wgm( j )+wgmmax*exp(−(x_pt−
/ x ( j ) )* ppl /preplasm )

end i f

e nd i f

e nd i f

 . . −−− Pizzatop protons −−−
i f ( x ( j ) . gt . x_pt+thik_pt . and . x ( j ) . l e . x_pt+thik_pt+

/ thik_H . and . y ( j ) . ge . vpw1 . and . y ( j ) . l e . vpw2) then

i f ( i s . eq . 1 ) wgm( j )=wgmmax

end i f

 . . −−− Pizzatop Copper −−−
i f ( x ( j ) . gt . x_pt . and . x ( j ) . l e . x_pt+thik_pt . and .

/ y ( j ) . ge . vpw1 . and . y ( j ) . l e . vpw2) then

i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j )=wgmmax

end i f

 . . −−− Nek ext en s i on −−−
i f ( x ( j ) . gt . x_pt−l ength . and . x ( j ) . l e . x_pt . and .

/ abs ( y ( j )−vpw/2 ) . ge . d i s t_wa l l s /2 . and .

/ abs ( y ( j )−vpw/2 ) . l e . d i s t_wa l l s/2+th i k ) then

i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j ) = wgmmax

end i f

 . . −−− Preplasma along nek ex t en s i on −−−
i f ( x ( j ) . gt . x_pt−l ength . and . x ( j ) . l e . x_pt . and .

/ abs ( y ( j )−vpw/2 ) . ge . d i s t_wa l l s/2−preplasm . and .

/ abs ( y ( j )−vpw/2 ) . l e . d i s t_wa l l s /2) then

dpw=abs ( abs ( y ( j )−vpw/2)−d i s t_wa l l s /2)

i f (wgmmax*exp(−dpw*ppl /preplasm ) . gt .wgm( j ) )

/ i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j ) = wgmmax*exp(−dpw*ppl /preplasm )
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end i f

 . . −−− s ub s t r a t e −−−
i f ( x ( j ) . gt . v ln+th i k . and . x ( j ) . l e . v ln+2* th i k ) then

i f ( abs ( y ( j )−vpw/2 ) . l e . dia_s /2 . and .

/ abs ( y ( j )−vpw/2 ) . gt . y2−vpw/2) then

i f ( i s . eq . 2 ) wgm( j )=wgmmax

end i f

e nd i f

i f ( x ( j ) . l e . v ln+th i k ) wgm( j )=0.

enddo

enddo

end i f

[ . . . ℄

 . . s e t i n i t i a l i o n i z a t i o n

i f ( ionize_opt ) then

 . . ion

do i s =1, N_sp−1
do j=l_st ( i s ) , l_ed ( i s )

i f ( z in0 . l e . q ( i s ) ) then

q ( j )=z in0

e l s e

q ( j )=q ( i s )

end i f

enddo

enddo

 . . eon

i s=N_sp

do j=l_st ( i s ) , l_ed ( i s )

q ( j )=0.d0

wgm( j )=0.d0
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enddo

j e=l_st (N_sp)

do i s =1, N_sp−1
do j=l_st ( i s ) , l_ed ( i s )

i q i on=in t ( q ( j ) )

do k=1, i q i on

q ( j e ) = q (N_sp)

 . . e l e  t ron ' s i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n i s the same with ion−−>
 . . suppos ing e l e  t r o n s are randomized by  o l l i s i o n

x ( j e ) = x ( j )

y ( j e ) = y ( j )

wgm( j e )= wgm( j )

j e=j e+1

enddo

enddo

enddo

ndown=l_ed (N_sp)−( je −1)

l_ed (N_sp)=je−1
N_p_t = N_p_t − ndown

N_p(N_sp) = N_p(N_sp) − ndown

end i f

 a l l set_trak (x , y ,wgm, part_ind , amiron )

re turn

end

After this funtion, the partiles with a weight of 0 are removed from the simulation and

the simulation is started.

A.3 Partile traking

For ertain tasks it may be neessary to follow a number of partiles during the simulations.

For this purpose, the possibility was implemented by the A. Helm and the author to attah a

unique id-tag to some partiles. Partiles of whih speies should be traked an be stated in
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the input �le, as well as additional parameters � i.e. de�ning the volume in whih partiles

should be tagged � an be given. The tagging of partiles initially in the simulation then

is realized after de�ning the density pro�le in the funtion set_trak(). Eletrons reated

during the simulation by ionization are tagged when neessary diretly after their reation

in ionization.f.

Listing A.4: traking.f

l o g i  a l fun t i on trak_in_volume (x , y )

in lude ' . . / in lude / de f i n e . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / input . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / t rak ing . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / p r t  l . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /prmter . f '

geom = ptrak (1 )

lower = ptrak (2 ) * amiron

upper = ptrak (3 ) * amiron

trak_in_volume = . f a l s e .

i f ( geom . eq . 1 ) then

 . . a l l p a r t i  l e s between ( lower < y < upper ) are t raked

i f ( ( y . gt . lower ) . and . ( y . l t . upper ) ) then

& trak_in_volume = . t rue .

end i f

end fun t i on trak_in_volume

l o g i  a l fun t i on trak_every_other ( trk_tmp)

 a l l random_number (rdm)

rdm_trak = nint (2* trk_tmp*rdm)

trak_every_other = . f a l s e .

i f ( rdm_trak . eq . trk_tmp ) trak_every_other = . t rue .

i f ( rdm_trak−1. eq . trk_tmp ) trak_every_other = . t rue .

end fun t i on trak_every_other
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subrout ine set_trak (x , y ,wgm, part_ind , amiron )

in lude ' . . / in lude / de f i n e . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / input . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / t rak ing . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / p r t  l . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /prmter . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /mult i . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /digav . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / i o n i z e . f '

dimension x (N_p_t_max) , y (N_p_t_max) ,wgm(N_p_t_max)

i n t e g e r ( kind=8) , dimension (N_p_t_max) : : part_ind

i n t e g e r ( kind=8) mm_ind_num, step

i n t e g e r ( kind=8) : : t raked

mm_ind_num = huge (mm_ind_num) ! = 2**63−1

step = mm_ind_num/(10**(  e i l i n g ( log10 ( r e a l ( nodes ) ) ) ) )

ind_num_max = ( iam+1)* s tep

i f ( ( iam+1). eq . nodes ) ind_num_max = mm_ind_num

do i s = 1 , N_sp

traked = 0

ind_num = ( iam)* s tep + 1

ounts = 0

i f ( i s . ne .N_sp) trk_tmp = trak_i ( i s )

i f ( i s . eq .N_sp) trk_tmp = trak_e (1 )

do j = l_st ( i s ) , l_ed ( i s )

part_ind ( j ) = 0

i f ( ( trak_in_volume (x ( j ) , y ( j ) ) . eq . . t rue . ) . and .

\ ( trak_every_other ( ) . eq . . t rue . ) . and .

\ (wgm( j ) . ne . 0 ) . and . ( trk_tmp . gt . 0 ) ) then

part_ind ( j ) = ind_num

ind_num = ind_num + 1

traked = traked + 1

end i f

end do
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end do

return

end

subrout ine write_trak ( i s , x , y , p ,wgm, q , i i , part_ind ,

\ o l d f i e l d )

in lude ' . . / in lude / de f i n e . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / input . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / t rak ing . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / p r t  l . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /prmter . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /mult i . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude /digav . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / i o n i z e . f '

i n  lude ' . . / in lude / f i l e . f ' 

i n t e g e r ( kind=8) , dimension (N_p_t_max) : : part_ind

dimension x (N_p_t_max) , y (N_p_t_max) , p (N_p_t_max, 3 ) ,

\ wgm(N_p_t_max) , q (N_p_t_max) , o l d f i e l d (N_p_t_max, 7 )

ha ra t e r *2 l a b e l 1

hara t e r *5 labe l 2 , l a b e l 3

pai2=atan (1 . 0 d0 )*8 . d0

xone=pai2 /ow* 

 a l l label_gen2 ( i s , l a b e l 1 )

 a l l label_gen5 ( i i , l a b e l 2 )

 a l l label_gen5 ( iam , l a b e l 3 )

do iam_i=0,nd_para

i f ( iam . eq . iam_i ) then

i f ( iam . eq . 0 )

\ open (137 , f i l e=d i r ( 1 : i d i r l n )// '/ t rk / trk ' // l a b e l 1 //

\ '_'// l a b e l 2 )

i f ( iam . gt . 0 )

\ open (137 , f i l e=d i r ( 1 : i d i r l n )// '/ t rk / trk ' // l a b e l 1 //
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\ '_'// l abe l 2 ,

\ ACCESS='APPEND' )

do j = l_st ( i s ) , l_ed ( i s )

i f ( part_ind ( j ) . ne . 0 ) then

wr i t e (137 ,500)

\ i n t ( part_ind ( j ) , 8 ) ,

\ r e a l ( x ( j ) ) / xone , r e a l ( y ( j ) ) / xone ,

\ r e a l (p ( j , 1 ) / p_mass( i s )/  ) ,

\ r e a l (p ( j , 2 ) / p_mass( i s )/  ) ,

\ r e a l (p ( j , 3 ) / p_mass( i s )/  ) , r e a l (wgm( j ) ) , r e a l ( q ( j ) ) ,

\ r e a l ( o l d f i e l d ( j , 1 ) ) , r e a l ( o l d f i e l d ( j , 2 ) ) ,

\ r e a l ( o l d f i e l d ( j , 3 ) ) , r e a l ( o l d f i e l d ( j , 4 ) ) ,

\ r e a l ( o l d f i e l d ( j , 5 ) ) , r e a l ( o l d f i e l d ( j , 6 ) ) ,

\ r e a l ( o l d f i e l d ( j , 7 ) )

end i f

enddo

 l o s e (137)

end i f

 a l l MPI_Barrier (MPI_COMM_WORLD, mpierr )

enddo

500 format ( I20 , ' ' , F8 . 3 , ' ' , F8 . 3 , ' ' , 2p ,G10 . 3E1 , ' ' ,G10 . 3E1 , ' ' ,

\ G10 . 3E1 , ' ' , 0 p , F8 . 6 , ' ' , F8 . 5 ,G10 . 3E1 ,G10 . 3E1 ,G10 . 3E1 ,

\ G10 . 3E1 ,G10 . 3E1 ,G10 . 3E1 ,G10 . 3E1)

return

end

Listing A.5: ionization.f: tagging of eletrons reated by ionization

 −−− Trak e l e  t r o n i f r equested −−−
i f ( trak_e ( 1 ) . gt . 0 ) then

i f ( ( trak_in_volume (x ( j e ) , y ( j e ) ) . eq . . t rue . )

\ . and . ( trak_every_other ( trak_e ( 1 ) ) . eq . . t rue . )

\ . and . (wgm( j e ) . ne . 0 ) ) then

ind_num = ind_num + 1

part_ind ( j e ) = ind_num
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end i f

e nd i f

The id-tag, postion, momentum weight and harge of traked partiles as well as the

value of the eletri and magneti �elds at the respetive partile position (saved in the

global variable oldfields at the end of the funtion p_push()) are written into a separate

�le for eah timestep and partile speies after the partile push alled in e_magneti.

Listing A.6: all of write_trak() in e_magneti.f

do i s = 1 , N_sp

i f ( i_time . gt . 0 ) then

! here i t an be def ined , that not in every

! t imestep the t rak ing in format ion i s

! wr i t t en to d i sk ( e . g . f o r i on s t h i s i s not

! ne e s sa ry ) , e . g . to save memory

i f ( (MOD( i_time , 1 2 ) . eq . 0 ) . or . ( ( i s . eq .N_sp ) . and .

\ ( i_time . l t . 6 1 2 5 ) . and . (MOD( i_time , 4 ) . eq . 0 ) ) ) then

i f ( trak_SP ( i s ) )

\  a l l wr ite_trak ( i s , x , y ,P,wgm, q , i_time ,

\ part_ind , o l d f i e l d )

end i f

e nd i f

enddo

The traking �les are found in the working diretory in the subdiretory trk. The �les

are named as trk_[is℄_[time℄. Here, [is℄ is the two-digit index of the ion speies and

[time℄ is the �ve-digit number of the timestep. In eah �le eah line represents one traked

partile with the following information:

id-tag x y px py pz weight harge Ex(time) Ey(time) Ez(time) Bz(time)

0.5[Bx(time+Bx(time-1)℄ 0.5[By(time+By(time-1)℄ 0.5[Bz(time+Bz(time-1)℄

A.4 Outputs

Regular outputs of the partile densities, energy densities, �elds, urrent densities and the

phase spae are written to disk as de�ned in the input �le. They are stored in the following
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subdiretories:

� dnss: partile density distribution (is1,is2,...,e), unit: normalized to maximum density

1/ow2

� emes: �eld energy distribution

� empi/emps: �eld distribution Ex, Ey, Bz, unit: dimensionless �eld strength (≈
3.2TV/m or 107MG for λ = 1 µm)

� emsi/emss: �eld distribution Ez, Bx, By, unit: dimensionless �eld strength

� gmns: energy density distribution (is1,is2,...,e), unit: normalized to misc
2/ow2

� rji/rjs: urrent density distribution (is1,is2,...,e), unit: encc/ccode

� phs: phase spae

� trk: traking information (see last setion)

� et: total energies and mis

In the following the individual output �les are desribed in detail.

A.4.1 Field data

All distribution outputs have a ommon format. Eah individual pro-

ess writes the �eld data of its volume into a separate �le on disk.

The �lenames follow the sheme [type℄_[pro℄_[output number℄. Here

[type℄ stands for one of the types stated above, e.g. \verbdnss|, [pro℄ is

the �ve-digit number of the proess and [output number℄ is a �ve-digit number onseu-

tively numbering the outputs at di�erent timesteps. The �eld data in the �les is stored suh

that eah quantity (e.g. partile density of ion speies 1 (is1)) is written in one olumn.

The rows onseutively go through the x-values at y=0, followed by the x-values at y=1

and so on, skipping as many ells in x-diretion as given in the input �le by Nx_d and in

the y-diretion as given by Ny_d.

As an example, for a simulation using 48 parallel proesses and 2 ion speies with Nx_d=3

and Ny_d=4 and 1200× 960 ells, there would be 48 �les at eah timestep when outputs are

written to disk: E.g. for the �rst output (at timestep 0), there would be dnss_00000_00000,
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dnss_00001_00000, ..., dnss_00047_00000, for the seond output � whih possibly o-

urs several timesteps later, there would be dnss_00000_00001, dnss_00001_00001, ...,

dnss_00047_00001 and so on. In eah �le there would be three olumns, one ontaining the

density data for is1, one for is1 and one for eletrons. Eah olumn should have 2406 rows:

Ny=960 ells in y-diretion are distributed over 48 proesses, hene eah proess has Ny_p=20

ells in y-diretion and 1200 ells in x-diretion. Sine only every third ell is onsidered in

x-diretion and every fourth in y-diretion, there are (1200/3 + 1) · (20/4 + 1) = 2005 data

point written to the �le. In reality there are more rows, sine at the proess borders the

two neighboring proesses hold the same line in memory (they have to be averaged). The

data in the rows then is the data of the ell with index (x,y) in the following order: (0,0),

(Nx_d,0), (2 Nx_d, 0), (3 Nx_d,0), ..., (Nx,0), (0, Ny_d), (Nx_d, Ny_d), (2 Nx_d, Ny_d), ...,

(Nx, Ny_p), where (0,0) is given relative to the origin of the proess at (0,Ny_p·[pro℄).

A.4.2 Phase spae

The pahse spae information is stored in the subfolder phs. Eah individual proess writes

the partile data of partile in its volume into a separate �le on disk. The �lenames follow

the sheme phs[is℄_[pro℄_[output number℄. Here [is℄ stands for the �ve-digit index

of the ion speies as de�ned in the input �le, eletrons have the index is+1. Eah partile's

information is written into one line of the �le, skipping as many partiles as de�ned by

N_dp. The information in one line is x y px py pz weight harge. x/y: x/y position

of the partile in units of λ, given relative to the full simulation box, px/py/pz: partile

momentum in units of misc
2
, harge in units of e.

As an example, for a simulation using 48 parallel proesses and 2 ion speies, there would be

144 �les at eah timestep when outputs are written to disk (48 for eah ion speies and 48 for

eletrons): E.g. for the �rst output (at timestep 0), there would be phs00001_00000_00000,

phs00001_00001_00000, ..., phs00001_00047_00000,phs00002_00000_00000, ...,

phs00003_00047_00000 for the seond output � whih possibly ours several

timesteps later, there would be phs00001_00000_00001, phs00001_00001_00001, ...,

phs00001_00047_00001,phs00002_00000_00001, ..., phs00003_00047_00001 and so on.
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